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Section 1 – The Battletech Universe  

Chapter I 

Historical events  

As Copied/Quoted From: Sarna.net 

 

Overview 

The fictional events of the BattleTech universe constitute a future history that describes the course of 
humanity from modern times until the mid-thirty-second century. It can also be considered an alternate 
history distinct from our own, since its point of divergence from the real world occurs in the past; this is not 
the focus of the series, though, and is more the result of real-world history overtaking the early years of the 
BattleTech timeline.  

Given its central theme of military conflict, the events of the BattleTech universe can be classed as a military 
history, albeit a fictional one. Incessant wars are the backdrop of most BattleTech stories and historical 
happenings, the majority of which concern individuals in the military rather than civilian sectors. Equally 
important to BattleTech history are politics and technology.  

Early history 

The earliest events distinct to the BattleTech universe occur after the end of the Cold War and the collapse of 
the Soviet Union. The United States, Europe and Japan announced in 1994 their intention to jointly construct 
an orbiting industrial facility named Crippen Station, which was successfully launched eleven years later. A 
1997 coup d'état by hardline communists restored a militant, Soviet-style government in Russia and sparked 
a "Second Cold War" with NATO that lasted until the start of peaceful reforms under premier Oleg Tikonov in 
2005. The republic crumbled in 2011, igniting a civil war that drew in NATO and saw the successful use of the 
Western Orbital Defense Network (WODeN), successor to the earlier Strategic Defense Initiative, to intercept 
a preemptive Russian missile attack against western targets. The war ended with a Western Alliance victory in 
2014.  

Beginning with the establishment of the Alliance Space 
Command in 2016, humanity began moving out into the 
solar system. The first lunar settlement was established 
in December 2016, and the first manned mission to Mars 
launched the following year. The advent of fusion power 
in 2020 led to the first fusion-powered interplanetary 
spacecraft, the AS Columbia, which launched from 
Crippen Station on October 12, 2027. Colonies were soon 
established on Mars and the Moon, and automated 
probes launched to neighboring star systems which 
returned evidence by 2050 of nearby habitable worlds.  

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Oleg_Tikonov
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By the beginning of the twenty-second century the Western Alliance had grown to become the Terran Alliance, 
and despite discontent from some of its poorer constituents pursued an agenda of rapid technological 
development. Faster-than-light travel, the theories of which were first postulated by Thomas Kearny and 
Takayoshi Fuchida in the early 21st century, were realized on September 3, 2107 with the successful voyage 
of the first FTL spacecraft, the TAS Pathfinder, which made a 12-light year jump to the Tau-Ceti star system.  

 

Era of colonization 

Beginning with the establishment of the first extra-solar colony on New Earth 
(Tau Ceti IV) in 2116, a wave of colonization began that continued for centuries. 
By 2235, some 600 colonies had been established within 120 light years of 
Earth, but the difficulties maintaining authority over such far-flung worlds 
sparked the first rebellion against the Terran Alliance. Known as the "Outer 
Reaches Rebellion" and led by the colony world of Denebola, it precipitated the 
downfall of the Alliance Parliament's Expansionist Party and swept the Liberal 
Party into power. The Liberals announced that the Alliance would withdraw to 
a thirty light-year radius (or two-jump) sphere surrounding Earth, thus granting 
the outer colonies independence. Numerous small kingdoms rapidly formed, 
most of which quickly conquered or merged with their neighbors leaving a 
handful of larger nations.  

Political corruption and instability, and the economic strain of supporting its colonies, eroded support for the 
Terran Alliance, and in 2314 it descended into civil war. The Alliance Global Militia under the direction of Navy 
Admiral James McKenna imposed an end to the conflict in 2315, dissolved the Parliament, and established in 
its place the Terran Hegemony, with McKenna elected as its first Director-General the following year. During 
McKenna's 23-year tenure the Hegemony sought to reassert its authority over the outer colonies, but though 
achieving some early successes the effort was ultimately a failure and galvanized resistance to the Hegemony; 
McKenna's successor, cousin Michael Cameron, concentrated on establishing more peaceful international 
relations.  

One of Cameron's most lasting legacies was a system of aristocratic rule, originally based on individual 
achievement but later conferred by heredity, which he introduced in 2351. The ranks of nobility created by his 
Peer List led to the formation of numerous feudal ruling families and was the foundation of many of the Great 
Houses of later centuries.  

 

The Age of War - Link 

The fledgling nations that earlier had fought to resist Hegemony aggression began in the mid-twenty-fourth 
century to turn against each other. A territorial dispute between the Capellan Confederation and the Free 
World’s League in 2398 escalated into open hostilities (the First Andurien War), which in turn prompted "land 
grabs" and efforts at territorial expansion by the surrounding states. By the end of the century the "Age of 
War" had begun in earnest and violent combat raged between the forces of nearly all the major nations, 
including the Hegemony and states in the Periphery. The near-annihilation of the population of the Capellan 
world of Tintavel in 2412 exemplified the vicious excesses of the age, and led later that year to the adoption 

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Kearny-Fuchida_Drive
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Kearny-Fuchida_Drive
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/James_McKenna
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Age_of_War
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by all the major nations of the Ares Conventions. The conventions imposed 
strict prohibitions on how and where war could be waged and what 
constituted legitimate targets, discouraged orbital bombardment, and 
also outlawed the use of most nuclear and biological weapons. However, 
though intended to limit civilian casualties and prevent atrocities like 
those on Tintavel, the conventions also inadvertently institutionalized war as a 
means of settling disputes and ushered in an era of near-constant warfare.  

Emerging from the new military restrictions set by the Ares Conventions, 
large robotic war machines known as BattleMechs were developed by the 
Terran Hegemony in 2439 and first used in combat against the Draconis Combine 
in 2443. Both powerful and intimidating, BattleMechs drew attention away from space combat and onto the 
ground, and remained the most high-profile military units throughout all subsequent BattleTech history. The 
design secrets of the BattleMech were stolen during a raid by Lyran Commonwealth commandos on a Terran 
'Mech factory and subsequently spread by trade and conquest to all the other Great Houses. With the major 
combatants exhausted, the Age of War wound down in the mid-twenty-sixth century.  

 

The formation of the Star League - Link 

Near the ending of the Age of War, Ian Cameron led the formation of the Star League with help of the Free 
World’s League and the Capellan Confederation. Then after the two supporting states, the future Star League 
gained the willing support of the Houses. The formation of the Star League in 2571 led almost immediately 
into The Reunification War. The attempt to force the periphery states into the League lasted for twenty long 
years. This fighting would impact the history of those realms for the next several hundred years.  

 

The Amaris Coup 

In the mid-28th century the current First Lord of the Star League died suddenly and tragically in an accident; 
Richard Cameron, then still a boy and unready to rule, was thrust onto the throne. Commanding General 
Aleksandr Kerensky was appointed as regent of the Star League. The Star League Council, composed of the 
five Great House Lords, saw themselves as the true rulers of the Star League. Upon reaching maturity, the son 
of the deceased First Lord sent out edicts limiting the house armies, while also 
placing higher taxes on the Periphery states. This started the Border War, 
occupying much of the League forces with quelling civil unrest. Taking 
advantage of this unrest, Stefan Amaris (the leader of the Rim Worlds Republic) 
first became a personal friend of the First Lord, then Stefan Amaris killed all of 
the Cameron family—even the First Lord himself—and claimed the title. This 
was truly the beginning of the end for the Star League. The Amaris Coup 
touched off thirteen years of fighting as the Star League Defense Force fought 
its way from the Periphery to Terra. General Alexander Kerensky's effort to 
remove the usurper claimed nearly three quarters of the SLDF. Still suffering 
from recent battles and unable to hold back the Houses and the coming 
darkness, Kerensky began an exile of all willing troops to leave known space, 
thus leaving the way open for the Succession Wars.  

 

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Star_League
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Richard_Cameron
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Aleksandr_Kerensky
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The Exodus 

Following the defeat of the Amaris Coup, General Kerensky attempted to reestablish the Star League, but the 
council lords stripped him of his title of Protector of the Realm, both because they feared his power and they 
coveted the position as First Lord for themselves. The only thing the bickering council could agree upon was 
to charge Jerome Blake with restoring the HPG network that allowed the planets to communicate with their 
interstellar neighbors. Soon enough, each of the lords returned to their capitals and declared him or herself 
First Lord. They then began to wage war to see who was worthy of the position. Kerensky, seeing the battles 
between the Houses as only the beginning, left with approximately 80% of the Star League forces.  

 

The Succession Wars 

The Terran Hegemony, ruled by House Cameron, was at the center 
of the Inner Sphere, ruling a rough sphere centered on Terra. 
Clockwise around that, there was House Kurita's Draconis Combine, 
House Davion's Federated Suns, House Liao's Capellan 
Confederation, House Marik's Free Worlds League, and House 
Steiner's Lyran Commonwealth. These nations may have remained 
fairly stable, but they were incessantly at each other's throats, 
seeking every advantage they could find on the fields of battle. The 
five of the great houses, excluding the Terran Hegemony, almost 
immediately embarked upon the greatest war in human history. 
Snatching up the ruler less planets formerly of the Terran 

Hegemony, and fighting each other for supremacy, the Inner Sphere devolved into the First Succession War. 
The fires of this war wreaked havoc on human civilization, and lowered the technology level of the Inner 
Sphere drastically with actions such as orbital bombardments, nuclear weapons, and the destruction of 
JumpShips, factories, and killing scientists.  

 

The First Succession War - Link 

Being the most brutal of the Succession Wars, the 1st War did the most 
to send humanity hurtling backwards technologically. Eventually, the 
First Succession War ended in an exhausted stalemate after 35 years 
of war, only to resume in the Second Succession War less than a 
decade later. The most notable event of this war was the Kentares 
Massacre, in which Combine forces killed almost all of the denizens of 
the Federated Suns' planet Kentares IV. This action demoralized the 
Combine's bushido-minded warriors and galvanized the Federated 
Suns' war effort that enabled them to push the invading Combine back 
to the border.  

  

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Draconis_Combine
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Federated_Suns
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Capellan_Confederation
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Capellan_Confederation
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Free_Worlds_League
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Lyran_Commonwealth
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/First_Succession_War
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The Second Succession War - Link 

The Second Succession War lasted another 34 years, further destroying the now-irreplaceable base of Star 
League technology, and resumed in the Third War a mere two years later. The Second Succession War had no 
distinct events beyond being of such a long period of destruction, almost making it un-noteworthy.  

 

The Third Succession War - Link 

The Third War lasted for over 150 more years, on and off. Because 
the Successor States no longer had the knowledge to produce or 
repair high-tech equipment that allowed them to communicate 
with and travel amongst the stars, the total war of the first two 
Succession Wars ended in an unspoken agreement that 
approximated a return to the Ares Conventions. No longer were 
JumpShips, automated factories, or water-purification plants 
destroyed. Instead, they were fought over in set-piece 
engagements and the losers simply consoled themselves with the 
hope that they would re-take the planet later. Moreover, large 
offensives were no longer the order of the day. The Successor 

States' militaries were depleted in every sense, so they switched to a pattern that was closer to raids than 
assaults. With whole generations being raised, fighting, and dying during this era, constant warfare became 
the norm and true peace seemed a dream.  

By the end of the Third War in 3025, any remaining vestiges of the Star League in the Inner Sphere were dust 
on the winds of history. By the end of the war, most nations were essentially being ruled by a modern version 
of the feudal system of government, with thrones inherited and passed down generation to generation.  

The latter days of the Third Succession War was the first setting in which players played BattleTech.  

 

The Fourth Succession War - Link 

In 3022, the Lyran Archon, Katrina Steiner, sent out a proposal for peace and alliance to the other Houses, who 
until then had been fighting on all fronts for essentially the entirety of their post-Star League history. Three of 
the Houses (Kurita, Liao, Marik) reacted suspiciously, but the First Prince of the Federated Suns, Hanse Davion, 
responded favorably and the two sides eventually agreed to an alliance. Within a few years, the terms had 
been set - Hanse would marry Katrina's daughter Melissa, and their two nations would merge into the 
Federated Commonwealth when one of Hanse and Melissa's children took the throne - until then, they would 
merely be allies. After this alliance was announced, ComStar brokered the Concord of Kapteyn, a shaky alliance 
between the three other Successor States.  

In 3028, all five Successor Lords met on Terra, for the first time since the fall of the Star League, at the marriage 
of Hanse and Melissa. However, they were in for a surprise. At the reception, while the bride and groom were 
exchanging gifts, Hanse gave his immortal line "My dear... I give you the Capellan Confederation!", stupefying 
the head of the Confederation, Maximilian Liao, who was one of the Successor Lords present. Thus began the 

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Second_Succession_War
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Third_Succession_War
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Fourth_Succession_War
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Katrina_Steiner
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Hanse_Davion
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/ComStar
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Maximilian_Liao
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Fourth Succession War. FedSuns units began to systematically dismantle the Capellan Confederation, as Lyran 
forces and a few elite mercenary regiments held off the other two prongs of the Marik-Kurita-Liao alliance 
that had been formed in the wake of the announced Steiner-Davion marriage. However, ComStar, alarmed at 
the course of events, faked a FedSuns attack on one of its HPGs, and placed the FedSuns under Interdiction, 
cutting off all communications services. At this point, the attack began to falter, as long-range communications 
and attack coordination became nearly impossible, although the Capellans were still unable to force back the 
FedSuns. After a few more months of war, the two sides agreed to an uneasy truce, and the Interdiction was 
lifted.  

With the end of the Fourth Succession War a long stream of short but violent wars sprang up across the Inner 
Sphere due to public outcry, opportunistic leaders, and even the want of freedom from oppression. There 
would be no major fighting until the later invasion by the Clans.  

During this time period a momentous discovery had been made. The mercenary unit Gray Death Legion 
discovered a functional Star League-era memory core on the planet Helm in the Free World’s League in 3028. 
The Grey Death Legion made the unheard of gesture of freely and openly giving a copy of the memory core to 
all the great houses instead of keeping it to themselves. This triggered a technological renaissance. After a few 
decades, Star League weaponry and systems started to become available again, and 'Mech technology 
eventually advanced back to near the point it had been three hundred years earlier. And it was just in time. 
The rediscovered technology gave the FedSuns-Lyran alliance, with their technological and numerical 
advantage, supremacy over the other Successor States.  

In the real world, FASA decided to skip ahead in the plot from 3030 to 3050 in order to allow for the 
technological renaissance to take hold. This allowed them to fulfill their goal of sparking an in-universe arms 
race that allowed them to introduce new equipment into the tabletop war game.  

 

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/ComStar
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Gray_Death_Legion
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Andurien War of Secession - Link 

Following the FWL Civil War, the Duchy of Andurien, in alliance with the Magistracy of Canopus, seceded from 
the Free Worlds League and proceeded to attack the "weakened" Capellan Confederation. Following several 
massive defeats, the war was reversed by a remarkable display of the will to survive, and the Capellans retook 
most of their fallen worlds. After this reversal, the Canopians pulled out and with the war the Duchy was 
fighting against the Free Worlds League taxing Duchy forces to their limit, the Confederation used their Warrior 
Houses to return the border to pre-war lines.  

The Free Worlds League underwent many changes as Captain-General Janos 
Marik and his heir Duggan were assassinated by their cousin Duncan Marik. 
Duncan prosecuted the war to reclaim Andurien somewhat successfully, but 
he alienated many members of Parliament in doing so. The dissatisfaction was 
manifested when Janos' son Thomas (who was presumed dead in the same 
blast that killed his father) reappeared and many MPs wanted to replace 
Duncan with him. Duncan died in an assault on a fortified Andurien position, 
which cleared the way for Thomas to take over. He used the shock of his 
reappearance and his relative popularity to get many laws passed that 
centralized power in the Captain-General in a way that it never had been 
before. Thomas was soon able to return the rebellious Duchy to League 
authority, though it would be decades before he allowed them to regain any 
autonomous authority. 

 

The Ronin War - Link 

The Rasalhague Military District became home to a secession movement from the 
moment that the Rasalhague Principality was conquered by the Draconis 
Combine. The Lyran Commonwealth used this Mimir organization to its advantage 
during the Fourth Succession War, but failed in granting the Rasalhagians their 
independence. The Combine, under the leadership of Gunji-no-Kanrei (Deputy for 
Military Affairs) Theodore Kurita, granted the Rasalhagians their independence. 
This had three advantages for the Combine. First this would force the Lyrans into 
granting the Rasalhague worlds their independence that they had conquered, 
since it was that same promise that the Lyrans used to get the Rasalhagians on 
their side. Thus, they must give away all of their territorial gains of the Fourth 
Succession War. Secondly creating a peaceful buffer state with the nascent 
Federated Commonwealth that covered approximately three-quarters of the 
Combine border. Finally, because ComStar preferred weak and divided nations as they can be easily 
manipulated, ComStar provided aid. With the aid being given to the Combine in rebuilding their military from 
the Fourth Succession War, ComStar provided them with advanced technology, in the form of Star League 
Technology to aid them in future wars.  

Despite the myriad advantages, this move was seen as an unsatisfactory decision to many of the warriors of 
the Combine, including the warlord of the Combine's Rasalhague military district and a disaffected scion of the 
Kurita family. These warriors disobeyed orders and stayed in the newly created Free Rasalhague Republic to 
wage war against the former Combine planets almost immediately. The war got its name by the fact that the 
warriors disobeying the Coordinator were branded as ronin.  

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Andurien_Secession
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Duchy_of_Andurien
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Magistracy_of_Canopus
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Thomas_Marik
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Thomas_Marik
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Ronin!
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Theodore_Kurita_%2831st_c.%29
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/ComStar
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The War of 3039 - Link 

The War of 3039 was the second war in which the LCAF and AFFS would ally. Delayed by bureaucracy and 
logistical problems, as well as the Skye Crisis, which allowed the Combine to prepare for the war. Many other 
factors also affected the war effort, such as the fact that the two nations had only a decade to work together 
and were not able to fully integrate yet. In addition, a cache of Star League-era 'Mechs was given to the DCMS 
by ComStar, and several elite regiments helped formed and trained by Wolf's Dragoons fought for the Combine 
forces. In the end, it was a feint by Theodore Kurita that led Hanse Davion to believe his military was stronger 
than it was that convinced Davion to cease his offensive.  

Unlike in the Fourth Succession War, the two nations had some time to integrate their commands, but since 
only having a decade and a single war where both sides had fought and won together with little interaction 
would not help the allies in the upcoming war. Though the war, originally planned to happen in less than a few 
years, turned into a decade as military planners realized that attacking the Draconis Combine would require 
deception on such an unmanageable scale to conceal troop movements. Unlike the Capellans the Combine 
leader was not as paranoid of who was planning their certain demise and realized that the recently formed 
Federated Commonwealth could be the only true threat in the Combine's future. Unbeknownst to ComStar 
and the Draconis Combine, during the Fourth Succession War a series of devices called Black Boxes, essential 
in defeating the communication interdiction against the Federated Commonwealth imposed by ComStar 
during the fourth war, were to be used by FedCom troops to coordinate troop movements but were not. This 
would have provided a tactical advantage to FedCom troops but was not utilized to their fullest potential as 
military strategists essentially ignored their usefulness and used the faster Hyperpulse Generators owned by 
ComStar. This allowed ComStar to warn the DC military to the threat. Unfortunately during the war several of 
these devices were captured by DC forces and used against FedCom troops. 

 

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/War_of_3039
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/ComStar
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Wolf%27s_Dragoons
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Theodore_Kurita_%2831st_c.%29
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Hanse_Davion
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Draconis_Combine
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Black_Box
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Hyperpulse_Generator
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The Clan Invasion - Link 

In August of 3049, the Inner Sphere began to hear of mysterious invaders using advanced technology, beyond 
that of even the Star League, in the reaches coreward of the Free Rasalhague Republic. Small periphery realms 
disappeared from contact and mercenary units were annihilated (including a detachment from the elite Kell 
Hounds). In March of 3050, the invaders struck at the Inner Sphere proper. The invaders, known as the Clans, 
cut a swathe through the Lyran half of the Federated Commonwealth and Draconis Combine and absolutely 
devastated the Free Rasalhague Republic. Using their technological superiority and impressive combat 
prowess, over a hundred planets fell in the first year. Four Clans rolled into the Inner Sphere that year. Clans 
Wolf, Jade Falcon, Smoke Jaguar, and Ghost Bear. While some counterattacks succeeded, they failed to stop 
their advance.  

It took the suicide attack of Kapten Tyra Miraborg, a pilot in the Free Rasalhague Republic's KungsArme, to do 
what entire regiments had failed: stop the Clan advance. Her suicide attack with her Shilone AeroSpace Fighter 
hit the bridge of the Clan flagship, killing ilKhan Leo Showers instantly. Under Clan law, a new ilKhan could only 
be selected on the Clan homeworld of Strana Mechty, which was almost a year's travel time from the location 
of the Clan forces in the Inner Sphere. So, for more than a year, the Clans halted their invasion as their 
individual leaders returned to their home planets to regroup and select a new ilKhan, and then returned to 
continue with the invasion. This allowed the nations of the Inner Sphere some much-needed time to 
recuperate and plan for the expected resumption of the invasion, and it was time that they used to great 
effect. Aside from ending their conflicts and uniting against the threat, they also gained valuable insights into 
the nature of the Clans. The leader of Wolf's Dragoons revealed that his mercenary unit was, in fact, a 
reconnaissance mission sent by the Clan leaders, and explained the history of the Clans to the leaders of the 
Inner Sphere.  

On the Dragoon's home world of Outreach, the leaders of 
the Inner Sphere (and their heirs) trained to work together 
against the Clan threat. When the invasion finally resumed 
under former Wolf Khan Ulric Kerensky, the forces of the 
Inner Sphere were much better prepared to combat them. 
Ulric activated two reserve Clans, the Steel Vipers and 
Nova Cats, though this was as much to cause strife within 
the Clan Occupation Zones as it was to aid the invasion by 
pairing them up with hated rivals, the Jade Falcons and the 
Smoke Jaguars.  

The spirit of cooperation that had been forged on Outreach bore fruit when Prince Hanse Davion sent Wolf's 
Dragoons and the Kell Hounds to the Combine's capital, Luthien, upon hearing of an imminent assault upon 
the system. With the help of the FedCom mercenaries, the Combine was able to repulse the joint Jaguar-Nova 
Cat assault. Despite the limited victories the Inner Sphere forces were able to win, however, the true turning 
point in the war came when ComStar learned of the Clans' goal: Terra.  

Terra, the cradle of civilization and only holding of ComStar, was the goal of each of the Clans. Whichever Clan 
captured Terra would become the ilClan, the supreme Clan. Until then, ComStar had been covertly aiding the 
Clans through their Precentor Martial, Anastasius Focht. It was only when Primus Myndo Waterly met with 
the ilKhan that she discovered their intentions. Since neither side wanted to damage the birthplace of 
humanity, they agreed to fight a proxy battle on the Rasalhagian world of Tukayyid. If the Clans won, then 
ComStar would grant them Terra and become the Clans' administrative arm in the Inner Sphere. If ComStar 
won, then no Clan could advance beyond Tukayyid for fifteen years.  
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For the battle, Ulric activated the third reserve, Clan Diamond Shark. Focht threw almost the entirety of the 
ComGuard at the Clans on Tukayyid. ComStar acted as the defender in the battle, and each Clan had to conquer 
two cities from the ComGuard forces to be successful. The battle started on May 1, 3052. Focht exploited a 
weakness in Clan strategy. The Clans favored quick battles between small forces, so the ComGuard dug in for 
a protracted campaign. At the same time, Primus Waterly initiated Operation Scorpion, which depended upon 
a complete, Sphere-wide communications blackout to force all the Inner Sphere leaders to bow to ComStar. 
Ultimately, Clan Wolf was the only clan to complete their objectives, though the Ghost Bears and Jade Falcons 
managed to take one of their objectives, forcing a draw. The Falcons reached a draw because their destruction 
of many ComGuard units by the Falcons Guard, the Ghost Bears by their taking of one of their objectives. 
Which meant that the ComGuard was victorious, though at a stupendous cost. Once the battle ended five days 
later and Focht learned of Waterly's duplicity, Focht assassinated her and placed a known (to him) Combine 
spy in her place. Thus, the Clan Invasion ended.  

 

Joshua Reprisals - Link 

On Outreach in 3052, Prince Hanse Davion had convinced 
Thomas Marik to retool his factories to provide refit kits with 
Star League-era technology for sale to the Federated 
Commonwealth and Draconis Combine. Marik initially refused, 
but had to relent when Davion offered Marik's son Joshua, who 
suffered from leukemia, a chance to recover with the help of 
treatment at the New Avalon Institute of Science. Hanse had 
also prepared a plan to institute a double for the boy and, thus, 
place a pawn in the succession of the Free World’s League. 
Hanse died, but the plan lived on.  

When Joshua died of his leukemia in 3057, Archon-Prince 
Victor instituted the plan, though he simply wanted the refit 
packages to continue coming, and he apparently had no 
intention of having the double become Captain-General. A 
Capellan spy learned of the deception, and Chancellor Sun-Tzu 
Liao told Thomas Marik. The duo then launched Operation 
Guerrero, whose objective was to reclaim the worlds lost to 

the Federated Commonwealth in the Fourth Succession War. The invasion succeeded beyond their wildest 
dreams.  

Because of the poor handling of an abortive succession by the Isle of Skye from the Commonwealth, Victor's 
popularity was extremely low in the Lyran half of the nation. In fact, it was so bad Victor retreated to the 
former Suns capital of New Avalon and left his sister Katherine as his regent on the Lyran capital of Tharkad. 
The power-hungry Katherine used her brother's duplicity and the invasion as a pretext to enact emergency 
War Powers and secede the Lyran half of the realm from the Federated Commonwealth. She was soon 
thereafter ratified as Archon by the Estates General. She gave Thomas Marik all the worlds the Free Worlds 
League had lost during the Fourth Succession War and called for all traditionally Lyran units to retreat to the 
pre-4th War border. Thus, most of the units defending the Sarna March returned to the newly-christened 
Lyran Alliance. This action used many of the JumpShips alloted to the region, so Archon-Prince Victor was 
unable to reinforce the worlds the Lyrans vacated.  
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Refusal War - Link 

In 3057, the Crusader faction of the Clans gained enough clout to bring trumped-up charges of genocide 
against ilKhan Ulric Kerensky. The Grand Council stripped Ulric of his title, but, as was his right, Ulric declared 
a Trial of Refusal. While most expected him to defend his actions personally, he instead instigated a war 
between Clan Jade Falcon and Clan Wolf. Ulric knew that the other Clans wanted to renew the invasion, so he 
planned to severely weaken the strongest Crusader Clan to the point that it would not be able to break the 
Truce of Tukayyid. His plan was successful, although he died in the last fight through the duplicity of Falcon 
saKhan Vandervahn Chistu, who violated Clan honor by using himself as bait for an ambush. Hence Ulric was 
found guilty (though the point was moot). Vandervahn Chistu's actions, however, were to have later 
implications on his attempt to absorb Clan Wolf and the leadership of Clan Jade Falcon. Upon the defeat of 
Clan Wolf, Elias Crichell, Khan of Jade Falcon was elected ilKhan of the Grand Council. The Falcons attempted 
to absorb the remaining Wolves, who were guilty by association along with Ulric.  

A core of Clan Wolf still retained its independence however, in 
the form of Clan Wolf-in-Exile. At the very beginning of the Trial 
of Refusal, Ulric had sent the strongest contingent of Wolves 
under the command of then-saKhan Phelan Ward to the Lyran 
Alliance to help defend against the Falcons in case his plan did 
fail. Following Ulric's death, these Wolves became Clan Wolf-in-
Exile. An effort to destroy the exiles was immediately attempted 
by the Falcons, but Phelan and his Wolves defeated them with 
the help of the Kell Hounds mercenary regiment, weakening 
Jade Falcon to the point that any further military action on their 
part might neuter their forces entirely.  

Although the Wolves had technically lost the Trial, Ulric's plan 
was a success, despite his death. The war between the two Clans 
was so brutal and damaging that it came close to crippling the 
Falcons' military, so they absorbed the remnants of Clan Wolf. 
Initially, nobody opposed this until Vlad was rescued from his 
downed 'Mech. He was present at the fight between Ulric and 
Vandervahn, had witnessed the death of Ulric as well as other 
'Mechs carrying long-range missiles, so he knew the truth of the matter. Vlad declared a Trial of Refusal against 
the absorption. He won this fight and killed Chistu in single combat. Since all of Clan Wolf, by virtue of having 
defended Ulric, was guilty of genocide, Falcon Khan Elias Crichell split off the Wolves as Clan Jade Wolf. Vlad 
was incensed by this name, but bided his time. He quickly thereafter earned his bloodname and was elected 
Khan Vladimir Ward.  
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Star League Reborn - Link 

In 3058, Clan Jade Falcon launched an invasion of the Lyran Alliance 
that was eventually beaten back by a multi-national force under the 
command of Archon-Prince Victor Steiner-Davion. The cooperation 
fostered during the Battle of Coventry led the Inner Sphere leaders 
to complete the Clans' objective for them and resurrect the Star 
League. The Star League was composed of the Federated 
Commonwealth, Draconis Combine, Free Rasalhague Republic, Lyran 
Alliance, Free Worlds League, Capellan Confederation, and St. Ives 
Compact; with ComStar serving as a non-voting member.  

While the Star League Defense Force would take time to build up, 
some of the military forces of the member-states rotated into service 
under the Star League banner, and they took part in many conflicts.  

 

 

Capellan-St. Ives War - Link 

The St. Ives Commonality had split from the Capellan Confederation with the aid of the FedSuns after the 
Fourth Succession War and formed the St. Ives Compact. Following his election as First Lord, Sun-Tzu Liao used 
his position to order SLDF troops into action to aid his House troops in the reintegration of the wayward state 
back into his nation by 3061.  
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FedCom Civil War - Link 

When Prince Victor returned from Clan space, he found that Archon Katherine (who preferred to be known as 
Katrina) had usurped the regency of their little sister, Yvonne Steiner-Davion. Though he was initially against 
fighting her, Victor was compelled to take control of a rebellion that was going forward with or without him 
when Arthur Steiner-Davion was apparently assassinated.  

The war had three sides: the forces loyal to Katherine (Loyalists), the men and women who followed Victor 
(Allies), and the neutral citizens that saw neither side as being better or preferred to latch on to regional 
loyalties. Soon, there were only two sides as Katherine saw all those who did not support her as the enemy.  

The war touched every Successor State in some way. The 
Lyran Alliance and Federated Commonwealth bore the 
brunt of the devastation as units from both sides 
attempted to crush the other. Forces from the Federated 
Commonwealth's Draconis March attacked the Draconis 
Combine, and then suffered under their counterattack. 
Thomas Marik's sister Kristen, who was the commander 
of the mercenary Kristen's Krushers, was killed during the 
war when overzealous Lyran commanders attacked the 
neutral unit. When her half-brother Thomas did nothing 
to save her, her brother-in-law Marshall Jeremy Brett of 
Tamarind attacked the Lyran world of Arcadia, though it 

failed to save any Marik who was serving with the unit and Thomas gave it back at the end of the war. The 
Capellans loaned Victor's best friend Kai Allard-Liao and some of his 1st St. Ives Lancers to the Allied forces 
during the war, though a Capellan Warrior House conquered the important industrial world of Tikonov from 
the Federated Suns as the war ground down.  

With forces fighting from one end of the sundered Federated Commonwealth to the other, and mercenaries 
in between, navigating the military and political waters presented several challenges. Eventually, the war 
ended with the Allies successful and Katherine was sent into exile among Clan Wolf. Victor returned to 
ComStar as Precentor Martial, and named his brother Peter as Lyran Archon and his sister Yvonne as Prince-
Regent for her then-unconceived child.  
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Word of Blake Jihad - Link 

At the Whitting Conference of 3064, the Free Worlds League nominated Word of Blake for membership in the 
Star League. A radical sect of Blakists known as the Sixth of June believed that this was their path to power. 
Their hopes were dashed, however, when the 3067 conference resulted in the collapse of the Star League as 
the Capellan Confederation, Lyran Alliance, and Federated Suns all removed their support. The angry Blakists' 
attempt to force the recalcitrant nations back into the League resulted in a war that engulfed every major 
faction. The Jihad represented a return to total war in a way that even the FedCom Civil War did not match as 
the Word used orbital bombardments and nuclear and biological weapons, and wantonly attacked civilian 
targets.  

 

They were able to corral most leaders on their capitals, forcing regional leaders to take a more active role. 
They also disabled the HPG network, further complicating the attempts of sovereigns to control their 
countries. In addition, they were able to foster wars between many neighboring states by manipulating these 
regional leaders. The most stunning success was in the Free Worlds League, where the nation actually broke 
into its constituent parts.  

The Jihad wreaked untold havoc on the Inner Sphere as military units were smashed, factories annihilated, 
people slaughtered, and whole planets wiped out. This apocalyptic war was finally stopped in 3081 when 
Devlin Stone led a coalition of forces to victory over the Blackists on Terra.  
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Era of Devlin Stone - Link 

Devlin Stone used the exhaustion that the Jihad caused to convince the war-weary 
Successor States to allow him to create his own nation around Terra. The Republic 
of the Sphere was founded in 3081 and Stone took over many of the most hotly 
contested worlds in an attempt to let peace have a chance. This peace was a mere 
illusion, however, as the Capellan Crusades against the Republic proved in the 
3090s.  

A few other small conflicts took place. The Federated Suns played a prominent role 
in some of these, including seizing the Capellan commonality capital of Victoria and 
creating a buffer state between the Draconis March and the Draconis Combine.  

 

 

Dark Age - Link 

In the early 3130s, attacks perpetrated by an unknown agent or agents disabled the HPG network. Theories as 
to who did this abound, but there are no confirmations. This event caused long-buried hatred to flare up as 
everybody pointed fingers. This reached a fever pitch in the Republic of the Sphere as old hostilities came back 
to the fore, and many people and leaders began to identify with their old nations. Over half a dozen factions 
popped up, proclaiming a desire to have a Clan or neighboring nation rule them instead. Some nations, like 
the Draconis Combine and Capellan Confederation and even Clan Jade Falcon did try to take advantage of the 
chaos, while the Federated Suns instead chose to ally with the Republic.  

This situation was complicated for the 
Republic when they were faced with 
information of a plot led by its Senate 
against the military government. This civil 
war flared up at an inopportune moment 
as many Inner Sphere leaders were on 
Terra, though the FedSuns alliance helped 
the Exarch defeat the Senate loyalists on 
Terra.  

With the Republic being carved up by a 
Senate Alliance and foreign powers, 
newly-elected Exarch Jonah Levin 
announced Fortress Republic. He 

withdrew most Republic forces to within the boundaries of Prefecture X, the interior region. He declared that 
this border was to remain inviolate and that the Republic would use everything at its disposal to keep it as 
such. In the meantime, other forces remained outside of the Fortress to try and keep Republican worlds and 
citizens safe for the eventual return of the Republic proper.  
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Chapter II 

 

The Major players 

As Copied/Quoted From: Sarna.net 

 

 

The Star League - Link 

Over the course of fifteen years, from 2556 to 2571, Cameron 
managed to sign deals with the other five Houses to establish an 
organization known as the Star League. Headed by House 
Cameron, though with the other five Houses given a place on the 
ruling Council, the organization promised an end to inter-House 
war (as well as some massive incentives to sign on to the deal, 
ranging from military support to technological aid). However, 
Cameron was as much power-hungry as visionary, and he was 
therefore not content to be the universally accepted leader of 
the bulk of humanity. When the Star League had finally been 
assembled in 2571, among his first actions was attempting to get 
the lesser nations of the Periphery into the Star League. When 
requests and negotiation failed, he moved to trade sanctions, 

and when those failed, the Reunification War began. Thought by the Star League powers to be a war that 
would cost little, it actually took over twenty years to pacify the last of the Periphery holdouts, as well as 
unthinkably large losses to the Star League Defense Forces and the various House armies and navies. However, 
the Star League was by far the more powerful of the sides, and their victory was probably inevitable, despite 
the heavy losses they suffered to win. When the Tauran Concordat's last bastion of defense (a heavily mined 
nebula that wreaked havoc on SLDF navies for years) finally fell in 2596, the Reunification War was over and 
Ian Cameron had achieved his dream of reuniting the whole of humanity under one banner, as it had been 
united during the early days of the Terran Alliance.  

During the nearly two hundred years that the Star League endured and relative peace reigned, technology 
bloomed. 'Mech and Warship technology continued to advance at a rapid pace, and the first Hyperpulse 
Generator (HPG) went online in 2630, providing humans a way to communicate between planets without the 
need for moving JumpShips to transmit messages. The golden era of the Star League would, however, come 
to an end in a way few expected.  

In 2767, following a series of rebellions in the Periphery that drew the bulk of the SLDF forces away from the 
central areas of the Star League, Stefan Amaris of the Rim Worlds Republic, supposed friend of First Lord 
Richard Cameron, assassinated the entire Cameron family and proclaimed himself new First Lord. The SLDF, 
under the command of Aleksandr Kerensky, regrouped quickly, drove inwards, and liberated the entire Inner 
Sphere from Amaris' clutches in a long and bloody 13-year war, culminating in the conquest of Terra. However, 
the SLDF, having been massively depleted in this war, no longer had the strength to hold the fractious Houses 
together, and eventually abandoned the Inner Sphere entirely in the great Exodus of the entire SLDF to the 
deep Periphery, not to be heard from again for three hundred years.  
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ComStar/Word of Blake - Link 

ComStar is the successor to the Star League's Ministry of 
Communications, and runs all of the Inner Sphere's HPGs, 
maintaining essential communications between every pair of 
star systems. Formed by Jerome Blake, the last Minister of 
Communications, after the fall of the Star League, ComStar 
has slowly morphed into an organization as much religious as 
practical, believing in everything from the need to pray to the 
machines they run to an eventual apocalypse that would 
engulf the Inner Sphere even more thoroughly than the fall of 
the Star League and the ensuing Succession Wars. Early in the 
First War, ComStar occupied Terra and has preserved it as 
both neutral ground and headquarters since. As well as their 

obvious communications duties, ComStar is also the Inner Sphere's most important bank and money-mover, 
runs the Explorer Corps to catalog the deep periphery, runs the Mercenary Review and Bonding Commission, 
and keeps a massive force of over seventy regiments of Star League-era 'Mechs, the Com Guards, and the only 
fleet of space going Warships hidden in case of a future crisis.  

 

The Successor States - Link 

After the fall of the Star League and the Exodus of the SLDF, the five great houses' respective leaders claimed 
to lead the Star League, with no formal directive of succession as the Cameron family was unable to produce 
an heir. This caused the houses to wage war to see who would be the heir to the throne. With most of the Star 
League forces gone what was left was forces loyal to the houses that they were either formed at, stationed, 
or even the case in a rare circumstances still believed in the ways of the Star League, still flying the banner of 
the Star League, only dealing with the houses as a nicety to survive.  
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The Periphery States - Link 

For the inner sphere population these are the outcast, unwanted, rebellious, the periphery consists of most 
rag tag group people ever to exist. Most Periphery States have a low level of technology, with only the largest 
approaching the early 30th century tech base.   

In fact periphery states range from single independent planets, minor alliances, small confederations, trade 
conglomerates, and major interstellar nations. The largest Periphery realms are able to rival some Successor 
States in wealth, education, political power, and military might. 

 

 

The major states are: 

                                                                       

Rim Worlds Republic          Taurian Concordat           Magistracy of Canopus       Outworlds Alliance 
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The Clans - Link 

While Kerensky's warriors may not have been heard from in the Inner Sphere, they certainly continued to 
exist. Though the year-long Exodus and a number of internal rebellions took their toll, remnants of the SLDF 
survived, and began to thrive seven hundred light-years from the Inner Sphere. After Kerensky died in 2801, 
leadership fell to his son Nicholas, who began to reforge the SLDF into the Clans. Nicholas split his last loyal 
cadre of warriors into twenty Clans, each named after an animal thought to embody an important trait to a 
warrior. Leading the Clans to victory over another rebellion, Kerensky established the rule of the Clans. After 
annihilating one of the Clans for daring to rebel against him and claim freedom from Clan structure, the new 
order established itself effectively. Warriors were valued over civilians, genetically-engineered warriors were 
valued over their naturally born counterparts (truebirths and freebirths, respectively), and honor and military 
prowess were valued above all else. The system may not have been ideal, but it allowed survival in the face of 
hostile environments, and gave rise to an astonishing amount of military potential.  

For two hundred years, the Clans were 
content to develop and fight on their 
own, independent from any other 
humans. During this time they developed 
everything from powered battle armor to 
genetics programs and artificial wombs 
for their trueborn warriors, to incredibly 
advanced military technology, far beyond 
that possessed by humans even in the 
heyday of the Star League. However, one 
issue began to bubble to the surface by 
the end of the 30th century, and that 
issue changed the history of the Clans and 
the Inner Sphere forever thereafter. It all 
started with a message Aleksandr 
Kerensky had sent out to the Exodus fleet 
after the first rebellion, telling the SLDF 

remnants that it was their duty to endure and to one day return to the Inner Sphere. The Clans split two ways 
on the issue - there were the Crusaders, who believed it was their duty to reconquer the Inner Sphere and re-
establish the Star League that had fallen centuries ago, and there were the Wardens, who believed that it had 
been more of an inspirational ideal than a literal order, and that if they were to return one day it would be to 
protect humans from an outside threat, not to conquer them all. At the beginning of the debate, the Wardens 
were dominant, but by about 3000, the Crusader faction began to dominate. Desperate to stave off invading, 
the Warden-minded Clan Wolf pushed for a compromise - they would send an old group of Star League 'Mechs 
to scout the Inner Sphere by disguising themselves as a mercenary group. The so-called Dragoon Compromise 
(the group's name was the Wolf's Dragoons) worked well for a time, though eventually reports from the 
Dragoons started to dry up mysteriously. Though no one knew it at the time, the leader of Clan Wolf had 
ordered the Dragoons to prepare the Inner Sphere for the coming invasion, and prepare they did.  
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Section 2 - The Skye Rangers 

 

 

LAAF Regiments/Order of Battle 

As Copied/Quoted From: Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright 2000, FASA Corporation, p. 99. 

  

Originally the army of the Federation of Skye, the Rangers have earned a reputation for effectiveness and 

resolve in the face of adversity. The Rangers' ties to the Federation worlds have remained strong, the units 

exploiting the immense resources of Skye and supported by over 700 years of history. Drawing most of their 

personnel from the Sanglamore academy and training cadres on Skye, the Rangers' links to the people are 

unparalleled, these ties frequently bring the units into conflict with the LAAF (Lyran Alliance Armed Forces). 

  

Building ties with the local population is encouraged by the LAAF, but the Rangers take this to extremes. 

Though officially subservient to the Archon, the Rangers are more loyal to the Duke of Porrima - currently 

Robert Kelswa-Steiner - and through him, to the Free Skye movement. Several Rangers regiments have "lost" 

equipment that is later used in the Free Skye and, though unproven, members of the Rangers have allegedly 

trained Skye rebels and participated in covert operations. Indeed, on several occasions the Rangers have 

openly sided with the rebels, most recently in 3057 when the Tenth Rangers and several ancillary units went 

over to the Free Skye cause and attacked Glengarry. 

  

The rulers of Skye and the commanders of the Rangers brigade have so far avoided indictment for their 

actions, but that has not prevented the LIC (Lyran Intelligence Corps) from giving the entire Rangers a 

Questionable rating. In an attempt to weaken their position, Archon Katherine's reforms designated the 

Tenth and Twenty-Second Rangers as "sink" units, repositories for the incompetent and disloyal as well as 

other problem cases, concentrating them in one place and thereby strengthening the Archon's hold on the 

remaining units. This move has angered the Rangers, and even the restoration of Skye's original boundaries 

has done little to ease the tensions. 
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Brigade Colors and Insignia 

The color scheme used on Rangers vehicles for parades is principally dark red, with 

arms (or turrets/rudders) painted black. Furthermore, each uses highlight colors 

appropriate to the regiment. The Skye Rangers infantry dress uniform deviates 

from that used by most LAAF units, using dark green rather than Steiner blue. The 

Ranger's insignia takes the form of a disc upon which is a yellow sun in a blue sky, 

partly obscured by wisps of white cloud. 

 As Copied/Quoted From: House Steiner Battletech Game Sourcebook, Copyright 1987, 

FASA Corporation, pp. 50, 61: 

  

 

 

 

Unit Insignia 

Wearing regimental and battalion patches is considered optional in the LCAF. Though all units have at least a 

regimental patch, only those with some sort of history wear regimental patches on their uniforms at all times. 

All patches follow a basic shape, but the symbols often distort the shape. 

 The regimental patches of 'Mech units of the Lyran Guards are basically shield-shaped. Regimental patches 

for the Lyran Regulars are diamond-shaped. the Arcturan Guards have large oval patches. Patches for the 

Donegal Guards are rectangular. The Skye Rangers have circular patches. Infantry units have square patches. 

Armored units have a triangular patch. 

 The number of the regiment is sometimes incorporated into the patch's design. The regimental nickname is 

generally also incorporated into the design. 
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Skye Rangers Unit History 

 

Skye Front Brigade Command:  "Crimson Plague" 

  

The 'Crimson Plague' Mech Company won unprecedented fame in 3028 for 

rescuing former Archon Melissa Steiner from House Kurita Intel agent’s mere 

hours before her wedding to Hanse Davion.  This wedding united Steiner and 

Davion into the new Federated Commonwealth but also sparked the bloody 

Fourth Succession War (c. 3028 - 3030).  General Arturus Steiner, Margrave of 

the Skye Front, renamed the Skye Front Brigade command company after this 

infamous unit, led by his father and Rhio Carver in 3028. 

 

 

 Regimental Statistics 

     - Experience Level:  Elite 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Skye 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          Skye Front Command Company (12 'Mechs) 

 

 

Mobile Field Bases (MFBs) 
  

The support units of the Skye Rangers.  Wherever 'Mechs of Skye fight 

to keep the Federation free and peaceful, the MFB units are not far 

away. 

  

      Regimental Statistics 

     - Experience Level:  Green - Elite 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Varies 

         (NOTE:  Reserved for fiction, webpage, graphic and other support functions) 
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 DropShip Reserves 
  

After many years of faithful service, Mechwarriors of the Skye Rangers are 

"retired" to various comfortable worlds within the Skye 

Federation.  Often, retiring Mechwarriors are given land, holdings and 

noble titles.  Some have even been known to rejoin active duty, no longer 

desiring a quiet peaceful existence on some backwater pleasure-world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regimental Statistics 

  

     - Experience Level:  Green - Elite 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Skye 

         (NOTE:  Reserved for inactive MechWarriors) 

 

 

1st Skye Jaegers 
 

As Copied/Quoted From:  Sarna.Net ("1st Skye Jaegers"): 

The 1st Skye Jaegers, one of five elite province regiments formed 

when the Lyran Alliance was formed in 3057. The unit, stationed on 

province capital world of Skye, and has leanings towards the Free Skye 

separatist movement. 

 

 

 

 

History/Formation and First Battle 

 

The 1st Skye Jaegers were the first of the Jaeger units to reach regiment strength. The unit like all Jaeger 

units proved its loyalties to then Archon Katrina Steiner-Davion. It showed the Jaeger military concept 

proved workable, paving the way for the other units of its kind, with itself became combat ready in 3060. 
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In 3062, the unit saw its first combat against the 15th Dieron Regulars, on the Lyran occupied world of 

Ko. The reprisal raid against the 15th's base occurred after elements of the Regulars raided Skye earlier 

that year. The Jaegers bloodied the nose of the 15th, before returning to Skye. 

 

The actions of the regiment triggered other worlds of the Lyons Thumb to be officially annexed by the 

Draconis Combine. This caused shortages of supplies, increasing red tape by the LAAF command, 

preventing the regiment to be fully rebuilt. 

 

For their actions on Ko, the 1st Skye Jaegers had been awarded with a unique banner with a depiction of 

the Draconis Combine dragon being throttled by a Steiner Fist. After the FedCom Civil War, Archon Peter 

Steiner-Davion removed the dragon and fist emblem, but left the ribbon active. 

 

 

FedCom Civil War and Free Skye 

 

Despite being vilified by Lyran media, many of members of the separatist Free Skye starting joining the 

Skye Jaegers because of the raid. Many of the Free Skye communities on Ko were killed, seen as martyrs. 

Despite the LIC trying filter loyal Lyran citizens from joining the unit, many a member of the Free Skye 

movement joined the Jaegers. 

Connections of Skye Jaegers with the rebel Movement has drawn sanctions from 11th Lyran Regulars, 

dispatched by General Nondi Steiner to investigate. By sudden attack onto disembarking Regulars, Free 

Skye forces threw out loyalist regiments from the capitol into bogs. Two battalions of loyalists left Skye, 

but left some commandos to wreak chaos. In less than in a year, the roles been exchanged. The famous 

11th Arcturan Guards battlegroup arrived and drew the Jaegers into the same bogs and MacIntosh Valley, 

and then into a guerrilla war over all New Scotland continent. 

Urgently recalled by General Dundee, the 4th Skye Rangers granted the Jaegers a respite, and a timely 

arrived call from General Nondi Steiner proved to be their salvation. The 11th Arcturan Guards battle 

group was recalled to Tharkad. 

As of 3067, the Jaegers had less than half of their previous numbers, but they still are staunch followers 

of Free Skye Movement. 

 

Regimental Statistics: 

     - Experience Level:  Elite 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Skye 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 144 newly produced 'Mechs from Defiance Industries) 
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1st Skye Guard 

(Description Courtesy of DoctorDigital) 

 

The 1st Skye Guards was a military unit in service to the Free Skye Movement during the first Skye 

Rebellion of 3034. 

 

While Duke Ryan Steiner had taken the control of the Free Skye Movement he needed a regiment of loyal 

and elite Mechwarriors, originally thought to protect Porrima. After the Draconis Combine granted the 

Free Raselhague Republic its independence and a rebellion was started in many places of the Skye Region, 

he needed this elite unit to hold the Davion forces at bay during the Skye Crisis. 

 

Only with these fine and handpicked Mechwarriors was it possible for Ryan Steiner to step in and 

negotiate a successful settlement between Davion soldiers and the Separatists, thus being able to win a 

tremendous political cloud and embarrassing Hanse Davion. 

 

Later, around 3057, the 1st Skye Jagers arouse out of the 1st Skye Guard, when Archon Katrina Steiner-

Davion created that unit with similar intentions as her Uncle created the 1st Skye Guard. 

 

Regimental Statistics 

     - Experience Level:  Green 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Ryde 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 1st Skye Guards (108 'Mechs) 

 

 

4th Skye Guard 

(Description Courtesy of DoctorDigital) 

 

The Fourth Skye Guard regiment was formed on the orders of Field Marshal Richard 
Steiner of the Skye March, who chose to support Duke Ryan Steiner, Duke of Porrima 
and leader of the Free Skye Movement. The unit would be made up of Free Skye 
loyalists from the 4th and 10th Skye Rangers. Indeed, all the 'Mechs of the Tenth were 
employed, while the Guards' conventional forces were drawn from the Fourth. This 
new unit would strike at targets of what the Free Skye leadership viewed as the sole 

point of "Davion opposition". 
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Although both of its "parent units", the 4th and the 10th, were highly regarded for their ability at the 
time, the rushed reorganization of the units seemed to reduce their overall ability somewhat in the short-
term, as they were only given a regular unit rating. The Fourth Skye Guards' equipment was top-rate, 
however, and featured examples of some of some of the newest battlemechs in production by the 
Federated Commonwealth at the time. Their attached Aerospace assets included the First New Glasgow 
Aerospace Squadron. 

 

Regimental Statistics 

 

- Experience Level: Green 

- Home Planet/Base: Ryde 

- LIF Loyalty Rating: Questionable 

- Military Assets: 4th Skye Guards (120 'Mechs, 20 AeroSpace Fighters) 

 

3rd Skye Rangers:  "Freedom's Star" 

  

The 3rd Skye Rangers were lost c. 2894 - 2895 on the snowy slopes of 

Freedom during a massive House Kurita assault.  General Arturus Steiner, 

Margrave of the Skye Theater, 'resurrected' the unit in 3063 in response 

to the growing threats to Skye from both Kurita and the new Archon, 

Katrina (Katherine) Steiner. 

  

The 3rd has been outfitted with the latest 'Mechs from Hesperus II and is 

stationed there as a static garrison until its ranks can be filled with fully 

trained Mechwarriors.  It is expected that the 3rd will concentrate on unit 

tactics and piloting some of the cutting edge 'Mech designs Hesperus is known to produce. 

  

Regimental Statistics 

 

     - Experience Level:  Green 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Hesperus II 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 3rd Skye Rangers (120 newly produced 'Mechs from Defiance Industries) 
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4th Skye Rangers:  "Albion" 

  

An ancient and poetical name for Great Britain, Albion was also the name of 

the first freighter JumpShip owned by Ian McQuiston, the founder of the 

Federation of Skye. 

  

Due its closer adoption of House Davion/Federated Suns combat strategies, 

the 4th Skye Rangers is actually structured as a fully functional  "Regimental 

Combat Team" (RCT) with supporting aerospace, armor and infantry units. 

  
 

 

 

As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright 2000, FASA Corporation, p. 100. 

  

"The pinnacle of the Skye Rangers, the Fourth has been spared the ravages of Archon Katherine's reforms 

thanks to the deployment of the ARDC (Arc Royal Defense Cordon).  They have absorbed supplies and 

equipment from Grand Duke Kell's autonomous district, but have thus far avoided committing themselves 

wholeheartedly to either his cause or to that of Prince Victor.  Instead, they maintain a position of 

neutrality, preferring to keep a close eye on the Jade Falcons who have twice invaded Morges in recent 

years. 

  

The first battle saw the elite Fourth working alongside the Arcturan Guard and Wolf's Dragoons against 

the invaders.  The mercenary troops helped contain the Falcons, but expelling them fell to the Federated 

Commonwealth force, headed by the Rangers.  The fighting was bloody, costing almost a battalion of 

troops but giving the Rangers valuable experience against the Clans. 

  

In the years since, the Fourth has suggested a series of strikes against the weakened Falcons.  However, 

Grand Duke Kell has refused the request, stating that such a mission would seriously compromise the 

border defenses... 

  

As with all Skye Rangers, red and black dominate the color scheme used by the Fourth, with green 

highlights serving as their signature. 
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Tactics 

  

...the Fourth Skye Rangers are adept in a wide range of combat tactics, exploiting the broad range of skills 

and equipment within the RCT.  Unlike most Lyran units, they do not favor stand up fights but instead 

prefer to lure an enemy into overextending themselves, attacking them when they are at their weakest. 

  

...The Fourth Skye's deployment in the ARDC has deprived it of access to many of the new Alliance designs, 

but its equipment remains in excellent condition." 

 

 

  

Regimental Statistics 

  

     - Experience Level:  Elite 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Ryde 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          4th Skye Rangers (120 'Mechs) 

          4th Skye Aerospace Brigade (91st and 113th Skye Air Wings) 

          4th Skye Armored Brigade (19th Skye AR, 44th Skye LA and 22nd Eaton AC armor regiments) 

     4th Skye Infantry Brigade (191st Skye LI, 21st Summer HI, 11th Skye MR, 19th Alphecca MTR and 

3rd Skye CMR) 
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10th Skye Rangers:  "Black Watch" 

  

This name originated with six companies of Scottish clansmen loyal to 

the English King in 1725.  The name carried over into the 

Commonwealth because of the major influx of Scots people into the 

Federation of Skye.  The upper arms of 'Mechs in this unit are painted 

in the dark tartan colors of the original Black Watch. 

  

Following the Coventry Campaign, the 10th Skye Rangers were 

decimated by the invading Clan Jade Falcon forces in 3058.  Initially, 

the LAAF forced the merger of the 10th Skye Rangers with the 22nd 

Skye Rangers due to alleged "logistical issues". 

  
As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright  2000, FASA Corporation, p. 102. 

  

"...The Coventry Campaign left the LAAF (Lyran Alliance Armed Forces) with two ruined Skye Ranger units, 

the Twenty-Second and the Tenth.  Rather than rebuilding both, it was decided to merge the remnants 

as the Twenty-Second.  Officially this was because the Tenth, though more prestigious, lacked command 

integrity, with many of the surviving troops having left to join the AFFC Armed Forces of the Federated 

Commonwealth) or the SDLF (Star League Defense Forces) while the Twenty-Second already had the 

infrastructure required to rebuild.  The Free Skye movement believes the decision was made because the 

Tenth was more prestigious, and it was elements of the Tenth that ended the Coventry Campaign.This 

rumor has not helped Archon Katherine's image within the unit, which was never good.  However, Prince 

Victor's effective decapitation of the Tenth ensured he gained little from Katherine's mistake.  Instead the 

Rangers have withdrawn into themselves and are concentrating on rebuilding, staging numerous 

integration exercises among their disparate elements and new recruits sent to the unit." 

  

Following heavy lobbying of the Archon by the nobility of the Federation of Skye, Archon Katherine agreed 

to reactivation of the unit.  Through various noble and political connections, the new Skye Rangers Brigade 

Commander (GN Arturus Steiner) has seen to it that the 10th Skye Rangers are being brought back to full 

fighting strength.  In fact, he has ordered the recruitment and training of hundreds of new mechwarriors, 

aerospace pilots, armor crews, infantry and maintenance personnel to round out the new Regimental 

Combat Team (RCT).  The unit has also been transferred to Skye to undergo final refit and training. 

  

Regimental Statistics  

     - Experience Level:  Veteran 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Skye 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          10th Skye Rangers (120 'Mechs) 

          10th Skye Aerospace Brigade (2 Air Wings in training) 

          10th Skye Armored Brigade (4 armor regiments in training) 

          10th Skye Infantry Brigade (4 infantry regiments in training) 
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17th Skye Rangers:  "Boys of Summer" 

  

This nickname came from the fact that at least half of all MechWarriors in 

the unit must be from the planet Summer, per the Household Troop 

Agreement of 2883. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
As Copied/Quoted From: Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright 2000, FASA Corporation, p. 101. 

  

"Once counted among the elite of the LAAF (Lyran Alliance Armed Forces), the Seventeenth Skye Rangers 

faced Clan Jade Falcon twice during the invasion: first on Barcelona (subsequently regained by the 

Federated Commonwealth) and then on Black Earth. Both times the unit acquitted itself well but at 

considerable cost. Abandoned by the AFFC (Armed Forces of the Federated Commonwealth) on 

Barcelona, only the actions of an insubordinate JumpShip commander allowed elements of the unit to 

escape. However, the effort cost the Seventeenth almost all of its supporting forces. This wasteful loss of 

their RCT (Regimental Combat Team) fanned the separatist sentiment within the survivors, with the unit's 

pro-Skye sentiments cited as a reason for the AFFC's neglect. 

  

Despite this and a subsequent ejection from Black Earth, the Seventeenth maintained its combat 

effectiveness, eventually returning to garrison Barcelona after the war. In the end, however, the unit's 

greatest enemy was not the Clans but the Lyran military. Seen as a hotbed of dissent, order AO-5730023 

led to their relocation to Lost on the Periphery fringe and the re-assignment of key officers and troops to 

other units. Despite vehement protests - this action violated the Household Troop Agreement of 2883 

that guaranteed at least half the mechwarriors in the Seventeenth would be natives of Summer - the LAAF 

turned the regiment into a "sink" unit. Problem cases from across the LAAF were consigned to the 

Seventeenth, from petty criminals and those incapable of operating within military discipline to those 

professing loyalty to Archon-Prince Victor. 

  

The result was a steady erosion of the unit's effectiveness, but the new "recruits" - combined with a dislike 

of the new Archon - placed the Rangers in an unusual position: favoring Prince Victor. With war brewing, 

the Seventeenth has finally thrown in its lot with Prince Victor Steiner-Davion, hoping to barter its support 

in exchange for improved conditions and postings in the aftermath. However, there are still plenty of 

hard-line pro-Skye elements in the unit that will likely make trouble if the Seventeenth finds itself in actual 

combat against Lyran units. 

  

The regimental patch is a gold disc forming a stylized sun. Gold is used for highlights on the regiment's 

BattleMechs and aerospace fighters. 
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Tactics 

  

The loss of their aerospace force on Black Earth has forced the Seventeenth to rely on the two lances that 

remain of its Lightning Company for reconnaissance information. Effectively blind, the regiment is ill 

suited to offensive operations. However, this has not prevented the force drilling in a wide range of 

offensive tactics. 

  

...The Seventeenth is well down the LAAF's supply chain. The regiment doesn't have enough spare parts 

to keep all it 'Mechs in working order, let alone fully arm those it can deploy. Several pirate raids against 

Lost have demonstrated the unit's vulnerability, but the LAAF has shown no signs of changing its stance." 

  

The lost RCT units of the 17th Skye Rangers are being brought back to full fighting strength. The new Skye 

Front Brigade Commander (GN Arturus Steiner) is now concentrating his attention on regaining the 

integrity and lost pride of the Seventeenth as it regroups on Summer. 

  

Regimental Statistics 

     - Experience Level: Regular 

     - Home Planet/Base: Summer 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating: Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          17th Skye Rangers (120 'Mechs) 

          Lightning Company (2 remaining aerospace recon lances of 4 fighters/each) 

 

 

22nd Skye Rangers:  "Second Chance" 

  

As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright  2000, FASA Corporation, p. 102. 

  

Never a strong unit, the decision to use the Twenty-Second 

Rangers as a dumping ground for malcontents meant that when 

Engadine was targeted by Clan Jade Falcon in 3058, the unit's 

chances of survival were slim.  Nonetheless, the unit fought 

valiantly, holding out against the grossly superior opposition for 

six days before being trapped at Manistique Lake.  The survivors 

were taken as bondsmen by the Falcons but subsequently 

released after Hegira from Coventry. 

  

The Coventry Campaign left the LAAF (Lyran Alliance Armed 

Forces) with two ruined Skye Ranger units, the Twenty-Second 

and the Tenth.  Rather than rebuilding both, it was decided to merge the remnants as the Twenty-
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Second.  Officially this was because the Tenth, though more prestigious, lacked command integrity, with 

many of the surviving troops having left to join the AFFC (Armed Forces of the Federated Commonwealth) 

or the SDLF (Star League Defense Forces) while the Twenty-Second already had the infrastructure 

required to rebuild.  The Free Skye movement believes the decision was made because the Tenth was 

more prestigious, and it was elements of the Tenth that ended the Coventry Campaign. 

  

This rumor has not helped Archon Katherine's image within the unit, which was never good.  However, 

Prince Victor's effective decapitation of the Tenth ensured he gained little from Katherine's 

mistake.  Instead the Rangers have withdrawn into themselves and are concentrating on rebuilding, 

staging numerous integration exercises among their disparate elements and new recruits sent to the 

unit... 

 

 

 Tactics 

  

Unlike most Lyran units, which are dominated by heavy and assault class 'Mechs, the Twenty-Second has 

had a surfeit of light designs, leading to a reliance on mobile warfare and hit-and-run tactics.  Since being 

reformed, the unit's 'backbone' has been stiffened by the arrival of five lances of heavy 'Mechs, prompting 

an evolution in the regiment's tactics. 

  

...Most of the equipment used by the Twenty-Second is old but serviceable, though the last few years 

have seen a number of new designs creep into the unit." 

  

 

Regimental Statistics 

  

     - Experience Level:  Green - Regular 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Skye 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          22nd Skye Rangers (120 'Mechs) 

          22nd Skye Air Wing (2 squadrons) 
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25th Skye Rangers: "All Guns Blazing" 

 

The 25th Regiment was created during the Reunification Wars (2577-

2597) prior to Operation Mailed Fist as an attempt to strengthen the 

Forces of the Federation of Skye. Despite the regiment hapless 

involvement with the wounding of Archon Viola Steiner-Dinesen in 

2791, the regiment served proudly and protected the Federation of 

Skye against the Draconis Combine Mustered Soldiery. The 25th 

fought many battles alongside their fellow Rangers from the 3rd, 4th 

and 17th Regiments and suffered heavy losses during the war. After 

the war the unit was disbanded and the remaining pilots were 

transferred to other Ranger units. 

 

Determined to once again bring the Skye Rangers up to full operational strength, Skye Front Command 

(SFC) ordered the reformation of the former 25th Skye Rangers Regiment in August 3049. Stationed on 

the Planet Alkaid, new recruits for the 25th were taken from volunteers of other line regiments as well 

as throughout Skye March. Training started immediately after a ceremony in which SFC officially 

reinstated the 25th as a line regiment honoring all previous history and insignia. 

 

With the crossed revolvers, the motto of the old 25th, "All Guns Blazing" was looked upon as a good 

omen to support the Rangers and fight the enemies of the Skye March and Federated Commonwealth. 

The regimental patch is a black disc forming crossed revolvers. Black is also used for highlights on the 

regiment's BattleMechs."  

 

Tactics  

 

Organized to operate as a 'mech only, non-regimental combat team, the 25th is still a potent combat force 

containing 108 'mechs of all classes. While regimental aerospace fighters are in short supply, the aerospace 

fighters assigned to the brigade drop ship assets will provide the necessary top-cover. 

 

Because of general personnel shortages in the LCAF, the Federation of Skye is absorbing the entire burden of 

funding, fitting out, and training of the 25th. Skye Front Command estimates that while supplying the 25th will 

take longer than average for a unit its size, it will be front line ready in reasonable time. When fully organized 

the 25th will be used to garrison specific worlds as defined by command doctrine and as a front line regiment 

to support other assets or operations in the Skye March. 

 

The Skye Front Brigade Commander (Gen Arturus Steiner) is now concentrating his attention on regaining the 

integrity and pride of the 25th as it rebuilds on Alkaid. 
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Regimental Statistics 

 

- Experience Level: Green/Regular 

- Home Planet/Base: Alkaid 

- LIF Loyalty Rating: Questionable 

- Military Assets: 108 'mechs of all classes   

 

 

Skye Province Militia 

  

As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright 2000, FASA Corporation, p. 108 and 

119... 

  

"...Each regional militia unit takes the form of a miniature RCT 

(Regimental Combat Team)”.  Most are built around a 'Mech regiment 

with five supporting infantry regiments and two armor 

regiments.  Additionally, since the formation of the Lyran Alliance, 

supporting aerospace fighters have been attached to the core 'Mech 

regiment, unlike the AFFC militias of their origins, which still keep 

their fighters as a separate command.  The militias draw their 

equipment from the Rep-Dep Corps but are considered low priority 

and thus rarely have supply stockpiles or advanced technology.  Most 

militias have integral DropShip assets but few have their own 

JumpShips..." 

  

 

When originally organized in 3043, the elements of the former Nekkar Skye March Militia were drawn 

from throughout the Lyran, and even the Federated Suns, State Commands in an effort to place a loyal 

unit in the heart of the traditionally secessionist Skye Federation.  Unfortunately, Archon Melissa 

Steiner-Davion and her husband sorely misjudged the extent of the influence Duke Ryan Steiner and 

Free Skye held within the Lyran military machine.  By the end of the decade, Skye loyalists held most of 

the command positions within the unit, with Skye Federation natives rapidly filling up the lower ranks 

as well. 
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Today, the LAAF is keeping a close eye on the unit and especially on its officers.  Though it was not 

implicated in the most recent rebellion attempt, the entire Militia RCT did enter a state of high alert as 

the first stage of the rebellion began, declaring martial law in the few regions where protests against 

secession would likely occur.  Likewise, LIC investigations indicate that several of the unit's senior 

officers are loyal to Duke Steiner-Kelswa." 

 

Tactics 

  

"With one of the lowest training budgets in the LAAF, the Militia is struggling to maintain even the 

most basic of combat proficiencies."  

Regimental Statistics 

  

     - Experience Level:  Green - Regular 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Skye 

     - LIC Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          Skye Province Militia (120 'Mechs) 

          Skye Province Militia Armored Brigade (2 armor regiments) 

          Skye Province Militia Infantry Brigade (4 infantry regiments in training) 

 

 

 Tamar Cavaliers: "The Archers" 

 
Source: http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Tamar_Cavaliers 

 

"The Tamar Cavaliers are a recently mustered unit. Duke Robert Kelswa-

Steiner raised the unit from his only fortune, with the mandate of 

liberating Tamar Pact worlds from The Clans. The Cavaliers use a red 

and silver paint scheme. 

 

The Tamar Cavaliers were formed by Duke Robert Kelswa-Steiner as 

part of his Kelswa House Guard. It was became official unit in 3058, 

giving it direct control to the newly formed LAAF High Command. The 

unit loyalties are more to the Duke's than to Archon. During the 

FedCom Civil War, the unit was integated into the Skye Rangers brigade. 

This act put the unit more directly in command of Skye's authority. 

However, due to its undying loyality to the former Tamar Pact, the unit can be relied on to remain on 

the Clan Jade Falcon border to defend what left of their homeland. To frustration of the unit's 

commander, it command could not be part of Operation Audacity in 3063. 

As of 3067 the unit is based on the Lyran world of Tomans. 
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In 3070 the Tamar Cavaliers fought the 4th Wolf Guards alongside the 6th Lyran Guards. The Tamar 

Cavaliers were completely wiped out by the Clan forces. 

 

The unit was later rebuilt as part of the Lyran Reserves. All military units built by Lyran nobles after the 

Jihad (like the Tamar Cavaliers) report to the LCAF High Command through the Lyran Reserves brigade. 

The rebuilt Tamar Cavaliers are split nearly evenly between new academy graduates and combat 

veterans. The Cavaliers run their troops through a two year cadre training course before transferring 

them to other commands. In 3085 they were the garrison unit for Bountiful Harvest, ready to repel Clan 

Jade Falcon troops." 

 
From:  Lyran Alliance: Field Manual, FASA, 2000, p. 103: 

 

"The Tamar Cavaliers owe their existence to the political ambitions of Duke Robert Ryan Kelswa-

Steiner.  Following the death of his father on Solaris VII, the young duke inherited the reins of leadership 

of the Free Skye Movement.  After only a brief time, he made it clear he also inherited his father's 

incredible ambition.  His first acts proved that he did not forget his maternal legacy to the Duchy of the 

Tamar Pact.  Playing on the lust for vengeance of the Tamar people, he used his family's fortunes to 

build a new BattleMech Regiment, one devoted to liberating the Clan-held worlds of the Tamar Pact. 

 

Turning to Free Skye's extensive intelligence network, the Duke brought together both new recruits 

hardened veterans of the Clan War, men and women who were devoutly loyal to him.  However, while 

the unit's personnel came together quickly, the equipment did not. Following the action on Hesperus in 

3057, the Alliance began scrutinizing every major private contract issued to its military 

industries.  Rather than let his cousin, Archon Katherine, learn about his plans and have an opportunity 

to quash or manipulate them to her benefit, Duke Kelswa-Steiner turned to corporations outside the 

Alliance for most of the Regiment's equipment needs.  In a grand bureaucratic irony, the Duke was able 

to import equipment that the LAAF did not have access to, all on his own authority and without the 

knowledge of anyone else within the Alliance government. 

 

Initially designated as the Kelswa House Guard, the Cavaliers began training together in late 3058 and 

entering service some two and a half years later.  To forestall any objections from the Alliance Council 

or the Archon, Duke Kelswa-Steiner immediately turned over operational control of the Regiment to the 

LAAF, though he and his staff still retain administrative control of the unit. 

 

The unit's insignia is a sword set against a knight's shield bearing the crest of the Kelswa family.  The 

Cavaliers use a red with silver paint scheme on their combat equipment unless circumstances dictate 

otherwise. 

 

Tactics: 

 

The Cavaliers are proficient in-fighters but prefer to use their artillery assets and multitude of missile 

platforms to decimate an enemy force at the longest of ranges.  It is this preference that recently 

earned the unit its unofficial designation." 
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Regimental Statistics 

 

- Experience Level: Regular 

- Home Planet/Base: Tomans 

- LIF Loyalty Rating: Fanatical 

- Military Assets: 108 'mechs of all classes 

 

 

Gray Death Legion 

  

 As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright  2000, FASA Corporation, p. 23. 

 Best known for their recovery of a Star League-era data core on 

the Free Worlds League world of Helm, the Gray Death Legion 

has a long history with the Lyran state.  They formed in 3024 on 

Trell I and played a major role in both the Fourth Succession War 

and the Clan Invasion.  They were also instrumental in crushing 

Brandal Gareth's revolt in the Alliance's early days.  Colonel 

Kalmar-Carlyle's husband, Grayson Carlyle is Baron von Glengarry 

and acknowledged as one of the foremost military minds of the 

current era. 

 

 As Copied/Quoted From:  PC Games, Planets and People of Mercs - Part 1. 1 (10.02.02) 

  

"In 3021, a Lyran Commonwealth unit known as Carlyle's Commandos was sent to garrison Trell 1, a 

backwater world near the coreworld edge of Lyran space. In the winter of 3024, a politically ambitious 

Kurita noble, Duke Hassid Ricol, attacked the world in an attempt to torpedo an agreement between 

the Commonwealth and a Periphery bandit king -- and to win control of the tactically useful planet for 

his own ends. The attack destroyed the Commandos, killing unit commander Durant Carlyle and sending 

his son, Grayson Death Carlyle, into hiding. Determined to avenge his father's death, Grayson received 

his chance when fate put him in the middle of a firefight between Trell infantry forces and the 'Mechs 

belonging to Duke Ricol. By seizing command of a failing infantry, Grayson managed to take down a 

Wasp and capture a Locust intact. This was the birth of the Gray Death Legion -- one functioning 'Mech 

and a handful of motorized infantry. 

  

 Today the Legion possesses an above-average amount of Clan and advanced Inner Sphere technology. 

Despite two encounters with the Clans that yielded impressive amounts of salvage, the unit retained 

only three special-use Clan OmniMechs that they considered too valuable to trade off to the Federated 

Commonwealth. The Legion willingly uses Clan weapons and other materials as long as the Clan 

versions can be easily replaced with Inner Sphere equipment if damaged. 
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The Gray Death Legion is one the strongest mercenary commands in the Inner Sphere. As tightly knit as 

the Northwind Highlanders and capable of showing the same steely toughness as the Kell Hounds or 

Wolf's Dragoons, the Legion has fought and won campaigns that would have destroyed lesser 

commands. The Legion works hard at staying on the cutting edge of battlefield tactics and strategy. 

  

Originator: Colonel Grayson Death Carlyle 

  

Inception: 3024 

  

Banner: The unit banner is a black-outlined gray skull against a scarlet background. It is generally 

displayed on the left leg of the units' 'Mechs and as a unit badge worn on the uniforms of troops and 

ground support personnel. 

  

"Strength through Unity" 

 The Founder: 

  

Grayson Death Carlyle is tall, slightly built, and wiry, with blonde hair and pale gray eyes. Much of his 

early life was spent in training for the day when his father would retire and the son would take his place 

as commander of Carlyle's Commandos, a company-strength Lyran Commonwealth regular unit on 

independent detached duty. 

  

After his father's death, at the hands of Kurita's Red Duke, Grayson went into hiding only to emerge 

stronger and more confident than before with his own mercenary combat unit. Carlyle is acknowledged 

by friends and foes alike as a brilliant tactician and superb organizer. 

  

Carlyle's organizational genius is evidenced by the quality of the mercenary unit that he has built from 

scratch and raised to a crack professional team. His tactical ability is confirmed by his record, which is 

rapidly becoming the stuff of legend throughout the Successor States. 

  

How it applies: 

  

A regiment of great renown, the Gray Death Legion is undergoing substantial rebuilding following its 

recent decimation on Hesperus II. Alexander Carlyle, heir to the legion's founder, has authorized Daniel 

Brewster to head the rebuilding. Commanders sponsored by the Gray Death Legion can expect more 

than average starting money and early access to powerful "Lostech" weapons. 

  

 

 

  

Regimental Statistics 

     - Experience Level:  Veteran 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Unknown 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Loyal 

     - Military Assets:  Unknown 
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 Kell Hounds 

  

As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright  2000, FASA Corporation, p. 23. 

  

After Wolf's Dragoons, the Kell Hounds are perhaps the best known 

mercenary unit in the Inner Sphere.  Owned by Grand Duke Morgan 

Kell, the Hounds form the cornerstone of the Arc Royal Defense 

Cordon (ARDC) military, working in close cooperation with the exiled 

Wolf Clan forces. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Copied/Quoted From:  Patrick's Battletech Archive 

  

Origins: 3010-3016 

  

In 3010, Morgan and Patrick Kell, aged 24 and 22, decided to form the Kell Hounds. Arthur Luvon, the 

late husband of then Archon Katrina Steiner, had been the Kell's cousin. Upon his death from cancer in 

August of 3010, the Kells inherited a great deal of money, which they used to form the Kell Hounds. 

  

When the brothers arrived on Galatea in early October, they passed the word that they were recruiting 

for a new mercenary unit, but they did not hire any MechWarriors for a while. Instead, the Kells 

concentrated on hiring the best Techs and astechs they could find. Beside the promise of higher pay, 

they enticed Techs by pointing out that their family owned the Eire BattleMech Company on Arc-Royal, 

would provide easy access to parts to fix 'Mechs. 

  

The Kells soon had enough techs to service a regiment, and by November of 3010, they had the troops 

as well. Their first contract was with the Lyran Commonwealth. In 3011, working with Snord's Irregulars, 

they demolished the Thirteenth Marik Militia, found a cache of Nuclear Weapons the commander of the 

Thirteenth was going to try to use against them, and helped the Irregulars capture nine Faberge Eggs. 

  

Their next contract was with House Davion, defending against a Kurita raid. The Ninth Sun Zhang 

academy dropped onto the planet Mara, where the Kell Hounds were stationed, testing the Davions 

against a future invasion. After tricking the Kuritans, and capturing their JumpShip, the Kell Hounds 

destroyed the Combine forces that had landed. The survivors made it to their dropship, and then tried 

to destroy the stolen JumpShip. That attempt almost stranded the Kuritans in the system permanently. 

  

In 3016, the Kell Hounds fought the first battle of Mallory's World, in which Prince Ian Davion of the 

Federated Suns, died. They Kell Hounds arrived just after the Prince died, and managed to hold off the 

Regiments of Kuritans long enough that the other Davion troops were able recover the Prince's body. 
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After this battle, Yorinaga Kurita, who had commanded the Kurita Regiments that had dropped onto 

Mallory's World and had for slaying Ian Davion in single combat, was promoted to command of the 

Second Sword of Light, the Coordinator's own regiment. 

  

A few months after the first battle of Mallory's World, the Combine was so angered by the successes of 

the Kell Hounds, they decided completely obliterate the unit, no matter what the cost. After weeks of 

heavy battle, the Second Sword of Light Regiment had cornered the 2nd Battalion of the Kell Hounds. 

The Kell Hounds were completely outnumbered, and could do nothing to escape the death that was 

coming for them. Just as Yorinaga Kurita moved his forces in for the final attack, Morgan Kell marched 

his Archer out into the front lines, and slowly recounted his lineage in Japanese. He was challenging 

anyone in the Second Sword of Light to single combat, but everyone knew that only one man would 

answer. Yorinaga Kuirta walked his Warhammer out into the field, recounted his lineage, and the battle 

was joined. And as the battle begun, none of Yorinaga's weapons could hit Morgan! He missed again 

and again, unable to even touch Morgan's Archer. After a fierce battle, Morgan made his Archer bow to 

the Warhammer, and Yorinaga knew he was bested. 

  

After this battle Morgan striped the Regiment down to one battalion and left the Kell Hounds for a 

monastery. Thus began the Defection... 

  

 

Defection: 3016-3027 

  

There was a time, from 3016 to 3027, during which no Kell Hound, past or present, would speak of the 

unit's collapse. Ex-Kell Hounds brushed off inquiries with the brusque mannerisms of a politician not 

wanting to be reminded of campaign promises. New members of the Kell Hounds knew nothing of the 

breakup, which had reduced the regiment to a weak battalion. Older Kell Hounds, the ones left behind 

when the unit atrophied, never spoke about details, but they had an expression for that time. No 

matter how cordial my relations with an individual, the words always came out with disgust on the 

mercenary's face and venom in his voice. The Defection, they called it, as if that explained everything. 

  
-From Mercenaries: The New Breed, by Jay Mitchell, New Avalon Military Institute Press, 3028 

  

The Defection ended when Patrick Kell was slain by Yorinaga Kuirta as he fought to buy time for Melissa 

Steiner to escape a Kuritan trap. When informed of his brother's sacrifice, Morgan returned to lead the 

unit. 

  

 

Rebirth: 3028-3040 

  

During the 4th Succession War, the Kell Hounds fought another major battle against Yorinaga Kurita and 

his new Genyosha regiment. In a virtual replay of the battle that had been fought on Mallory's World 13 

years earlier, Morgan Kell defeated Yorinaga Kurita a second time. Yorinaga performed seppuku. His 

son, Akira Brahe, then resigned from the Genyosha and joined the Kell Hounds with a portion of the 

Genyosha. 
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3030 to 3032 were blessed years for the Kell Hounds as well. In 3030, Morgan Kell and Salome were 

married, and in two years, the couple had had two children, Phelan Patrick Kell and Caitlin Ward Kell. 

  

In 3038, the Kell Hounds made a contract with the Free Worlds League, and were stationed near the 

Capellan border. Because Daniel Allard was the brother of Justin Allard, the man who had married her 

sister Candance and humiliated the Confederation during the 4th Succession War, Daniel Allard became 

a target of Romano's rage. Romano sent an assassin to wipe out Allard, but the assassin attacked 

Morgan Kell's house by mistake and was killed by Phelan Kell's dog, Old Keller. 

  

When Katrina Steiner died in 3040, Morgan Kell received a substantial legacy from his royal cousin. He 

used the money to expand the Kell Hounds to two full regiments, promoting Daniel Allard and Scott 

Bradley to the ranks of Lieutenant Colonel and giving them regimental commands. Akira Brahe was then 

promoted to the rank of Major, receiving command of the First Regiment's First BattleMech Battalion. 

  

New Generation: 3041-3048 

  

The Steiner legacy and the expansion seemed to guarantee a bright future for the Kell Hounds. Both 

Phelan and Caitlin had entered prestigious military academies that would equip them to provide future 

leadership for the Hounds. Allard and Bradley proved to be able commanders more than capable of 

working on their own, which freed Morgan to develop educational and other facilities for the Hounds' 

dependents. Fulfilling a long-held dream, the unit formed a permanent base on the Commonwealth 

world of Arc-Royal, within the city of Old Connaught. Throughout the 3040s, Morgan worked to make it 

a suitable place for families to remain when the Regiments were stationed elsewhere. 

  

In 3042, a 16-year-old youth calling himself Christian Kell appeared on the world Arboris, and presented 

himself to Morgan Kell as the son of the late Patrick and his mistress Takara. Morgan took him to 

Outreach to be trained by Wolf's Dragoons, which led to another promotion for Dan Allard. When 

Morgan left the unit for Outreach, he commanded the entire unit. Akira Brahe then took over as 

commander of 1st Regiment. 

  

In a battle in the St. Ives Compact, Christian Kell and the remains of his unit received the St. Ives Order 

of Heroism from the planet Ambergrist. He then was promoted to command of the 1st Battalion in the 

1st Regiment. In contrast to Christian Kell's exceptional performance in 3048, Phelan Kell was expelled 

from the Nagelring Academy. The Honor Board at Nagelring dismissed him for stealing a 'Mech, noting 

that the theft capped a year of increasingly serious problems following the death of his friend D.J. 

Conner in action on the Marik border. Phelan joined up with the Kell Hounds and went to fight bandits 

in the Periphery. Neither Phelan Kell nor anyone else in the Inner Sphere suspected that an apparent 

increase in bandit raids signaled the opening offensive in a intergalactic war. 

  

 

 

Clan Onslaught: 3049-3059 

  

In August of 3049, Phelan Kell was captured by Clan Wolf while hunting bandits in the Periphery. Most 

people had believed him dead, but when he fought as a Star Commander in Clan Wolf's 13th Wolf 

Guards, the truth became apparent. 
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There are three major actions the Kell Hounds fought in during the Clan War. At Twycross, Luthien, and 

Arc-Royal, the Kell Hounds defeated the Clan juggernaut. The battle at Twycross involved the Tenth 

Lyran Guards, the Ninth Federated Commonwealth RCT, and the Kell Hounds. Losses were high, but a 

year-long break in the war allowed the Kell Hounds to rebuild to their pre-war strength, and gave them 

time to analyze Clan tactics. 

  

At Luthien, the Kell Hounds fought along side the Wolf's Dragoons and more than a dozen elite Combine 

units. Forces from Clan Smoke Jaguar, and Clan Nova Cat attempted to seize the planet, but thanks to 

the Kell Hounds and Wolf's Dragoons, they were unsuccessful. War Lord Theodore Kurita allowed the 

two mercenaries the first pick of salvage from the battle, so the units could rebuild. 

  

In one of the saddest events in Kell Hound history, on June 19, 3055, Archon Melissa Steiner-Davion, 

and Salome Ward died at the hands of an assassin's bomb that Katherine Steiner, Melissa's daughter, 

had helped orchestrate. 

  

The last major battle that the Kell Hounds have a part in so far in the Clan War, was at the Kell Hounds' 

homeworld of Arc-Royal. A renegade Clan bandit force was lured to Arc-Royal by Clan Wolf in Exile 

forces, and the Kell Hounds, and was destroyed. This proved to the citizens of Arc-Royal that if Phelan 

ever left Clan Wolf, he would have a place in the leadership of the Kell Hounds. 

  

In late 3059, Morgan Kell created the Arc-Royal Defense Cordon (ARDC). Encompassing 17 worlds on 

the border with Clan Jade Falcon, Colonel Kell has made sure that even if he does not enter combat 

again, he will have a hand in Inner Sphere politics. 

  

Standing Their Ground: 3059-Present 

  

During Operation Bulldog, both the First and Second Kell Hound Regiments assisted SLDF troops with 

the liberation of Combine worlds from Clan Smoke Jaguar. While not playing a front-line role, the Kell 

Hounds served as a valuable guard against any Jaguar counter-attacks that might have come. Operation 

Bulldog finished it's operations in late 3060. In light of recent events, the Kell Hounds have begun to 

prepare for the future. With Katherine Steiner's take over of the Federated Commonwealth, and with 

Clans Wolf and Jade Falcon prepared to advance, the Kell Hounds must be vigilant. But with Khan 

Phelan Ward, Precentor Martial Victor Davion, and Coordinator Theodore Kurita behind them, the 

future does once again look bright for the Kell Hounds. 

  

Regimental Statistics 

  

     - Experience Level:  Veteran 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Arc-Royal 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Questionable 

     - Military Assets: 

          2 Regiments (240+ Mechs) 

         Other assets unknown 
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 Snord's Irregulars 

  

As Copied/Quoted From:  Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright  2000, FASA Corporation, p. 24. 

  

Like Wolf's Dragoons, Snord's Irregulars originated with the Clans but 

separated themselves from the Wolf reconnaissance force early in 

their mission.  Unlike the Dragoons, the Irregulars have largely 

abandoned Clan ways and become acculturated to the Inner 

Sphere.  Indeed, the unit has gained a reputation for eccentricity and 

obsession that is matched only by their combat skills and luck. 

  
 

 

 

 

As Copied/Quoted From:  Patrick's Battletech Archive. 

  

Inception 

  

Khan Kerlin Ward of Clan Wolf knew that the Clans would one day move to fulfill what the Crusaders 

felt was their destiny, to invade the Inner Sphere and re-establish the Star League. Khan Ward felt that 

the timing was not right, and that the mission of the Crusading Clans was not proper. 

  

When the Great Debate came to a head within the Grand Council of the Clans, Khan Ward offered a 

compromise. He proposed that five regiments of warriors be sent into the Inner Sphere to gather 

intelligence and to test the mettle of its forces. Equipped with retro-fitted technology and posing as 

mercenaries, they would be able to learn the strengths and weaknesses of the Inner Sphere 

governments. For Khan Ward, it was a gamble, designed to buy the Inner Sphere time. For the Inner 

Sphere, it was the birth of a legend, the coming of Wolf's Dragoons. 

  

For the most part, the Dragoons were freebirth warriors, considered inferior by the Clans to the 

genetically born truebirths. Clan Wolf had a large number of freebirth warriors, more than enough to 

form the five regiments of Wolf's Dragoons. It was a good way to discard troublemakers and those 

freebirths who would not conform to the rigid dictates of Clan society. 

  

One of these was Cranston, a warrior who took the surname of Snord as part of his cover for the 

mission. A strong freebirth warrior of exceptional fighting ability, Cranston clearly was uncomfortable 

within Clan society. Born the only child of a Merchant Caste family, he worked hard to earn a position in 

the Warrior Caste's lower levels. He was vastly skilled in combat, yet he often balked at Clan rules and 

traditions. 

  

Snord was fascinated with the Star League, and his constant study of the government, military, and 

artifacts from that ear bothered many of his fellow warriors. To the relief of many, Cranston was given 

orders to accompany Jaime and Joshua Wolf on their mission. Jaime Wolf both admired and disliked the 
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misfit. He felt that the warrior had great prowess in combat, but was sure that Cranston's non-

conforming attitude was destined to cause trouble. 

  

Striking a last blow for eccentricity, Cranston insisted that his young daughter Rhonda be attached to 

the mission. Such father/child relationships among the Warrior Caste were rare, and many considered 

these relationships to be abominations. However, despite her father's unorthodox approach to training 

and warfare, Rhonda grew up to be a skilled MechWarrior in her own right. 

  

After considerable deliberation, Jaime met with Cranston and devised a plan to make use of his unique 

talents and abilities. While Wolf's Dragoons would begin their Inner Sphere service with House Davion, 

Cranston and a smaller team would approach House Steiner and gain service there, forming their own 

mercenary unit. This unit would be composed mostly of Inner Sphere natives, and would act as 

additional eyes and ears for the Dragoons. In particular, they were to search for buried treasure. The 

Star League Defense Forces had left behind hundreds of hidden military bases. The Exodus fleet had 

maintained records of where many complexes and caches were hidden, but many other records had 

been lost during the more violent years of the Clans' formation. Most of these bases, known and 

unknown, had been discovered by the warring houses, but the Wolf brothers were sure that others still 

existed undiscovered. 

  

After Wolf's Dragoons appeared in the Inner Sphere on 11 April 3005, Cranston Snord was with them, 

commanding a battalion of BattleMechs in the Epsilon Regiment. Following Colonel Wolf's orders, 

Cranston devised an excuse for Wolf to dismiss him from the Dragoons. In Jaime Wolf's own words, "I'm 

giving you enough rope to hang yourself, so do it right." 

  

An opportunity presented itself in the raid on Halloran in early 3006. Cranston Snord ordered his 

battalion to attack a Liao outpost for the sole purpose of recovering a rare meerschaum pipe collection. 

His action infuriated the other warriors of the Dragoons, and provided sufficient grounds for his ouster. 

  

Jaime Wolf publicly berated the MechWarrior and angrily discharged him from the Dragoons. With one 

strike, Cranston had proven himself a skilled warrior, given birth to tales of his eccentricity, and added 

to the reputation of Wolf's Dragoons as an elite mercenary unit. Adopting the guise of a fanatical 

collector, Snord began the meandering journey that would lead to a bar on Crossing and the legendary 

poker game of 3007, where he won his first independent unit. 

  

This time, Cranston continued to pursue the mission Colonel Wolf had given him. His year's research 

indicated that several undiscovered Star League caches were located near the Lyran 

Commonwealth/Free Worlds League border. His transfer of the Irregulars to this border gave him ready 

access to the scouting and research information he was likely to need. 

  

Over the years, Cranston Snord's Irregulars continued actions against the Free Worlds League, earning 

the hatred of that state, and finding their share of rare antiques and Star League era BattleMechs, which 

they cached under their museum on Clinton. Weathering a Free Worlds League raid which destroyed 

their museum and captured their treasures. 
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The Next Generation 

  

In seeming contrast to his youthful energy, Cranston Snord suffered a severe heart attack in the spring 

of 3034. Later that same year, Jake Walmar, still suffering from wounds he received during the Fourth 

Succession War, retired from active duty to become librarian of the Irregulars' museum on Clinton. 

Winston Nearon also stepped down from the ranks, devoting much of his time to helping Cranston 

recover and to refinishing and repairing his vast collection of weaponry. The heart attack forced Snord 

to use a cane. His days in the cockpit of a BattleMech were slipping away. Several other original 

Irregulars, including Clame McDonald and John Malvinson, mustered out the following year. They were 

replaced by MechWarriors Rhonda recruited through her contacts in the LCAF. In keeping with the 

tradition her father established, Rhonda enlisted only the boldest and most interesting warriors for the 

ranks of the Irregulars. 

  

Clan Invasion 

  

Within two weeks of the Clans' first verified contact with the Inner Sphere, Jaime Wolf met with 

Cranston and Rhonda to discuss whether the Dragoons and the Irregulars would help protect the Inner 

Sphere or fulfill their mission. He personally conveyed to them the recall order issued by the Grand 

Council of the Clans. Both Cranston and Rhonda refused to acknowledge the order, claiming more 

loyalty to the Inner Sphere than to their heritage in the Clan. The location of lost Star League facilities 

and other information Snord had uncovered in the past 40 years was communicated across Wolfnet, 

and many of the old bunkers and complexes were refitted and revitalized by Dragoon operatives for use 

in the upcoming war. 

  

As the weeks passed, it became painfully clear that the Clans would continue their push deep into the 

Federated Commonwealth, Rasalhague, and the Draconis Combine, riding a wave of death and 

destruction. As the Jade Falcons pressed forward into the Commonwealth, the front line approached 

the Dark Nebula. 

  

A Star League naval base had for centuries been rumored to be hidden in the Dark nebula. Cranston and 

Jake Walmar had found several references to such a base, but had never uncovered coordinates for the 

rumored facility. As Cranston continued to study the maps, he realized that if the facility existed, it 

would offer an excellent base for a counterattack against the flank of the Clans' offensive. Cranston and 

Jake traveled to the libraries on Derf and Wotan, known for their archives of Star League atlases and 

star charts. Although they did not locate the coordinates for the base, they did learn that the SLDF had 

set up a special astronomical survey station on the northern continent of the planet Apollo. After 

gaining the information they needed on Apollo, the Irregulars set off to find Camelot Command in the 

Dark Nebula. 

  

Camelot Command 

  

As Rhonda leaned over the reconnaissance tech's shoulder, the Harrier arrived in a small system. A red 

dwarf star eerily shrouded in a haze of flowing stellar dust, provided dim light. The tech located a small, 

rotating planetoid with only a scant atmosphere clinging to its surface. Magnifying a visual scan, Rhonda 

saw it was black and pitted with the scars of time. Stark white lines of concrete etched its surface. Aged 

turrets poked up from the surface. On its eastern horizon she saw a massive port, large enough to dry-
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dock one of the Clan's old Black Lion class battleships. As the Harrier approached, she recognized a 100-

meter-long Cameron Star painted on the concrete equator. 

  

As the Jade Falcon forces approached, following them from Apollo, Rhonda prepared her defenses, 

whittling down the Clan forces until Star Colonel Damon, bloody and beaten, conceded victory to the 

Irregulars and turned over the remaining Jade Falcon warriors and equipment, declared as isorla for the 

battle. 

  

 

Current Status 

  

Following the truce of Tukayyid, Colonel Rhonda Snord requested permission from the Federated 

Commonwealth on several occasions to launch raids into the Clan Jade Falcon occupation zone, but the 

Commonwealth has so far refused. Instead, the Federated Commonwealth asked the Irregulars to split 

their forces, leaving half on Camelot and stationing one battalion on Edasich to defend that world's 

fusion reactor manufacturing facility. Semi-retired Cranston Snord also led a lance of Irregulars back to 

Clinton, the unit's former base. Rhonda Snord finds the unit's current status as garrison forces 

frustrating, but has so far managed to wait patiently for a more exciting assignment. 

  

Camelot Command remains a fortified Inner Sphere outpost in the middle of Clan territory, much like 

Wolcott in the Clan Smoke Jaguar occupation zone. Though its small size limits anti-Clan activity staged 

from it to minor raiding, the station resupplies countless guerrilla activities in the Jade Falcon 

occupation zone. Recent, widespread rumors claim that Snord's Irregulars are attempting to recruit 

warriors among Clan solahma refugees and elements of the Bandit Caste. Colonel Snord denies the 

rumors but admits to making contacts in the Clan occupation zone on worlds controlled by both Clans 

Jade Falcon and Steel Viper. Wolfnet believes that this contact amounts to simple intelligence gathering 

for another raid Colonel Snord intends to propose. 

  

The current political tensions threatening Federated Commonwealth unity propose to sorely test the 

Irregular's strong, long-established ties to the Lyran Commonwealth. Though both Snords feel fiercely 

loyal to their long-time employers, Snord's Irregulars possess a keen understanding of the Clan threat, 

matched only by Wolf's Dragoons. Having renounced their Clan ties, they may decide that their ultimate 

duty to protect the entire Inner Sphere from that threat outweighs any debt they owe to any given 

political faction. 

  

3058 Update 

  

Not much has changed for the Irregulars. With the Refusal War having sapped the strength of Clan Jade 

Falcon that Clan's concerns are in rebuilding, not pursuing what it considers to be a band of pirates. 

Once that Clan has recovered, however, Rhonda Snord's Irregulars is bound to be at the top of Clan Jade 

Falcon and Marthe Pryde's hit list. 

  

In the meantime, Rhonda Snord will be training her unit and continuing to make contacts in the Clan 

occupation zone on worlds controlled by both Clans Jade Falcon and Steel Viper. The Irregulars are 

eager to gain a chance to finally strike back at Clan Jade Falcon and commence raids on their 

possessions in the Inner Sphere. Again, we believe that this contact amounts to simple intelligence 
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gathering for another raid Rhonda Snord intends to propose to her employer. With the current 

weakened state of the Jade Falcons, Snord is more likelier than ever to strike at the Clan. 

  

Clan Snord/Rhonda Snord's Irregulars Force Listing 

  

Reorganized after the Jade Falcon raid on Camelot Command in 3051, Snord's Irregulars currently 

maintain a rotating troop assignment. In order to more easily integrate her Jade Falcon bondsmen, 

Rhonda Snord changed her unit's structure from Inner Sphere companies to Clan Clusters and Trinaries. 

The First Cluster and Binary Bravo of the Second Cluster, roughly equivalent to a battalion and a 

company, are stationed on Camelot Command in the Dark Nebula. The remaining three Trinaries of the 

Second Cluster, comprising the original three companies of Irregulars and their support platoons 

commanded by Colonel Rhonda Snord, protect Federated Commonwealth assets on Edasich. Rhonda 

rotates her forces to coincide with the irregularly scheduled Federated Commonwealth supply runs into 

the Dark Nebula, making it impossible for the Clans to discover what forces defend Camelot at any given 

time. 

  

Clan Snord/Rhonda Snord's Irregulars 

  

1st Striker Cluster (The Emerald Irregulars) 

Command Star (5 BattleMechs) 

Trinary Alpha  

     Sweep Star (5 BattleMechs)  

     Strike Star (5 BattleMechs)  

     Attack Star (5 BattleMechs)  

Trinary Bravo 

     Attack Star (5 BattleMechs)  

     Breaker Star (5 BattleMechs)  

     Anchor Star (5 BattleMechs)  

Binary Alpha  

     Shield Star (5 Elemental Points)  

     Sky Star (5 Fighters) 

  

2nd Striker Cluster (Shorty's Scavengers) 

Command Star (5 BattleMechs) 

Binary Alpha  

     Fire Support Star (5 BattleMechs)  

     Streak Star (5 BattleMechs)  

Binary Bravo 

     Ranger Star (5 BattleMechs)  

     Stealth Star (5 BattleMechs)  

Trinary Alpha 

     Crusher Supernova (5 BattleMechs, 5 Elemental Points)  

     Ground Assault Star (2 BattleMechs, 3 Infantry Points)  

     Barrage Star (5 BattleMechs)  

 

Regimental Statistics Summary 
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     - Experience Level:  Questionable 

     - Home Planet/Base:  Camelot Command in the Dark Nebula 

     - LIF Loyalty Rating:  Loyal 

     - Military Assets: 

          2 Battalions/Clusters (72 Mechs) 

          Sky Star (5 Aerospace Fighters) 

          Shield Star (10 Elementals) 

     - Naval Assets: 

          2 Union Class DropShips: Scavenger I and II 

          1 Overlord Class DropShip: Graceland 

          5 Clan Broadsword Class DropShips (Captured): Emerald Warrior, Hound Dog, Iron Honor, Snord's 

Anvil, Dispatcher 
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Inner Sphere House Military Unit Structure 

 
BattleMech Organization 
  
Lance: 4 BattleMechs 
Company: 3 Lances (12 BattleMechs) 
Battalion: 3 Companies (36 BattleMechs) 
Regiment: 3 Battalions (108 BattleMechs) 
Reinforced Regiment: 4 Battalions (144 BattleMechs) 
 
  
Aerospace Organization 
  
Lance: 2 Aerospace Fighters 
Flight: 3 Lances (6 Aerospace Fighters) 
Company: 2 Flights (12 Aerospace Fighters) 
Wing: 3 Companies (36 Aerospace Fighters) 
Regiment: 3 Wings (108 Aerospace Fighters) 
 
  
Armor Organization 
  
Lance: 4 Vehicles 
Company: 3 Lances (12 Vehicles) 
Battalion: 3 Companies (36 Vehicles) 
Regiment: 3 Battalions (108 Vehicles) 
 
  
Infantry Organization 
  
Squad: 7 troops 
Platoon: 4 Squads (28 troops) 
Company: 3 Platoons (84 troops) 
Battalion: 3 Companies (252 troops) 
Regiment: 3 Battalions (756 troops) 
Battlesuit Squad: 4 troops 
Battlesuit Platoon: 3 BS Squads (12 troops) 
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Mercenary Military Unit Structure 
 
BattleMech Organization 
  
Lance: 4 BattleMechs 
Company: 3 Lances (12 BattleMechs) 
Battalion: 3 Companies+Command Lance (40 BattleMechs) 
Regiment: 3 Battalions+Command Lance (124 BattleMechs) 
Reinforced Regiment: 4 Battalions+Command Lance (164 BattleMechs) 

 

 Aerospace Organization 

  
Lance: 2 Aerospace Fighters 
Squadron: 3 Lances (6 Aerospace Fighters) 
Wing: 3 Squadrons+Command Lance (20 Aerospace Fighters) 
Reinforced Wing: 4 Wings+Command Lance (26 Aerospace Fighters) 

 

  
Armor Organization 
  
Lance: 4 Vehicles 
Company: 3 Lances (12 Vehicles) 
Battalion: 3 Companies+Command Lance (40 Vehicles) 
Regiment: 3 Battalions+Command Lance (132 vehicles) 

 

  
Infantry Organization 
  
Squad: 7 troops 
Platoon: 4 Squads (28 troops) 
Company: 3 Platoons+Command Lance (84 troops) 
Battalion: 3 Companies+Command Lance (252 troops) 
Regiment: 3 Battalions+Command Lance (756 troops) 
Battlesuit Squad: 4 troops 
Battlesuit Platoon: 3 BS Squads (12 troops) 
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Section 3 - The Skye Rangers MWO Brigade 

Origin 

The unit was created in 1999 by our founder General Arturus Steiner in the early days of MW3 and MW4, and 

disband in 2003 with the end of those game series, it was raised again in December 2011 with the appearance 

of MWO. Many original members re-joined the guild and help it to grow making it one of the biggest MWO 

community at present date with more than 450 active members. 

What Arturus Steiner as always tried to (and will continue to) accomplish is to keep the SR guild consistent 

with canon BT/MW lore while giving our Membership the flexibility to 'flesh out' their own ranks, medals, 

noble titles, etc. to round out their 'character' similar to the old BT RPG game. And that the Skye Rangers will 

always provide a depth to our characters/members that MWO never can/could. 

 

 

Bylaws and code of conduct 

 

 Bylaws 

ALL MechWarrior’s of the Skye Rangers must adhere to and abide by the following in order to enjoy 

Active Membership: 

 

 

I 

 

 

No gross personal misconduct will be tolerated (i.e. no profanity/vulgarity on public message boards, 

hacking/cheating, harassment, abusive conduct, prejudice with regards to race, religion, sex, sexual 

preference/affection status, age, or gender). 

 

MechWarrior’s who violate these Bylaws will be given ONE warning from the Skye Front Commander 

(SFC). A second offense/violation or an initial gross violation will result in automatic dismissal/banning 

from the Skye Rangers. 

  

http://www.skye-rangers.net/profile/1126789
http://www.skye-rangers.net/profile/1126789
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II 

 

 

No persons may edit, redistribute for public posting, or in any other way modify the Skye Rangers WWW 

Domain Site or materials posted therein without the express written consent of the SFC or the 

document's applicable author. These materials are considered protected under the US Copyright Act. 

Any transgressions beyond "fair use" may be aggressively pursued by the applicable author(s). Any Skye 

Rangers materials used online in a fair use capacity MUST at a minimum credit the applicable author(s). 

 

 

III 

 

 

No member of the Skye Rangers or other person or entity shall profit by, charge monetary fees for, or 

solicit commercial services through the Skye Rangers WWW Domain, Membership emails, message 

boards, member Mechwarrior WWW sites, Newsletters or through their Position within said 

organization. This tarnishes the high ethical and professional standards for which the club stands. This 

prohibition does not extend to VOLUNTARY donations to the Ownership of the Skye Rangers to help 

defray costs of maintenance. 

 

IV 

 

 

Only the Command Lance or RCOMs are authorized to contact other online organizations regarding Skye 

Rangers business in an 'official capacity'. Consequently, ALL such inquiries MUST be channeled through 

the Command Lance or a RCOM. Of course, any Member may send independent emails, but they shall 

not be considered sanctioned or approved by the Skye Rangers Ownership unless the Command Lance 

or a RCOM give approval first. This policy also extends to those MechWarrior’s who wish to contact 

other media as well (i.e. magazines, television shows, other Internet Organizations, independent WWW 

Sites, etc.) on behalf of the Club. 

 

 

V 

 

 

MechWarrior’s shall follow the chain of command when making general inquiries. MechWarrior’s shall 

attempt to contact their immediate superior officers first (i.e. Lance Commanders or Regiment 

Commanders) and then proceed up the chain of command, as appropriate. This is not requested with 

the intention of restricting communication, but mainly to minimize extraneous email load between the 

Memberships. The SFC ALWAYS welcomes independent communication with a Member's specific or 

confidential problems or comments. 
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VI 

 

 

ONLY those events, plotlines, missions, stories, rosters, etc., posted on the Skye Rangers Domain WWW 

Home Page will be considered officially "approved" for the Skye Rangers. Postings in Command 

Supplements, Message Boards, third party (Member) WWW Home Page(s), online conferences, online 

chat, wall posts, email, or Instant Messages (IMs) will be considered "proposed" or "pending" until 

officially posted. 

 

 

VII 

 

 

No development idea, Battle Plotline, pivotal character, event or Roster structure revision affecting an 

entire Lance, Regiment or the whole club shall be released unless the SFC has first approved them. The 

SFC retains the right of final decision in these matters. ANY unapproved or premature postings to the 

organization run the risk of being withdrawn without prior notice. In addition, ALL Mechwarrior 

submitting plotlines or articles for consideration MUST include their ID Line designation for later referral 

by the reviewing Command Officer. 

 

VIII 

 

 

The SFC is solely responsible for appointing promotions to the Command Lance. The Executive Officer 

may appoint Regiment Commander Positions and promote to the Rank of Hauptmann-General (HPT-

GN). Regiment Commanders have the authority to appoint Battalion Commanders (BCOMs), Company 

Commanders (CCOMs), Lance Commanders (LCOMs) and the other Mechwarrior Positions, as 

appropriate and assuming the candidate has met the minimum criteria as detailed on the Positions 

Page. However, the SFC reserves the right to modify and/or revise the Roster, as appropriate, to 

maintain consistency and balance within the Brigade. 

 

 

IX 

 

 

The Skye Rangers will not discriminate in its acceptance, promotion or evaluation of MechWarrior’s 

based on race, religion, sex, sexual preference/affectional status, age, or gender. Rank Appointments, 

Promotions and Medal Awards will be made solely on the basis of performance and activity within the 

Skye Rangers, as determined by the SFC as per Article V detailed above. 

  

http://www.skye-rangers.net/idlines
http://www.skye-rangers.net/idlines
http://www.skye-rangers.net/members
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X 

 

 

New Applicants accepted into the Skye Rangers will be placed as Recruits/Cadets with the 22nd Skye 

Rangers, pending confirmation of basic activity levels as confirmed by the Master at Arms (MAA). The 

SFC and the MAA are solely responsible for the approval and placement of new MechWarrior’s. The 

MAA is available to assist new Recruits. 

 

 

XI 

 

 

Membership in any other organization or association generally will NOT affect a MechWarrior’s position 

or rank within the Skye Rangers. 

 

 

XII 

 

All submissions to the Skye Rangers become the property of the Skye Rangers organization. Although 

the SFC makes every effort to properly cite the source and/or author of a submission to the Skye 

Rangers, the free, unencumbered and unrestricted use of these submissions may be required in order 

to promote the Club, post these items freely on the Internet or in negotiations with other parties 

concerning the Skye Rangers. 

 

 

XIII 

 

 

To be considered an "Active" Mechwarrior of the Skye Rangers, a Mechwarrior must login to the SR 

website once every 30 days at a minimum. If communications are ignored or the Mechwarrior does not 

login within a period of one month or more, that Mechwarrior may be named Absent With Out Leave 

("AWOL") and transferred to the Dropship Reserves.  If the Mechwarrior further does not login to the 

SR website within 3 months, they will be removed from the Roster, at the discretion of the SFC.  A RCOM 

and Members of Command Rank (i.e. those at the Position of Lance Commander and above) are 

REQUIRED to be more active, in accordance with their unit needs. 

 

 

XIV 

 

 

No Member of the Skye Rangers or outside agents may use the Rosters of the club as a "mailing list" for 

emailing our Membership for commercial or non-commercial reasons. The Skye Rangers intends to 

honor their right to privacy. Consequently, cases of harassment or mass emails will be aggressively 

pursued with an offender's Internet Service Provider (ISP) and may also result in the "blocking/banning" 

of a particular host domain/email address or IP address from access to the website. 
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XV 

 

 

These regulations establish general rules of online behavior that Skye Rangers Mechwarrior MUST also 

adhere to when representing the club online and present methods and procedures for addressing 

violations of these Bylaws. 

 

 

XVI 

 

 

The Skye Front Commander is the sole owner and manager of the Skye Rangers Domain including all 

sub-pages and materials posted therein. 

 

 

XVII 

 

 

The SFC reserves the right to modify or revise these Bylaws, as appropriate and without prior notice. 

Any Members found to have violated the above will be given ONE email warning by the SFC and/or XO. 

A second offense/violation or an initial gross Bylaws violation could result in dismissal from the Skye 

Rangers and banning of the offender's IP address (es). 
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 Code of conduct 

The Skye Rangers (SR) Codes of Conduct (CoCs) are the guidelines all members are expected to follow on 

all SR communications venues. These include all official chat channels (i.e., TS, Ventrillo or Mumble), 

Forums, Group Mailing lists or emails, and any other official gathering place for members of the SR. In 

general: if the SR sponsors the communications forum or method, the CoC's apply, if not they do not. 

In case of a member breaking these guidelines enforcement is up to which ever Administrators are 

present. For example on the Forums, this duty falls on the Moderators and in our TS3 server the authority 

would rest with any Administrators present. For the sake of simplicity they will be referred to as "Admins" 

for the rest of this document. Serious infractions should be sent to the Skye Front Commander (SFC) and 

the Executive Officer (XO) to determine the best course of action. Any reported infractions will be 

investigated by the SFC and/or XO. All members are ambassadors for the Brigade and should hold 

themselves to the Codes of Conduct wherever they are. 

The CoC's are intended to maintain some semblance of order in the chaos that is the Internet, and also 

to maintain the reputation of the SR. In general, approach things with a modicum of civility and display 

attributes of professionalism, honor, courtesy and honesty and you will have no problems. Frequent 

swearing, personnel attacks, etc. puts you at risk of losing access to these SR privileges. (i.e., being banned 

from the SR website, IP ban, suspension of forums access). Remember that being drunk or otherwise 

medicated is not an acceptable excuse for violating the CoC's. 

However, despite all this, offenses will occur. Members are to be reminded that although our Admin's 

will make every attempt to assist people online, the SR cannot be held responsible for online chat 

comments, harassment, etc. All we can do is to enforce our Codes of Conduct and Bylaws with respect to 

the membership. Members and visitors are to be reminded that the Internet is not necessary a safe place 

and some precautions should be taken when online such as not giving out your personnel information to 

strangers. 

In the event of a Violation the highest ranking Admin has the final say in any actions taken. 

Here are some general rules in regards to command structure within the comm system (TeamSpeak) and 

how dropping 'Mechwarrior should practice the chain of command: 

When a group of players are in a serious match, the highest ranking officer is put in charge of the group. 

He/she must relinquish command to the next highest ranking officer in the case that he/she has to take 

leave. 

While in a relaxed channel anyone can take lead of the round as long as everyone else is willing. In the 

case that no one is willing to lead or one leader cannot be affirmed, the highest ranking officer will become 

leader until he/she decides to relinquish command. 

In the case that more than the maximum capacity for an in-game group is reached, it is up to the higher 

ranking officers to make room by opening a new channel. The current leader of the first room will stay, 

while the second highest ranking officer takes role as the leader of the second room. 
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Regiments & Structure - Their meaning to the new recruit 

 

 Structure 

As a para-military organization, the Inner Sphere military structure is the basis for the Skye Brigade. 

One Regiment consists of up to three Battalions which again consist of up to three Companies. Each 

Company consists of three Lances with 4 Mechwarriors in each. The Regiments are led by a 

Regiment Commander (RCOM) with his XO. Battalion Commanders (BCOMs), Company Commanders 

(CCOMs) and Lance Commanders (LCOMs) are promoted to certain ranks after proving their 

experience in battle. Chain of Command (CoC) is kept within each Regiment in the Skye Brigade and 

plays an important role within the Skye Rangers. 

 

 Regiments  

The Skye Rangers Brigade at this time consists of the following active units: 

 

 Skye Front Brigade Command: "Crimson Plague"  

The 'Crimson Plague' 'Mech company won unprecedented fame in 3028 for 
rescuing former Archon Melissa Steiner from House Kurita Intel agents mere 
hours before her wedding to Hanse Davion.  General Arturus Steiner, Margrave 
of the Skye Front, renamed the Skye Front Brigade command company after this 
infamous unit, led by his father and Rhio Carver in 3028. 

This regiment is the command structure of the Rangers, they are the ones who 
do all the hard work necessary to keep the site and the brigade up and running. 

  

 

 Mobile Field Base (Fiction & Support)  

 This regiment is responsible for providing the brigade with fiction and art 
related to the Battletech lore, they also support the brigade.  

For those that don’t want or cannot play MWO or related games, but still desire 
to contribute with their special abilities, as a fictional writer or artistic work, this 
is the place to be. 
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 Dropship Reserves (Semi-Active Mechwarriors)  

 This regiment arbors all those that do not have the time to regularly play the 
game or don’t want to commit themselves to a regiment or “Merk Unit”, but 
desire to be part of the community.  

If you just want to play occasionally or are not interested in rank advancement’s 
associated with a regular regiment or Merk unit, this is the place to go. 

 

 

 1st Skye Jaegers (Tournament Play)  

 The unit motto are: 

-“We are Skye Rangers First! 1st Skye Jaegers (Hunters) Second.” 
- “This is a sport to us, not 'just a game'. Teamwork and tactics are paramount; 
personal glory is secondary to the win.” 
 
The unit goal is to compete in tournaments inside and out of the Skye 

Rangers, with an eye on the official Mechwarrior Online Planetary Meta-Game (Community 
Warfare). We currently compete in player run tournaments. 

 

 
 

 4th Sky Rangers ("Albion")  

The 4th Skye Rangers is one of the most diverse regiment in the brigade, harboring 
players from all over the globe, this gives us the unique ability of covering all time 
zones. As a regiment we are not aiming to be a highly competitive group, so we 
have a mix of casual and competitive players, but we intend to have a consistent 
group of MechWarrior’s preparing for the conquest of community warfare.  

The main ideas behind the group are “have fun it’s just a game”, and respect the 

new players "because you were there once". If you are interested in fighting side by side with a group 

of players, that favor the game for the fun of it, this is the regiment for you. 
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 4th Skye Guard ("Megamek")  

We are a multi-game Steiner unit that specializes in MW Online and Megamek.  

 We have 1 weekly and 1 biweekly campaigns available and plenty of 

opportunities for one shot games. We communicate mainly using Skype, 

google chat, or the SR Teamspeak server. The times we play for now, tend to 

start around 1-2pm EST often playing for several hours. 

Our campaigns so far proved to be role-play light with some casual and 

hardcore elements. 

We encourage roleplaying after action reports with game pics to document what is going on. 

 

 

 

 10th Skye Rangers ("Black Watch")  

 The 10th is a “Veteran” Regiment, it is a special regiment. We will ever strive 
to be the best that we can be. To lead by example with honor, style, discipline 
and “esprit de corps”. We are not just a “Line” Regiment of the Skye 
Rangers...We are the FRONT LINE, the Vanguard! We will lead the charge and 
we will finish the day. 

As one of the competitive regiments at heart, we are always searching for 
highly competitive and skilled player’s to strengthen our ranks, or all those that thrive to learn how 
to play the game at higher levels. 

 

 

 17th Skye Rangers ("Boys of Summer")  
 
 

The 17th Regiment “Boys of Summer”, is a group of players that focus on 
tactics, strategy and communication. We follow the RP/Lore and Command 
structure of the SRB. 
MWO is a team game and building a strong fighting force of dedicated, 
competitive MechWarrior’s while still having fun is our goal. This means 
following the orders of the Drop Commander (DC) in drops, practicing team 
maneuvers, and practicing piloting skills. Working on builds to maximize their 

effectiveness in a Team of Mechs together, and supporting a Champions mindset are keys to our 
success. 

 

http://megamek.info/
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 22nd Skye Rangers ("Second Chance")  

 The entry regiment for all the new recruits. You will remain in this unit 
while you fulfill all the necessary requirements of a new member of the 
brigade, or while you decide the unit, were you want to be transferred to.  

 

 

 

 25th Skye Rangers ("All Guns Blazing" [EU Time-Zoned])  

We are the European division of the Skye Rangers. We cater to all but have 
our spec ops team for the more competitive minded. 
We welcome all players based or playing during European primetime. 
 
We offer a cohesive group of very experienced and fun players to play with. 
We can help with builds and tactics and are always looking for new players to 
hang out with. 

 

 

 Tamar Cavaliers (Pacific Time-Zoned)  
 

We provide a team environment for Mech pilots, passing on hard earned tactical 
experience and helping to hone piloting skills. We are committed to building our 
skills towards competitive drop proficiency.  
This Regiment is focused on those people on the fringes of the Galaxy. West 
Coast America to Oceania to West Coast Australia and South East Asia players 
are most welcome. We desire MechWarrior’s who are looking for more than 
the occasional social drop and anyone just looking for a few good players to 
team up with. 

 

 
 Skye Province Militia (Casual Mechwarriors)  

 
 We are the home guard! Here you can be a part of a great, casual group. We 

offer all the benefits of a line regiment, with a 'play when you can' attitude. Any, 
and all, are welcome in the Skye Province Militia! If you're game time is off and 
on, or even if you just want a very casual group to drop with, the Militia could be 
your regiment. 
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Affiliated Mercenary Units: 

There are three affiliated Mercenary Units that support the Skye Rangers. These are at the given 

moment and time affiliated to House Steiner and consist of the following: 

 

 Grey Death Legion  

Teamwork is not an option; it is a requirement. The GDL works as a single 
unit. Where one fails, the others may fail. Mistakes happen; but teamwork 
is about effective communication and working together to follow orders. 
It's about innovative ideas and tactics and about accepting critical feedback. 
It's about improving your skills as a pilot and learning from mistakes. 
Teamwork is a way for personal growth. 
It is the GDL's mission that leaders will coach and develop leaders. With the 

previous two values of Teamwork and Respect in mind, each warrior has the ability and potential 
to be a leader.  

 

 Kell Hounds  

Great group of leadership to help you develop and earn more C-Bills. 

A very forgiving group of people, we have people with experience since 

closed beta. 

We do some competitive play but do not require strict mechs or that you 

have to part-take. 

Very active group that is knowledgeable about game mechanics and piloting 

mechs. We have people with military background. There is a strict policy of 

the bylaws which Kell Hounds follow. 

We do have practices and fun drop nights which are open to any Kell Hound. We are on mostly 

from 6:00 pm EST to Early Morning but also have some stragglers on throughout all hours of the 

day. 

 

 Snord's Irregulars  

Snord’s are a tight knit group of mercenaries that play for the love of 

teamwork, fun, and the win. Being one of the lighter, striker regiments, we roll 

fast and hit hard. No leg is safe! 
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LAAF Ranks 

As Copied/Quoted From: House Steiner Battletech Game Sourcebook, Copyright 1987, Fasa Corporation, pp. 108-118: 

 

  

Overview 

 

"The system of ranks used by the Lyran Commonwealth is an adaptation of that used in the Federal Republic 

of Germany during the 20th and 21st centuries. The Commonwealth ranks came about with the 

Brandenberg Edicts of 2413, handed down by Archon Katherine Steiner. These edicts abolished the 

ineffective Commonwealth Alliance Military and set about creating the Lyran Commonwealth Armed Forces 

(LCAF) as it exists today. 

  

About fifteen million men and women are in active service in the Lyran Commonwealth Armed Forces, 

divided up among 25 ranks. There are ten ranks for enlisted men and noncommissioned officers, four ranks 

to denote warrant officers, and four ranks reserved for the junior officers. The remaining seven are used to 

rank the senior officers. 

  

The insignia of all ranks (except for senior officers) are based on symbolic depictions of arrowheads, 

spearheads, and fletching. The origin of this system is obscure, but some historians believe it stems from the 

passion that pioneers on Tharkad had for hunting deer and boar using extremely primitive weapons. 

  

The color black has long symbolized leadership in insignias of the Lyran Commonwealth, a tradition whose 

roots are in the reign of the first Steiner. In the struggle to defend the Commonwealth from a fierce invasion 

by House Kurita, Archon Alistair Marsden, Katherine Steiner's first husband, was killed. Years later, Katherine 

married Duke Deven Reynolds, only to lose him to the war too. Though she never expressed her grief 

publicly, Katherine Steiner wore black throughout the rest of her reign. Black was soon adopted into 

Commonwealth insignias to honor the determination she showed despite her double loss." 

  

 

Structure 

 
As Copied/Quoted From: Lyran Alliance Battletech Field Manual, Copyright 2000, FASA Corporation, p. 30. 

  

 

"There are four broad groups in the LAAF: enlisted troops and NCOs, warrant officers, junior officers and 

senior officers. 

  

Enlisted troops are those who began their military life as raw recruits and provide the muscle of the LAAF. A 

few enlisted personnel progress up the chain of command to become non-commissioned officers (NCOs), 

who oversee the day-to-day operation of small units. 
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  Junior officers are the LAAF's battlefield commanders, charged with many of the life-and-death decisions. 

Most officers attend a military academy and are taught the art of command, but a few are enlisted troops 

promoted from the ranks for exemplary actions and leadership. 

 

Senior officers are the strategists and planners of the LAAF. A few may still see action on the battlefield, but 

the majority 'pilot a desk', spending more time on the political battlefield than the physical one." 

  
Rank pictures Copyright © 1999 Kesmai Corporation (with minor editing by Arturus Steiner). Used without permission. BattleTech 

Material © 1999 FASA Corporation. MechWarrior, BattleTech, BattleMech, and 'Mech are trademarks or registered trademarks of 

FASA Corporation and Microsoft Corporations. All Rights Reserved. Used under license by Kesmai Studios. Kesmai Studios is a 

registered trademark of Kesmai Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 

  

 

Insignia 

 

Enlisted Personnel 

 

 

The raw recruits, those volunteering for duty and those drafted on their 16th birthdays, begin 
military life as Privates (PRV). Privates through the rank of sergeant wear their insignia on the 
shoulder of the uniform. Narrow Arrows and other types of insignia stitched to uniforms are 
usually Steiner Blue against a black rectangle. The colors are reversed for dress uniforms. 

  

 

After meeting all starting requirements, the young soldier is promoted to Private First Class 
(PFC). This signifies a degree of practical experience as well as the completion of any advanced 
training. The symbol of this rank is called a Half Hunter's Point. 

  

 

The next rank up, and the beginning of a soldier's introduction to leadership, is Corporal (CP). 
The symbol is the full Hunter's Point, the razor-edge tip of the arrow that bow-hunters 
sometimes use in big game hunts. 

  

 

The next advance in position is to the rank of Senior Corporal (SCP). With it comes increased 
responsibilities and the beginning of intensive leadership training under the tutelage of a 
veteran Sergeant (SG) who tries to teach the critical importance of quick reactions. The 
insignia of Senior Corporal is the Hunter's Point with a black triangle in its center. 

  

 

The five grades of Sergeant (SG) form the backbone of the Commonwealth military. These are 
the noncommissioned officers, experienced in leading men and fighting battles.  Sergeants are 
the glue that binds troops together and they also serve as the crucial link between officers and 
the common grunt. Academy trained Mechwarriors usually start their career as Sergeants. In 
the Steiner military, the rank symbol of Sergeant is the Hunter's Point with a single black circle 
in its center. 
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The next rank up is the Staff Sergeant (SSG). Staff Sergeants typically have at least five years' 
experience in the military. As a sign of his rank, he wears what is known as the Spear Point. A 
large, downward-pointing triangle, it contains two other triangles, one fitting inside the other. 
Both smaller triangles share a common edge along the upper side of the insignia.  

  

 

The next rank up, a Sergeant Major (SGM), is the highest NCO normally found on the 
battlefield. Sergeant Majors form the bulk of instructors in the LAAF boot camps and oversee 
the first few weeks of training in many academies. The Sergeant Major wears a short 
horizontal bar added above his Spear Point insignia. 

  

 

The Staff Sergeant Major's (SSGM) Spear Point has two horizontal bars added above his Spear 
Point. The Staff Sergeant Majors are battalion NCOs and usually have administrative rather 
than combative duties. They are charged with ensuring the smooth running of the battalion, 
maintaining both order and morale. They also serve as a conduit between the officers and 
enlisted troops, being respected by both groups for their experience. 

  

 

Senior Sergeant Major (SenSGM) is the highest rank a noncommissioned officer can achieve in 
the Steiner military. Only those soldiers who make a career of the military can advance from 
Private up to the rank of Senior Sergeant Major. There is usually one Senior Sergeant Major 
per regiment, and his responsibility is to ensure the discipline and well-being of all recruits 
and other noncommissioned officers 

 

 

  

Junior Officers 

Junior officers assigned to fighting units are the battlefield leaders of an army. They are the ones who see all 
the wasteful uselessness of war, the ones daily acquainted with the best and worst that humanity has to 
offer. Often quite young, they are also the ones burdened with the majority of live-or-die decisions. 

  

 

The grade of Leutnant (LT) is slightly different in the LCAF/LAAF than in other militaries. A 
LCAF/LAAF Leutnant has not yet won a commission, and is therefore not formally an officer. 
The rank provides a testing period, particularly in 'Mech units, during which the soldier's 
leadership and technical skills are judged. Graduates of Commonwealth military academies 
enter the LCAF at this rank.  

  

 

If the soldier shows the necessary leadership and tactical skills, he is then promoted to First 
Leutnant (LT1). First Leutnants receive a commission in the LAAF plus a permanent command 
of a lance or equivalent combat unit. The rise in rank is shown by a single horizontal blue bar 
above the Leutnant's spear point patch. 
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A Hauptmann (HPT), or Captain, as they are sometimes known to the public, is the 
commander of a company. He is the last officer that will consistently see battle on a day-to-
day basis. As a result, he is accorded the greatest respect by enlisted and non-com officers. His 
insignia is similar to the First Leutnant's, except both interior triangles are blackened to show 
his increased importance. 

  

 

Kommandants (KM) are usually chosen from among battalion commanders for their mental 
skills in such areas as tactics or logistics. They are accomplished tacticians and administrators, 
often with at least a decade of service in the military. The grade is represented by a 
Hauptmann's spear point with a single horizontal bar above it. 

  

 

The rank of Hauptmann-Kommandant (HPT-KM) is usually reserved for the senior battalion 
commander in a regiment. This rank has no equivalent in other militaries. This officer's 
responsibilities are to ensure that the regiment fully understands the orders of his Colonel and 
that the Colonel and his staff are fully aware of the situation on the battlefield.  

  

 
 

Senior Officers  

The remaining ranks form the senior officer grades. Those senior officers not directly involved in combat 
must oversee equally important tasks such as ensuring the proper flow of supplies or coordinating the 
efforts of units light years distant. 

 
 
  

 

Leutnant-Colonel (LT-COL) is the lowest rank among senior officers. As a regiment's second-in-
command, he is in charge of the information-gathering as well as ensuring that the regiment is 
properly supplied and equipped 

  

 

As a commander of a regiment, the Colonel (COL) must be expert in both tactics and 
strategies, as well as seeing that his unit is fed, clothed and properly equipped. Some colonels 
may also find themselves commanding a planetary garrison, a provincial militia or a sub-
element of a Regimental Combat Team (RCT). Colonels of a 'Mech regiment are often assigned 
command of a world's entire defense 

  

 

Leutnant-Generals (LT-GEN) act as aides to the commanders of the Commonwealth's four 
interior military districts and can serve in a wide range of posts. They are responsible for 
marshaling all support units as well as commanding reserve and garrison units on planets in 
the district. They can command Regimental Combat Teams (RCTs.  
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Hauptmann-Generals (HPT-GEN) command the five Kerngebiete (military districts) and are 
responsible for protecting the civil and military infrastructure on the worlds in their charge. 
They must juggle the needs of dozens of units and liaison with planetary governments to 
ensure operations continue smoothly.  

  

 

Kommandant-Generals (KM-GEN) serve as aides to the commanders of a combat theater, 
overseeing many of the operations within the region. Kommandant-Generals must see to it 
that all the units in the theater are well supplied. They also command reserve and garrison 
units of every planet within the theater.  

  

 

LAAF Generals (GEN) wield immense power. To allow them to react to enemy operations, the 
theater commanders are the only LAAF commanders allowed to instigate military operations 
without prior reference to the High Command, though they are subject to an after-action 
review. They are military governors of the all the worlds in their command.  

  

 

Except for the Archon, General of the Armies (GEN-A) is the highest rank in the LAAF. Unless 
overruled by the Archon, the General of the Armies has full command of the LAAF forces and 
is responsible for guiding and shaping its strategy. Under the Archon's leadership, Generals of 
the Armies shape and guide the Commonwealth's military strategy.  

  

 

The Archon (ARCN) is the Commander of the LAAF, and so usually plays an active part in the 
military and its actions. Most Archons have military experience and are thus qualified to head 
the military.  

 

 

 

Promotion Procedures 

 

All Skye Ranger Mechwarriors seeking advancement to a higher Rank must fulfill a minimum confirmed 

multiplayer Kills or Time in Grade and maintain the level of activity required by the regiment where he/she 

was stationed. 

  

NOTE: To be considered for promotions to Officer Ranks (i.e. Leutnant and above), the Mechwarrior must 

demonstrate an ability and willingness to command other MechWarrior’s. Otherwise, the Mechwarrior will 

be restricted by Skye Front Command to Non-Commissioned Ranks. 

  

The Skye Brigade commander can and often does promote Mechwarriors for individual activity, heroism, and 

contributions 
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LAAF Medals 

As Copied/Quoted From:  House Steiner Battletech Game Sourcebook, Copyright  1987, FASA Corporation, pp. 124-125: 

  

"In time-honored fashion, the Lyran Commonwealth honors its heroes with medals, ribbons and pins.  To 

honor particularly successful regiments, it bestows banners, streamers and seals.  Individuals can usually pin 

their decorations to the collar or lapel of their civilian clothes if they so desire. 

  

In addition to awards from the greater Commonwealth government, the Tamar Pact and Federation of Skye 

have their own honors for soldiers who have shown bravery in their portion of the realm.  Most major 

awards also include an endowment of land or money. 

 

   

Unit Citations/Awards 
 

 

 

  

Eagle's Feather (EF) - The Eagle's Feather is an actual black tail feather from 

the rare Atreus Fighting Eagle, awarded to a regiment that has performed 

with exceptional skill against House Marik (Free Worlds League). The award 

is displayed in the Officer's Mess.  The Eridani Light Horse was a recipient of 

this award. 

  

In the Skye Rangers, this award is given to a Regiment  which is 

consistently victorious (5+ victories) in online combat against House Marik 

forces. 

  

  

 

  

  

Dragon Slayer's Ribbon (DSR) - This is a unit commendation for a regiment 

that has performed with exceptional skill against House Kurita.  The long 

light-blue ribbon shows the Kurita Crest being throttled by a Steiner's Fist 

(recently added by Archon Katherine Steiner.  It is displayed on a regiment's 

banner alongside its campaign ribbons.  The 17th Skye Rangers had won this 

award 30 years ago.  The ribbon has not been awarded since the War of '39. 

 In the Skye Rangers, this award is given to a Regiment  which is 

consistently victorious (5+ victories) in online combat against House Kurita 

forces. 
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Unit Citation (UC) - This award is a unit commendation for any regiment 

that has bravely fought and triumphed against superior enemy 

numbers.  The citation is displayed by placing the long black-and-Steiner-

blue ribbon on a regiment's standard.  In addition, members of the regiment 

at the time of the citation receive tokens of the Commonwealth's 

gratitude.  For non-commissioned officers and enlisted soldiers, this is the 

McKenssy Ground-Pounders Medal.  Officers receive the McKenssy 

Hammer. 

  

In the Skye Rangers, this award is given to a Regiment  which has been 

victorious in an online combat event when outnumbered at a minimum of 

2 to 1 or higher odds. 

 

 

 

 

The Skye Cup (SC) is a trophy created in 2750 by the Lestrade family 

specifically for the Skye Rangers. The Cup would symbolize the toughness 

and close bonds that the Skye Rangers have with each other. 

 

Twice a year, the regiments of the Skye Rangers send their best pilots to 

Skye in order to compete in simulated combat against each other. The 

winning regiment of the tournament takes home the coveted Skye Cup until 

the next tournament. 

 

The rules for the Skye Cup are posted here: 

http://www.skye-rangers.net/forum/m/3241960/viewthread/6994620-

skye-cup-rules 

Individual Awards 

 

 

 

 

Royal Letter of Commendation (RLOC) - The RLOC is an award issued when  

a 'Mechwarrior contributions have been noted by his/her fellow 

MechWarrior’s and is to be honored by the Brigade 

 
It is typically awarded when 25+ 'Royal Favors' have been collected by an 

applicant as voted by fellow Skye Rangers 'Mechwarriors on the HPG 

Comstar Link Forums. 
When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 250,000 C-Bills (250 SR Points). 

 

http://www.skye-rangers.net/forum/m/3241960/viewthread/6994620-skye-cup-rules
http://www.skye-rangers.net/forum/m/3241960/viewthread/6994620-skye-cup-rules
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Royal Benefactor's Wreath (RBW) - The RBW is awarded to those Citizens of 

the Skye March who contribute men and materiel to the forces of the Skye 

Rangers Brigade.  The RBW is typically worn as a small gold pin worn on a 

'Mechwarrior's formal uniform lapel. 

 

This award is typically awarded by the SFC when a 'Mechwarrior 

contributes financially to the SR Site. When this award is earned, the 

'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award of 500,000 C-Bills (500 SR 

Points). 

 

 

Tournament Qualified - Mastery of at least one Mech Type or Weight class. 

 Unlock "Master" level in Pilot Lab tree for ONE 'Mech type. Capable of 

doing 200 points of damage per drop Avg. 100 Total kills, minimum. 

 
When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 250,000 C-Bills (250 SR Points). 

 

 

Senior Qualified - Mastery in a minimum of one 'Mech type in TWO weight 

classes. 

 Unlock "Master" level in Pilot Lab tree for two or more weight classes. 

Capable of doing 250 points of damage per drop Avg. In TWO weight classes. 

200 Total kills, minimum. 

 
When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 500,000 C-Bills (500 SR Points). 

 

 

Master Qualified - Mastery in all FOUR weight classes.  

Unlock "Master" level in Pilot Lab tree for at least one type in each weight 

class. Capable of doing 400 points of damage per drop A/H weight classes 

and 250 points of damage per drop M/L weight classes Avg. 500 Total kills, 

minimum. 

 
When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 1,000,000 C-Bills (1,000 SR Points). 
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McKennsy Hammer (McH) - This award is given to officers who have shown 

particularly effective skills in tactics or strategy. The award is an actual silver 

block hammer weighting about nine kilograms signifying the weight of 

responsibility such officer’s carry.   

In the Skye Rangers, this award can be given to an Officer who has led 

his/her unit to victory in an online combat event when outnumbered at a 

minimum of 2 to 1 or higher odds.  It can also be awarded to an Officer 

who achieves 1,000 confirmed online kills. 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 1,000,000 C-Bills (1,000 SR Points). 

  

  

 

  

McKennsy Ground Pounders Medal (GPM) - Originally conceived as an 

award only for non-Mech ground force members, over the years, it has been 

awarded so often to ground force senior officers, and even 'Mech officers, 

that it has lost its value for officers.  However, for enlisted men and non-

commissioned officers, receiving the Ground-Pounder's Medal for valorous 

action on the battlefield still means a great deal.   

  

In the Skye Rangers, this award can be given to an enlisted 

Mechwarrior who has been victorious in an online combat event when 

outnumbered at a minimum of 2 to 1 or higher odds.  It can also be 

awarded if an enlisted Mechwarrior achieves 1,000 confirmed online kills. 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 1,000,000 C-Bills (1,000 SR Points). 

  

 

  

Order of Katherine Steiner (OKS) - This medal is reserved for Aerospace 

Fighter, DropShip and Jump Ship pilots who have distinguished themselves 

in combat.  The medal is a gold Steiner Fist set against a silver propeller and 

worn on a blue ribbon.  A soldier may receive the award multiple times 

though only one is worn.  Instead a silver bar is added to the ribbon for each 

individual award. 

 This award is typically not granted to Mechwarriors in the Skye Rangers, 

but Warrant Officers, Aerospace Fighter, and DropShip/Jump Ship 

pilots.  Those who have distinguished themselves in their technical 

contribution to the Skye Rangers can achieve this medal. 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 2,500,000 C-Bills (2,500 SR Points). 
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 Order of Tamar Tigers (OTT) - This medal differs from most in that it 

bestows membership in an order of honored heroes.  The award is 

considered a great honor, as not only does it take pride of place on the dress 

uniform (or formal clothes in the case of retired soldiers) but it also confers 

membership in a fellowship whose history dates back to the founding of the 

Tamar Pact.  The badge is silver, engraved with the regimental patch of the 

famed Tamar Tigers set within a sunburst.  

In the Skye Rangers, this award can be given to any  Mechwarrior  who has 

achieved 2,500 confirmed online kills. 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 2,500,000 C-Bills (2,500 SR Points). 

 

  

 

  

 The Honor of Skye (HoS) - The Duke/Duchess of Skye awards this medal to 

any soldier serving in or with the Skye Rangers who has shown exceptional 

bravery while defending a planet within the Federation of Skye. The medal 

depicts an ancient Scottish warrior brandishing a claymore. It is made from 

gold and is worn on an emerald green ribbon around the neck.   

In the Skye Rangers, this award can be given to any Skye Ranger 

Mechwarrior who has been victorious in an online combat event while on a 

defensive drop on a Skye Federation Planet against 3 to 1 or higher 

odds.  It can also be awarded if a Mechwarrior achieves 5,000 confirmed 

online kills. 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 5,000,000 C-Bills (5,000 SR Points). 

 

  

 

Alliance Star (AS) - Formerly known as the Federated Commonwealth Star, 

the Alliance Star recognizes acts of uncommon bravery and honor in combat 

situations that benefit the LAAF.  The Alliance Star is made of platinum (or 

gold in the Federation of Skye) and is hung by a red ribbon around the 

recipient's neck. 

  

In the Skye Rangers, the Alliance Star is typically awarded for confirmed 

recruitment of new cadets/recruits (typically by being named as a new 

recruit's recruiter on their Enlistment Application Form 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 500,000 C-Bills (500 SR Points) plus 500 SR Points awarded per 

additional confirmed recruit thereafter. 

http://www.skye-rangers.net/recruitment
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Commonwealth/Alliance Medal of Honor (MoH) - The highest award the 

Alliance government can give an individual.  It recognizes actions of 

uncommon valor and self-sacrifice, gaining a victory for the Alliance 

irrespective of the cost.  The few recipients who survive the act for which 

they are decorated are inducted into the Knights of Donegal. 

  

It honors any soldier in the LAAF who, by his or her actions, snatches victory 

from the jaws of defeat.  The medal is a large silver disk with a single gold 

star upon it.  It hangs from a gold bar made of three pieces, each 

symbolizing one of the three allied domains comprising the Old 

Commonwealth.  The Medal of Honor has three grades: Silver Bars, Gold 

Oak Leaf Clusters, and Diamond Clusters. 

  

In the Skye Rangers, this award can be given to any Skye Ranger 

Mechwarrior who has been victorious in an online combat against 5 to 1 or 

higher odds.  It can also be awarded if a Mechwarrior achieves 10,000 

confirmed online kills.  Additional kill awards are granted as follows: Silver 

Bars (15,000 kills), Gold Oak Leaf Clusters (25,000 kills) and Diamond 

Clusters (50,000 kills). 

 

When this award is earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award 

of 10,000,000 C-Bills (10,000 SR Points). When the Silver Bars MoH award is 

earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award of 15,000,000 C-

Bills (15,000 SR Points). When the Gold Oak Leaf Clusters MoH award is 

earned, the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award of 25,000,000 C-

Bills (25,000 SR Points). When the Diamond Clusters MoH award is earned, 

the 'Mechwarrior is granted a one-time award of 50,000,000 C-Bills (50,000 

SR Points). 
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LAAF Patents of Nobility 

This award is given according to the member’s activity in the forums, either in the main or in the unit’s 

forums 

 

Title Medal Number of Posts 

Citizen 

 

1 

Knight 

 

50 

Baronet 

 

100 

Baron 

 

250 

Graf 

 

500 

Landgrave 

 

1,000 

Margrave/Marquess 

 

2,500 

Duke/Duchess 

 

5,000 

Prince/Princess 

 

10,000 
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Section 4 – Group Playing 

(Courtesy of Lt-Col Demoulius) 

 

Mech Roles 

  
 Scout - This role is almost exclusively done by light mechs. Due to their fast nature and small profile light 
mechs are ideal scouts and reconnaissance units, the most powerful weapon a Scout provides his team is 
information of enemy activity (Report what enemy mechs he sees, where they are heading and their 
number). Scouts are dependent on their small size, high speed and ECM. Depending on their load outs, lights 
can hunt enemy lights and/or harass isolated enemies as well. 
 
Tips:  

 Stay mobile. A static light mech is a dead light mech 
 Do not stay in extended combat 
 Learn to recognize certain builds and/or variants of mechs. 

 
Brawler - A brawler has the role of forming a line and holding it. Preferably assaults fulfill this role. Brawlers 
regularly have to take fire from several sources at the same time but even assault mechs cannot keep up this 
for very long. So you need to keep the time that you are brawling to a minimal and bring down your enemies 
fast. 
 
Tips:  

  Keep an eye on your mini-map to see if your lance mates are following you. You might need to lead 
the pack but if everyone is staying back don’t head out on your own! 

 

 Don’t move as close as possible to an enemy mech up till the point that you are almost ramming it. 
This prevents your teammates from adding their firepower to your own. And makes you absorb 
more fire then you should. 

 

 When you are taking a lot of fire to a certain part of your mech swing the torso. This will spread 
overall damage across your entire mech. 

 
Support - specialize in using overwhelming fire to soften enemy mechs from long range. There are three 
kinds of fire support mechs; Sniper, Indirect and Sustained.  
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Sniper - These mechs use direct fire based weapons with long range and good damage to hit a single spot on 
an enemy mech over long to extreme ranges. Overall the weapons suited for this are PPC, ERPPC, Gauss rifle 
and ERLL. These roles are generally performed by heavy to assault mechs.  
 
Tips:  

 Learn quickly what cover completely conceals you and what doesn’t.  
 Heat vision is very effective for sniping at long ranges. The targeting computer does not work but 

you can still see the heat signatures. 
 Know at what distance you can still do damage. If you are shooting from too far it´s just a waste of 

ammo. 

Indirect - fire support, sometimes referred to as LRMs boats. These weapons work by getting a lock on, and 
firing your missiles. They are very much influenced by terrain, holding line of sight for a long period of time 
and generate a lot of heat. Their damage is spread over a target (unless you use the Artemis upgrade, in 
which case the missiles cluster more before they impact) but on the plus side their damage is great! They 
generally work best with spotters (mechs who TAG or NARC mechs for them) 
 
 
Tips:  

 Elevated positions provide a better arc and line of sight for your missiles. You will be vulnerable to 
enemy sniper fire however. Pick the hill or building you will be hiding wisely. 

 Minimum range. Remember that the minimum range is 180 meters   
 A TAG is a valuable asset on your mech when boating LRMs.  

 
 
Sustained - fire support 'mechs use long range weapons with quick recycle to keep constant suppressive fire 
on their target, weapons like the AC2, AC5 and UAC5. This role is better executed by heavy and assault 
mechs, due to the fact that they can carry enough heat sinks and ammo to execute their role for extended 
amounts of time. 
 
Tips: 
 

 The use of advanced zoom can help on keeping distant targets in your sights. 
 Keep a close eye on your heat, and try to keep moving. 
 Watch your distance to the target, it should always be within the effective damage distance of your 

weapons, otherwise you are just wasting ammo. 

 
 
 
Harasser – their role is to distract and confuse the enemy, by making fast hit and run attacks. As a general 
rule, harassers are fast mechs that run up to an enemy or stay at range, taking pot shots and then quickly 
running away or running behind cover. This role is better suited for lights and fast mediums. 
 
Tips: 
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 The use of SRMs, Streaks with BAP, or fast recycling lasers are recommended. 
 ECM is also of great help preventing your enemy from knowing where you are. 
 Big engines can make the difference between life and death here. 

 
 
Light Hunter - are mechs equipped to take down fast mechs, they should be built with close range weapons, 
like Streak, SRMs with BAP and fast recycling lasers. The turning rate and torso twist should be high for fast 
response. 
 
Tips: 
 

  Streaks with BAP, and fast recycling pulse lasers are recommended. 
 ECM is also of great help to counter enemy ECM. 
 Streak extension and Advanced Target Decay can also help. 

 

  

Drop Orders 

  

 
Issuing Orders  
  
Orders need to be short, concise and clear instructions with defined objective that do not stifle the 
capabilities of your MechWarrior’s to adapt to a situation. 
 
 
Confirming Orders  
  
After you have received an order, it is proper to acknowledge it. [Your call sign] roger, [ordered action]  
  
 
List of Drop Orders  
  
Clear Comm’s - something important is about to be said, everyone shut up and listen. 
 
Primary Target - the enemy to be the focus of our teams concentrated fire. 
 
Move / Go to (X) - relocate/move to X. 
 
Advance - move forward, or toward designated target location. 
 
Fall Back - is an order to move away from a given contact or location. 
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Push (on the target/location) - an aggressive advance to apply pressure to target person or area. Listen to 
your DC, this is likely an attack order, be sure to catch what he's asking you to do. 
 
Engage (target) - move within weapons' range, and put fire on target. 
 
Form (at location) - quickly redeploy into requested lance formation at the required location. Examples: 
"Form a firing line on this next ridge." Or "Form Line and Push thru Echo 4" 
 
Regroup (at X) - meet up at X 
 
CAP - Proceed to the enemy base and Capture it. 
 
RTB - Order to return to base. 

 

 
 

Designating Targets 

 
Mechwarrior online uses an alphabetical target numbering that you can see on top of your targeted mech, 
but communicating just one letter to your team mates can lead to errors, that’s why in all communications 
we will adopt NATO target designation for calling targets.  
 

 
A - Alpha 
B - Bravo 
C - Charlie 
D - Delta 
E - Echo 
F - Foxtrot 
G - Golf 
H – Hotel 
I - India 

 
J - Juliet 
K - Kilo 
L - Lima 
M - Mike 
N - November 
O - Oscar 
P - Papa 
Q – Quebec 
R - Romeo 

S - Sierra 
T - Tango 
U - Uniform 
V - Victor 
W- Whisky 
X – X-ray 
Y - Yankee 
Z - Zulu  

 
A typical target call would read: [Alex] reporting [Charlie Battlemaster] moving [Golf five] 
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Tactics 

 
A few ground rules on the matter 

 
Targeting 

 
MWO has a targeting system based on line of sight. If you do not have LOS to your target you cannot target 
them, unless, one of your teammates is doing so. 
 
There are 3 different ways in which you can see an enemy target, which are the following: 
 

Visible, but not targeted: In this case you see a red hollow arrow over the target. 

Someone else has the mech targeted: Filled red arrow over the target. 

You have the mech targeted: a square frame gets put over the mech, you see information on their weapon 

load out and armor status on your HUD. 

 

 
The in-game passive sensor has a range of (about) 850 meters. Anything that you can draw line of sight 
shows up on your HUD. If a target is not under ECM, off course. This helps your team by knowing the 
location of the enemy and types of mechs, and allows LRM boats to fire at a target with a missile lock. 
 
The use of a TAG laser or a NARC can help your team, while you receive the bonus. The TAG as the 
advantage of working through ECM if you are out of the bubble NARC as the advantage of working out of 
line of sight but gets countered by ECM (keep note that this only helps the LRM boats). 
 
Dropping a UAV can also help the team while collecting massive bonus, because beyond the spotting targets 
you also amass points for all the damage that is made to the targeted mechs. 

 
 
Distracting an opponent 

 
It can be of great help to the team if one mech draws away a pilot attention and causes them to turn around. 
Losing track of the mech he was shooting or by concealing a flanking movement that your team is about to 
execute. At times your personal sacrifice can give your team the time for escaping while the enemy team is 
focusing on you. 
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Base capping 

 
No matter what (many will curse you) it’s a valid way to win the game. While the introduction of defense 
turrets on base as almost ended this tactic, it can still be obtained by the force of numbers or under the 
protection of ECM. 
A ECM light can move using cover and step on base to cap it all the way, or making the enemy return to base 
giving your team the numbers superiority due to a disorganized return. Timing is crucial because all will 
know where you are. 
 
 

Keep your team informed 

 

The report of enemies movement, numbers and composition, can be significant to the better positioning and 

tactics of your own team, giving it the upper edge over the enemy. 
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Section 5 – Weapon selection 
(Courtesy of Lt-Col Demoulius) 

 

Energy weapons 

Energy weapons are pretty much the most easily explained weapon in the game. They are (mostly) lasers! 

They are ammo independent weapons that generate more heat (on average) then the other weapons groups. 

They are the most common weapon group available, and barring several exceptions there’s at least some 

energy hard points available on a mech. 

 

Some general guidelines for lasers 

 

Pros 

 

- They don’t require ammo 

- High amount of availability: Great numbers of mechs have plenty of available energy slots. 

- They are (compared to other weapons from different weapon groups) very light. 

- Extended range weapons are available if one wants a longer ranged punch. 

- Small learning curve compared to other weapons. By far the easiest weapon to use. 

 

 

Cons 

 

- Generate a lot of heat compared to other weapons. 

- While not ammo dependent, energy rich mechs (boats) typically need to invest in heat sinks a lot 

more than mechs running a heavy ballistic or missile armament. 

- Lasers do their duration of damage over time, meaning that at times damage may spread out or 

be negated by having a target move behind cover. 

- Aside from the ER LL and ERPPC range is somewhat limited. 

- Damage drop off, weapons firing over their "long range" lose damage fast! 

 

 

Let’s look at these 2 lists before we examine individual weapons shall we? While ammo independent the 

weapons generate more heat, meaning that laser boats generally lose the extra tonnage to a lot more heat 

sinks. Energy weapons are readily available for most mechs and it’s uncommon for mechs not to have a 

medium laser or two to fill excess tonnage. One doesn’t need a master in physics to use energy weapons but 

there certainly are some pitfalls that one can fall into when using them. 
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A perceptive reader might notice I’ve mentioned these general rules apply for lasers (instead of "for energy 

weapons") and that is correct. The (ER)PPC, flamer and TAG also fall under energy weapons and those deserve 

a special mention because they behave differently. Different rules apply to them and I will address those when 

I bring up the weapons themselves. 

 

Onto the weapons! 

 

Small laser: 

Let us begin with the lightest (and most commonly overlooked) weapon in the game. The small laser. 

 

Weighting in at half a ton, doing 3 points of damage over 0.75 seconds at 90 meters and with a 2.25 second 

cooldown the small laser is one of the most quickly firing weapons in the game. The generated heat is also 

negligible at 2 heat per shot. If this all sounds so good then why is it so hardly ever used one might ask? The 

answer is pretty simple and twofold. 

 

Range and the medium laser. Most often players prefer the medium laser for more damage and range over 

the small laser. The small laser comes so close to the medium laser that most players prefer to free up some 

available tonnage and go for mediums instead. 

 

That is not to say that the small laser is the lesser choice. The niche it fills is however smaller and very 

situational. It is the perfect weapon to put on a scout or scout hunter however. Smaller cooldown and beam 

time means you can fire off more shots in a shorter time. Considering these 2 roles rely on being fast moving 

the con of range is greatly reduced as the mech carrying the laser can get in close, fire and be on his way again 

before the opponent can even respond. 

 

Small pulse laser: 

Weighting the double of what the small laser does (1 ton) the small pulse laser has many things in common 

with the small laser. Range and damage is the same and the roles they are suited for are identical. Where the 

pulse laser differs however is heat and beam duration. The beam duration is shorter, meaning the damage is 

done quicker (and incidentally the overall cooldown is lower as well) 

 

The con it has however is that it generates 50% more heat. While still only 3 heat per beam together with the 

high rate of fire it can quickly hamper you more than it can help you. With a good firing solution and proper 

hit and running it is a superior weapon to the small laser. 

 

Part of the problem this weapon shares with the small laser (and probably why it sees the light of day less 

even then the normal small laser) is that this weapon weighs the same as the medium laser. The latter has 

more range, damage and at only 4 heat per shot generally still seen as the better weapon. At 90 meters 

however this weapon is king, firing faster, more often and doing less heat at the expense of damage over the 

medium laser. Against the most common foe it will be used against (lights and light hunters) this weapon (like 

the small laser) still has a niche to fill. 
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Medium laser: 

The staple that every other weapon is compared to in regards to balance. The medium laser. The weapon 

weights 1 ton, does 5 damage during 1 second at 270 meters for 4 heat. This weapon could be considered the 

workhorse of the mechworld as it is without a doubt the most common weapon in use. 

 

The weapon is still capable of doing damage at 540 meters (at reduced numbers off course) and is light. The 

heat it generates is manageable and thanks to the beam duration of 1 second you can generally still do at least 

some damage to an enemy mech if your initial shot misses. 

 

This weapon is a fairly good (and common) choice for an energy boat. The damage is good and with a good 

speed on a medium the mediocre (maximum) range of 540 meters is the biggest drawback. The heat however 

very quickly adds up and has caused plenty of mechwarriors in the past to lose their mechs. 

 

For other mechs, it is a nice back up weapon that you can take if you have some tonnage left. 5 damage per 

shot quickly adds up with the 3 second cooldown and if you can put them all in the same spot armor disappears 

fast. 

 

There’s plenty of reasons why medium lasers are so common in the game but the good of it, is that it is a well-

balanced weapon. 

 

Medium pulse laser: 

The medium pulse laser has less range, more damage and more heat than the medium laser. It weighs twice 

the weight that the normal medium laser does (2 tons) and does its damage in 0.75 seconds. Cooldown is the 

same as for the medium laser, 3 seconds. 

 

While overall the medium pulse laser is a very decent weapon its 5 points of heat are the biggest drawback. 

While it does 1 point of damage more in a three quarters of the same time the increase in heat is very 

noticeable. The extra weight is also a big drawback. While most players can spare a ton or two for medium 

lasers having a single laser take up 2 tons is generally too much, especially with the reduced range. 

 

When you can keep the heat in check and close fast enough that the drawbacks aren’t an issue this is a very 

good weapon. Good weapon for hit and run mechs as well due to the short beam duration and good damage. 

 

(ER)Large laser: 

The large laser is the big version of the medium laser. Weighting in at 5 tons this isn’t a weapon many lighter 

mechs can stack up on. Having a single one as primary damage focus is possible for a lot however. 

 

The weapon does 9 points of damage spread out over 1 second of beam duration. It produces 7 heat in this 

time and the cooldown is 3.25 seconds. Range is 450 for long and 900 for max. The ER large laser produces 9.5 

heat has 675 meters long range and 1350 max range. Damage, beam duration and cooldown stay the same. 

 

Overall a good weapon if your aim is true and you can keep the beam (roughly) on target. The weapon does 

almost twice the damage the medium laser does over a much great distance. The biggest drawback this 
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weapon has is the high numbers of heat it generates, aside from the weight of the weapon itself. Generally 

speaking one can ill afford to miss to much with the large laser or waste his shots "scraping" over his target 

mech. The result is that not a great deal of (focused) damage was done and that you just generated a large 

percentage of heat on your mech. 

 

This weapon is more common on heavy and assault mechs then on mediums and lights. If you can keep your 

beam on target and the heat under control however it doesn’t matter which mech you are in as you WILL be 

doing tons of damage! 

 

Large pulse laser: 

The large pulse is a large laser tweaked for more damage at reduced range. It does 10 points of damage during 

a 0.75 beam duration. Generates 7.3 points of heat and weighs 7 tons. Range is 300 for long and 600 for max. 

This weapon is a dangerous one on a brawler. Doing nearly no extra heat compared to the normal large laser 

it does 1 point of damage more. Cooldown is slightly lower as well thanks to the reduced beam duration. 

 

If you can afford to invest 7 tons into 1 weapon and can manage the heat at the right ranges this weapon will 

tear chunks of armor out of your opponent! 

 

Alternatively you might be interested in the following: 

 

(ER)PPC: 

The PPC or particle projection cannon is basically an energy based ballistic weapon. It fires a projectile of 

energy at opponents, disrupts sensitive electronic equipment and does damage to boot! Doing 10 points of 

damage at 540 meters (max 1080 meters) the PPC is a nice alternative for the large laser, if you can afford the 

extra weight. 

 

Producing 8 heat with a 3 second cooldown (and no beam duration) one has a decent rate of fire with this 

weapon whilst also packing one of the most destructive weapons in the game. The PPC sadly however has a 

few drawbacks. 

 

First of all the weapon has a minimum range of 90 meters. This means that anything within 90 meters takes 

reduced damage depending on how close they are. (Up until 0 if they are ramming you) 

 

Secondly, due to the high generated heat, no beam time and cooldown of 3 seconds it’s easier to overheat 

with PPC's then with other energy based weapons. 

 

Third, the weapons fires a projectile very much like a ballistic weapon. The weapon travels at high speed but 

due to the time traveled from firing until hitting the target it’s easy to miss with. This requires one to lead its 

target while firing and makes faster targets in particular hard to hit with PPC's. 

 

The ERPPC does the same damage at longer ranges for more heat. The weapon generates 11 heat and has a 

long range of 810 with a max range of 1620 meters. The weapon also lacks the normal minimum range that 
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afflicts the PPC. This weapon runs VERY hot however and people should take care to avoid overheating if 

possible. 

 

Targets with PPC's generally are considered a high priority target as their hard hitting long range punch is 

dangerous to suffer for long. That said they often overheat and make easy targets when they do. That’s the 

reason one should avoid overheating however, an overheated mech is often a dead mech! 
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Flamer: 

The flamer does exactly what it sounds like it would do. It projects a wall of flame at its target. It generates an 

amount of heat in its target and avoids heat for dissipating alltogether. The weapon itself however does little 

to no damage at 0.4 damage. It is also unclear in what timeframe the weapons does this damage. 

 

The weapon is not without its drawbacks however. First of all the weapon generates a big initial amount of 

heat on first firing it. This heat then stays the same for a long while until it starts explosivly building until you 

overheat. Another limitation is the range. At 64 meters there arent many combat situations where one would 

normally be able to use it well. You have to be so incredibly close to your target that the weapon probably 

poses a bigger hazard to yourself then it does to your enemies! 

 

The idea behind the flamer is nice and with proper thought the weapon can work. It keeps a mech from cooling 

down and thus forces it to either hold fire or overheat, making it an easy target. If one likes or even uses this 

weapon is up to them though. Isolated targets are rare and when you do find one having your weapon deal 

damage (which this weapon currently is very poor at) might be preferred! 

 

TAG: 

While technically not a weapon in its own right this is still classes as an energy weapon by the game. Its 

usage is explained in the basic starting guide. 

 

 

And that dealt with the last of the energy weapons! Next up, ballistic weapons! 
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Ballistic weapons 

Ballistic weapons work by firing a explosive round at your opponent. They are ammo based, generate 

moderate amounts of heat and do good damage (depending on the projectile mind). 

 

Big drawbacks are the weight of the weapons, which are some of the heaviest in the game both in terms of 

tonnage and critical slots; as well as the previously mentioned ammo dependency. Projectiles also move at 

various speeds which make leading a target sometimes tricky. Overall they are rewarding weapon when played 

well. They do their damage in the instant that they hit and projectile speeds are fast (AC20 a small exception 

here, who has the slowest projectile speed in the game as far as I can tell) 

 

Pros: 

 

- Hard hitting 

- Damage done the instant the projectile hits 

- Amount of damage is high 

- Fast moving projectiles 

 

 

Cons: 

 

- Reliant on ammo 

- Projectile speed means youve got to lead moving targets 

- VERY heavy weapons compared to energy and missle weapons 

- Weapons take up alot of critical spaces 

- Some ballistic weapons (notably the AC20 and Gauss Rifle) are very often destroyed by critical 

hits early in the match 

 

 

Like with the energy weapons MOST weapons fall these overall advantages and disadvantages. Two weapons 

stand out however. The Gauss rifle and the machine gun. The machine gun is something of an oddity, 

comparable to flamer in its reliability. The Gauss rifle is an oddball because it generates so little hit its not even 

noticeable. The projectiles move INCREDIBLY fast and the Gauss Rifle itself can EXPLODE when struck by a 

critical hit. Aside from those exceptions all autocannons have the same basic principal idea behind it. 

 

(Note: Every Autocannon (or AC) has a number behind it. This number stands for how much damage each shot 

does and another basic rule of thumb can be applied. The small the number (projectile) the higher the rate of 

fire, the farther the shot can go and the lower numbers of heat it will generate. Every weapon has its normal 

range and its maximum range. Maximum range for an AC is triple that of the normal "long" range. With that 

out of the way, onto the weapons!) 
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AC2: 

The AC2 weights 6 tons and like the name applies it does 2 damage per shot. Heat generation is 1 heat per 

shot with half a second cooldown between each shot. Range is 720 meters with the maximum range beeing 

2160 meters. Projectile speed is roughly 600 meters per second. 

 

This is a good AC for a light mech to take if it can take AC's. Although damage per shot is very low the rate of 

fire goes a VERY long way to make up for it. Range is also incredible on this weapon! It can outreach even a 

Gauss Rifle! You get 75 shots per ton but at the rate that you are firing it, this is needed. 

 

Note: Extra care should be given to not overheating when using this weapon. Due to the rate of fire the heat 

can build up incredibly fast! The weapon takes up 1 slot. 

 

 

AC5: 

The AC5 weights 8 tons. Does 5 damage per shot with a cooldown of 1.7 seconds. Each shot generates 1 heat 

and the range is 540 for long and 1620 for max. 

 

Doing the same damage a medium laser does in an instant is priceless. Projectile speed is fast and with its 

short cooldown means the weapon has a decent rate of fire. You get 30 shots per ton of ammo. The weapon 

takes up 4 slots. Projectile speed is roughly 500 meters per second. 

 

Overall a very good weapon. The weapon damage isn’t jab dropping high but the rate of fire and low heat 

make up for a lot. Good amount of shots per ton and fast projectile speed means you can do some hit and 

running with it or peekabooing for example (hopping back and forth from cover). For extended brawls this 

weapon leaves something to be desired as it doesn’t pack the "oompf" that you would require for that. For 

support mechs, fast responding skirmishers or scouts it’s a very decent weapon fit for extended engagements. 
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Ultra AC5 (or UAC5): 

The UAC5 is basically an AC5 with an "second shot" added (think a shotgun with 2 shots). If you hold down the 

button down a second shot will fire very quickly after the first before the weapon will start its cooldown. Stats 

wise the UAC5 is somewhat different. Weighting 1 ton more, taking up 1 critical slot more, having a cooldown 

of 1.1 instead of 1.7 and having greater range (600/1800 for the UAC5). You also only get 25 shots per ton! 

 

An added drawback that the UAC5 has over the AC5 is the fact that the weapon can jam. Every shot you fire 

has a small percentage of jamming the weapon. When this happens you get a red text saying "weapon 

jammed" and will be unable to fire it for a short while (5 seconds if I’m not mistaken) after that the weapon 

unjams and you can fire it again. This is very random and sometimes has the tendency to happen at moment 

where you just can’t afford your weapon to jam up on you. At other times you can almost go an entire round 

without jamming and the weapon is instantly your best friend. A temperamental weapon at the best of times! 

 

Overall the UAC5 is an amazing weapon (when it works for you) and is ideal for skirmishers and scouts. The 

increased rate of fire means you can dish out an amazing amount of damage in a short time (again, if it doesn’t 

jam) and when it gets to hot (or it jams) you can duck behind cover again! You get less ammo per ton however 

so one has to take the pros and cons of the UAC5 into considering before settling for one. The high rate of fire 

can work against you by generating a high numbers of heat. Considering every single shot generates heat one 

has to be careful with what they wish for when it comes to jamming... 

 

AC10: 

The AC10 does a very decent (wait for it) 10 points of damage while generating 3 heat per shot. The weapon 

weighs 12 tons and takes up 7 slots worth of critical space. With a 2.5 second cooldown and 450/1350 range 

this is still a very respectable weapon. Projectile speed is roughly 350-400 meters per second. With only 15 

shots per ton however you often have to be careful with your shots if you are not loaded with ammunition. 

 

Overall a decent, if somewhat heavy weapon to have. 10 damage per single shot is very good and if you learn 

to aim well with this weapon it’s a keeper. 

 

 

Gauss rifle: 

The Gauss rifle is an oddball weapon like I said earlier. While Autocannons fire explosive shells at your target 

the GR fires a solid slug at the backbreaking speed of (roughly) 600 meters per second at your target. The shells 

explode on contact showering debris in all directions. The shots are fired by the use of magnets and the 

weapon itself can therefor explode when it is taken out by critical hits. 

 

The weapon itself weighs 15 tons and takes up 7 critical slots. Each slug does 15 damage and each shot 

generates 1 heat. You get 10 shots per ton of ammo and the weapon has a reach of 660 for long and 1980 for 

maximum range. Unlike the other ballistic weapons a Gauss Rifle has little to no altitude drop over range. 

 

This weapon, together with PPC's are considered the sniper weapons of the game. Backbreaking projectile 

speed with incredible damage and no heat to speak of mean this weapon is incredibly dangerous in the hands 

of a good sniper. 
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AC20: 

The AC20 is the heavies AC in the game (the Gauss Rifle isn’t an AC) and like its name implies does 20 damage. 

It weighs 14 tons, takes up 10 critical slots and unlike other AC's actually has 18 health points instead of 10 

(still isn’t enough, but ok...). You get 7 shots per ton and the projectiles move roughly 400 meters per second. 

The weapon generates 6 heat per shot with a 4 second cooldown. Range is 270 for long range and maximum 

is 810 meters. 

 

The shots of this weapon start falling down very rapidly and shots at range are possible but not advisable. My 

experience is that shots over 400 meters start dropping rapidly making me hit legs instead of torsos pretty 

quickly. Due to the large size of this weapon it frequently gets taken out of commission by critical hits and 

while not nearly as often as a few patches ago it still happens from time to time. 

 

This weapon is truly the king of the brawler weapons. Doing 20 points of damage per hit makes any mech 

stagger, even an Atlas and the severe cockpit shake it causes is immense. The reticle ends in an altogether 

different place after you are hit by an AC 20 round. A pilot who can land his shots where he wants them is king 

of the battle field with an AC20 (granted if he’s not taken down first :sick: ) 

 

Note: Due to the size of this weapon it is almost exclusively tied to torso mounted ballistic slots. Odd 

exceptions exist such as the Wang who have arms specifically designed for AC20 but they are the exception 

rather than the norm. 

 

And that leaves us with 1 ballistic weapon. 

 

Machine gun: 

I left this weapon for last as hardly anyone takes it seriously. Machine guns have their place (or so I’m told) 

but I personally am not a fan. In all fairness I will try to make as much of an unbiased report of it as possible... 

 

The weapon weighs half a ton, fires 10 rounds per second and does a whopping 0.04 damage. (per second? 

unclear) A single ton of ammo gives you 2000 rounds. The weapon generates no heat, takes up 1 slot and has 
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a range of 90/200. What sets this weapon apart from anything else however is the fact that every round (or 

so I’m told) has a chance to cause critical hits. 

 

I must admit that I HAVE noticed the damage this weapon does to internals as every so often a player with a 

few machine guns duct taped to his mech does show up, but so far I have not died to the effects of that itself. 

With an undamaged chest I’ve never had one take down my engine or blow up any ammo (luckily) but mind, 

I also take CASE with standard engines on most mechs so the damage wouldn’t kill me outright anyway... 

 

What hampers the weapon the most however is that it requires armor to be absent from the part that you are 

firing on. More often than not you might take out a heat sink or a weapon/ammo if you are very lucky but it 

generally requires you to fire on that part for a while. Most players I know (and I’m one of them myself) would 

rather do internal damage in the meantime. Since the weapon needs a single ton of ammo to even function it 

weighs 1.5 tons, meaning that you have the option to take several weapons that do actually do damage in 

place of that. 

 

Variants are tied to their available weapon slots however and the Spider 5K and Raven 4X actually have ballistic 

slots. These are light mechs that could (at a pinch) benefit from machine guns and their stock configurations 

even have them. If these are the right weapons for you I’ll leave up to the player to decide. 
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Missile weapons 

Missile weapons work by firing a guided or unguided missile at your target. Depending on the missile they 

can either be used with a "lock on" or simply dumb fired. (although LRMs can also be dumb fired, but are at 

most times unlikely to hit) 

 

Missile weapon sit somewhere in the middle of damage with regards to damage done (and PGI is atm 

constantly tweaking them) but when used on a well tooled mech are a very dangerous weapon. 

 

For short ranged misses: The A1 Catapult with 6 SRM6's (called the splatcat) is an good example of this. A 

fast moving heavy that wrecks even assault mechs once it reaches its optimum firing range! For other mechs 

they are a fairly nice weapon to get a punch for little weight. 

 

For LRM's: A Stalker or DDC Atlas tooled for LRM's is a dangerous prospect for any mech caught out in the 

open. While they won’t kill mechs instantly anymore like during last patch (anyone reading this in the future, 

a single SRM or LRM could do upwards of 51 damage....) they are still a valuable tool to have. If only for area 

denial and nothing else. With a team telling an LRM boat to fire and when not the LRM boat is a dangerous 

prospect to face. 

 

Let’s get to list of pros and cons! 

 

Pros: 

- Good damage per ton. 

-  Flexible and available on a lot of mechs. 

- Not a huge learning curve to use them. 

- Lots of shots per ton of ammo 

- Upgradable with Artemis and/or BAP. 

- LRM's can hit targets up to 1000 meters away. (most of the time needs a scout though) 

 

Cons: 

- Ammo dependent 

- Generate a lot of heat 

 

For LRM's: Firing at a target far away tends to make the missiles miss. Either due to loss of LOS (and thus lock 

on) or due to them moving behind cover 

 

For SRM's: You have to be really close to use them, especially without Artemis. 

 

LRMs have minimum range and both kinds have a max range at which they explode (if they didn’t hit 

something already) 

 

Missle weapons can easily be hit or miss. Use them well and they are devastating. Use them poorly and you 

will think that something is wrong and not bother with them again. Picking the right weapon for your build 

goes a long way to overcome this issue. A long range support mech is obviously not going to be happy with 
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SRMs and a short range brawler wont want LRMs. Some pilots have made a mixed load out work but it needs 

a certain mindset. 

 

I will be revieuwing short, long and streak missles only. An LRM5 and LRM10 are basicly the same thing, 

except that an LRM10 fires twice the amount of ammo. 

 

 

Short range missles 

Short range missiles are dumb fired missiles that (currently) do 1.5 points of damage per missile. Their range 

is 270 meters. Any missile going beyond that range explodes. Whatever you hit a mech at 20 meters or 200 

doesn’t matter as the damage is always the same. Note however that SRM's without Artemis disperse quickly. 

It is therefore advisable to wait until you are a little closer. 

 

The firing pattern of missile has them fired as a group, disperse, and then group up again before they explode 

at 270 meters. Knowing at what range you can safely hit with the majority of your missiles and when not is 

learned quickly with experience if you use them often. Obviously assault mechs will be easier to hit then lights 

are with SRM's but spread damage over a mech isn’t always useful. 

 

SRM's are a light mechs best friend on the principal that SRM launchers weight 1 ton per 2 missiles fired, with 

the SRM6 weighting 3 tons. The SRM6 takes up 2 criticals while the SRM2 and SRM4 take up 1. You get 100 

missiles for 1 ton of ammo. Heat for SRM's works differently though with the SRM2 generating 2 heat, the 

SRM4 generating 3 and the SRM6 generating 4 heat. Cooldown also is bigger depending on how big your SRM 

launcher is. 

 

Missiles do a certain amount of splash damage that means that they CAN do damage to multiple parts but PGI 

is tweaking it right now (part of what was broken last patch) so it will be in flux most likely. 

 

A good weapon that can a little hot for an unprepared pilot. 

 

Long Range Missiles: 

Long range missiles are the exact opposite of SRMs. They have a minimum range of 180 meters at which 

they simply bounce of your target. They can reach a target up towards 1000 meters but after that they 

explode. Each missile does 0.7 damage and does a little splash damage. 

 

Where LRM's also differ is that they can lock on to a target. After the LRM boat targets the target with R and 

holds his mouse cursor over the target a little moving sequence will move. After it settles you got a "lock on" 

and so long as you hold it down your missiles will track the target. If you fire them with lock on they will 

home in on the last location. If you lose lock on due to loss of LOS but regain it, get the lock on again the 

missiles will home in again; if they haven’t hit the ground or flew off into the air first. 

 

LRM's can be really hit or miss if your opponents stick to cover. Having a teammate call out what target you 

should lock on is a great help in that regard. 
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Streaks: 

Streaks are basically SRM's who can lock on, just like LRMs can. The weapon system also weighs half a ton 

more than normal SRMs due to the tracking system. Currently only the SSRM2 is in the game. 

 

Note: Artemis is an upgrade both taking up critical slots itself and an extra critical slot on the weapon system. 

You also need to buy more expensive ammo. The advantages they give are (certainly to some) worth it. Missiles 

with lock on, lock on faster. All kinds of missiles have their spread reduced (hit more on the same location). 

This allows one to fire their SRMs at full effect on 270 meters and have LRM's lock on much faster and do much 

more concentrated damage (without Artemis the damage is really spread over a mech) 
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Picking the right weapon for your build 

Now this where all these things tie together. How do my weapons suit my build and how do I know when Ive 

got the right weapons to go with the rest of the load out. There are two answers here that can be summed up 

with a short and a long answer. 

 

Short answer: The right weapons for the job are the ones that match the design philosophy (harasser, brawler 

etc.) of the mech that you are trying to build. 

 

Long answer: There is no REAL right build for any mech. It’s the pilot that makes the build. Sure enough a build 

outfitted with weapons that suit its role is the most likely to succeed. However it will NOT be successful if the 

pilot then doesn’t pilot it like it is intended. 

 

 

Case in point: My hunchback 4SP 

 

This mech, when not run like it supposed to runs like a 

train wreck. Its supposed to go in fast where it can use all 

it weapons. It should use cover to close, swoop in, do 

damage and then run off again behind cover. Alternatively 

it could assist in brawling until it gets targeted and 

destroyed very fast. 

 

The reason behind this is what I like to call effective 

weapon range. While medium laser still "work" at 540 

meters they do reduced damage at anything over 270 

meters. Considering the heat the weapons generate this is not using the weapons to their fullest potential. 

Likewise while the SRM's have a range of 270 meters you might notice the mech lacks Artemis. Meaning that 

at 270 meters I might hit a mech but ill spread my damage across the entire hull. This all together means that 

the true potential of this mech is only realized at about 200 meters or even closer. The missiles spread less 

then and all lasers do their damage. The majority of the damage will also be done to the area where I want it 

to be done. The speed behind the mech also allows this to work. 

 

So how does one balance the weapon systems in their mechs? This question requires a long answer but here 

goes: Really this is the question that’s different for every mechwarrior but I have personally found that it’s 

good to split up your weapons into groups when you are designing your mech. Try to make up your mind about 

your weapon groups in advance. 

 

For example for the above mentioned mech I have 4 weapon slots (namely left arm, right arm, missiles and 

cockpit) as this allows me to control heat better as its effective during a match when I’m poking around cover. 

It suits the hit and run style as when hoping from terrain to terrain certain parts might be (or will) behind 

terrain meaning only a part of my mech can fire. 

 

On any mech that can save enough tonnage to have mixed weaponry consider this during a match: should I 

stay at range and use my longer ranged weapons or should I close? Sometimes you don’t have a choice in the 
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matter (when closing with a PPC sniper/LRM boat for example) at all and will have to; to avoid being destroyed. 

Those issues aside if your mech isn’t designed to work at different ranges you might suffer for it. An LRM boat 

might pack small lasers so he can jam in more ammo but if a target closer within his range (which frequently 

happens I find) medium lasers pack a larger punch. On the other side of the coin, a brawler benefits from 

longer ranged weapons as well. Completely going for 1 range (while it can work, see the 4SP hunchie up above) 

it immediately forces you into a certain play style. 

 

Example of the above: C1 Catapult this catapult has a lot of things going for it. Somewhat big engine and jump 

jets give it speed and mobility while the weapons do nice damage. While most LRM users might point out that 

the mech is only packing 3 tons of ammo the mech is designed to run with the brawlers where the least amount 

of ammo is wasted. The 4 medium lasers together still do 20 damage and while heat has to be managed for it 

to work it (like on any LRM boat) it can pack a mighty punch. This mech can work both up close and at range 

but at range the lasers are obviously not joining in. The heat would probably be a lot easier to manage with 

only the LRM launchers however! 

 

Example number 2 of the above: Same C1, different load out this catapult suits a more "in your face" kind of 

play style. The effective range is 270 meters where the SRM's can chip in and the mech can make a mess of 

targets very fast. At a pinch the large lasers allow the mech a longer ranged punch and mean it’s not useless 

at range but this wastes a lot of damage potential the mech has. Firing all weapon groups makes it run hot 

however and the pilot really needs to watch this heat. The mech would therefor probably serve best as either 

a hit and run mech or damage support mech where he can get in a mechs rear and core it before overheating. 

Firing alpha strikes is a bad idea in this mech, 2 strikes and you’re shut down! 

 

At the end of the day, any of the above mentioned mechs can work so long as the pilot makes them work. If 

you only alpha strike in any of these mechs you won’t be enjoying yourself very much as you will be shut down 

for the majority of the time. Likewise if you fire your weapons at max range whilst closing in (540 for the 

medium lasers) and finally get into your effective range you will have built up so much heat that it will be hard 

to manage it effectively. 

 

Finishing off 

Weapon selection is as much a part of piloting your mech as equipping your engine and assigning armor points. 

Having a clear idea of what you want your mech to do, and finding ways to achieve it are a big part of what a 

mech work. Take your time to figure it out and don’t stop till you find the tactic and load out that work for 

you. 
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Section 6 - LRM Training     
(Courtesy of SenSGM  NoBodie) 

 

Welcome to the fine world of LRMs.  First let us start with what are LRMs. 

LRM stands for Long Range Missiles, and by their nature, are designed for engaging enemies at a distance (a 

kilometer). LRMs have a minimum range - they cannot be fired at targets at ranges less than 180 meters.  

LRMs fire in salvos of 5, 10, 15, or 20.  

The LRM 5 is a long range weapon, firing a single salvo of five warheads. With its economical expenditure of 

munitions, the LRM 5 is a favorite of scouting lances and for units that have to operate far away from supply 

bases for long periods of time. 

The LRM 10 is a long range weapon. It fires ten warheads per salvo, increasing the swarm's chances of 

scoring a viable hit. It is a favorite weapon for medium mechs to soften up targets before closing in with 

heavier weapons, or as a harassment tool for heavy and assault mechs. 

An LRM 15 throws out fifteen warheads per salvo. This large gathering of missiles can swarm a target, even 

getting past the most dedicated AMS systems. Pair a few of these babies and you will be able to pound the 

opposition into the dirt without breaking a sweat. Naturally, ammunition is a problem in extended 

engagements.  

The final word on long range launchers, the LRM 20 fills the air with twenty angry explosives all eager to 

plaster themselves on an enemy target. At this level, the LRM ceases to be a surgical tool but one of mass 

carnage and destruction. With the munitions expenditure, the LRM 20 is generally well-stocked on heavy 

and assault class mechs.   

 

 LRM 5 LRM 10 LRM 15 LRM 20 

IS CLAN IS CLAN IS CLAN IS CLAN 

Min 

Range 

180 0 180 0 180 0 180 0 

Slots 1 1 2 1 3 2 5 4 

Tonnage 2 1 5 2.5 7 3.5 10 5 

Damage 5 10 15 20 

Heat 2 4 5 6 

Cool 

Down 

3.25s 3.75s 4.25s 4.75s 
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Note: 

LRM Modules can extend the range of LRMs out to 1100m and decrease cool down by 12%.  See module 

section for more info. 

 

Mech Quirks can also change the max range that LRMs can fire.  See quirk section for more info. 

Clan LRMs now have no minimum range.  All Clan LRM weapons to deal an exponential amount of damage 

from 0 -> 100% damage between 0 -> 180 meters respectively. This means that the closer you are to the target, 

the more reduction in damage you will be dealing. 

RANGE DAMAGE % 

180+ meters - 100% damage 

160 meters - 79% damage 

140 meters - 60.5% damage 

120 meters - 44% damage 

100 meters - 30.8% damage 

90 meters - 25% damage 

60 meters - 11% damage 

30 meters - 2% damage 
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Ammo 

LRM ammo comes in 2 sizes.  180 rounds for 1 ton or 90 rounds for .5 ton.   

 

Note: 

LRM10 X 2 = 22 damage, 4 slots, 8 heat and 10 tons     

LRM15 + LRM5 = 22 damage, 4 slots, 7 heat and 9 tons, extra ton ammo if space available 

 

Targeting Basics  

Pressing the “R” key will make a BattleMech target the nearest enemy within line of sight. Pressing “R” 

repeatedly will make the BattleMech cycle between any targets that are visible.  

 

Aiming Reticles  

In the center of the HUD there are two aiming reticles, a circle and a cross. The circle represents where 

weapons mounted on the arms will fire while the cross represents where all other weapons will fire. When 

the ’Mech’s torso is not currently rotating, the two reticles will align over top of each other and all weapons 

will fire on the same point. When the player rotates the torso’s pitch or twist, the ’Mech’s arms and their 

reticle lead the rotation while the slower torso follows. This decouples the two reticles, allowing the arm 

mounted weapons to fire at a different location than the ones in the torso, head, and legs. While separated, 

a line is drawn between the two reticles, so they can each easily be found. When the rotation finishes, the 

torso will eventually catch up to the arms and they will be aligned once again.  

Some mechs do not have arms with actuated shoulders and elbows (like the Catapult or Jenner models) and 

will lead with the torso reticle.  

The player can separate the reticles without having to move his ’Mech’s torso by activating pilot look. As the 

MechWarrior looks around, inside the cockpit, the reticle for the arms will follow where he is looking. When 

the player finishes pilot looking, the view and reticle will automatically return to face forward.  

 

Range Finder  

Off to the left side of the indicators is the range finder. This simply displays the range, in meters, to whatever 

the arm weapon reticle is pointing at.  
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Advanced Targeting  

There are five different levels of targeting information that the player can receive about an enemy ’Mech.  

Whenever the player can see an enemy ’Mech, or is receiving information about it from a teammate, it is 

marked with a red triangle that floats above it. This is technically not a targeting level, but simply what happens 

when the player is aware of an enemy ’Mech.  

When the player presses "R" to target an enemy ’Mech, they achieve the first targeting level and the enemy 

is framed by a set of red brackets.  

After a few seconds pass with an enemy ’Mech being targeted, the player receives the second level of 

information which displays the name of the enemy player as well as the name and model number (e.g. Atlas 

AS7-D) of the enemy ’Mech above the brackets.  

After a few more seconds pass with the ’Mech being targeted, the third level of information is revealed. This 

adds the overall health of the enemy ’Mech, shown as a percentage, along with the other information.  

Finally, after a few more seconds, the final level of information is displayed. This adds a callout to the HUD 

showing a detailed damage breakdown of the enemy ’Mech, similar to the player’s own health readout. In the 

callout, each section of the enemy ’Mech is colored to represent the damage state of its armor and its internal 

structure. Alongside the damage breakdown is a list of the enemy ’Mech’s weapons and their locations. These 

are also colored to show the damage they have taken.  

If the enemy ’Mech takes cover behind anything other than a ’Mech, so as not to be seen by the player or any 

of the player’s allies who can relay targeting information to him, for a few seconds, all of the targeting 

information and the red triangle disappear and need to be re-established from the beginning of the process.  

In addition to the targeting information system, the player can establish missile locks on enemy ’Mechs, if his 

own ’Mech is equipped with any guided missile systems. The player establishes a missile lock by pointing his 

reticle at an enemy ’Mech for the required time to lock. The missile lock will last until the player’s reticle leaves 

the enemy ’Mech for too long. Any homing capable missiles fired while a lock has been established, will home 

in on the targeted enemy.  
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Basic LRM Operation 

Now that the basics of how to achieve weapons lock on a targeted mech has been covered, it is now time to 

learn the basic of using LRMs.  Some people feel that LRMs are the gimpy players’ weapon.  You get lock on 

and fire your LRMs and that’s all there is to it.  Anyone can do it.  To be truly good at using LRMs is an art form.  

Using LRMs successfully takes practice. 

We have seen that the range for LRMs is between 180 – 1000 meters.  Actually you can hit to about 1060 

depending on your sensors.  Anything after that is a waste of missiles. 

So you targeted (R) an enemy mech and it is within LRMs range.  You wait for missile lock (aiming circle) to go 

red and you fire your missiles. 

Now what? 

First off, you follow your target in order to keep missile lock.  Moving your reticle off the mech will result in 

lost targeting and your missiles will fly away in a straight line. 

Oh No! 

The target has moved behind cover and you lost missile lock.  Don’t switch targets (R) just yet.  The target 

might come out of cover allowing you to regain lock.  Your missiles will adjust their course to intercept.  Humm! 

Might be something to this.  If the target doesn’t come out of cover you missiles will fly straight from his last 

known position.  “R” up another target and fire away. 

Now, should you be firing your missiles all at once or chain fires them.  That is totally up to you.  This only takes 

effect if you have more than one missile rack.  Firing them all at once (Alpha) means they will all arrive at the 

same time.  Chain firing them will have them arrived spread out over a period of time. 

 

Note1: Heat Scale Addition 

Heat scale has been added to certain weapon systems.  This is a heat penalty applied to weapons that are 

fired in an Alpha Strike manner.  The following chart shows the MAXIMUM number of that weapon type that 

you can fire at the same time with no heat penalty. 

 

Weapon System Max No-Heat Penalty Alpha Scale Multiplier 

IS LRM15 2 2.8 

Clan LRM15 2 3.1 
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Note 2:  Weapon System Heat Penalty Linking 

 

LRM20, LRM15 and LRM10s now share their max alpha limit.  Linked weapons will always use the highest 

base heat value and highest multiplier of the weapons fired. e.g. if you launch LRM15s with LRM10s, it will 

use LRM15 numbers. 

 

For more info you can check the PGI table link  Heat scale maths 

I see the enemy but I can’t lock him up.  What do I do? 

So you don’t have a tag, he is out of tag range or under ECM coverage.  Big deal, you can see him, direct fire 

his ass.  Put your cursor or cross hairs on him and fire, no target lock required.  If it’s within the 180 – 1000m 

you will hit and more missiles with hit than if it was locked on.  Go figure!  

 

 

Advanced LRM Operation 

 

Before we start lets define some more equipment. 

 

TAG 

TAG is Target Acquisition Gear, used primarily by units to spot and designate targets for Arrow IV Systems and 

other artillery class missiles.  Accelerates missile lock and increases missiles accuracy.  Must be held on target.  

Effective out to 750 meters and counters ECM.  A TAG laser generates very little heat, and functionally does 

no damage (except to cause human blindness through prolonged exposure).  

 

NARC Missile Beacon 

The NARC Missile Beacon is a specialized SRM that fires a homing beacon that attaches magnetically to a 

target mech or vehicle. Once this beacon is affixed, other missiles fired by units receiving the NARC's info-feed 

will hit the target automatically, much like a Streak system. 

Note: TAG and NARC “STACK”!!!!!!! Multiple TAGs do not stack. 

 

Beagle Active Probe 

The Beagle Active Probe - commonly abbreviated as "BAP" - is an electronic warfare suite that works to both 

extend a Battlemech's sensor range and aid with missile target acquisition. Usually mounted on Light and 

Medium scout mechs, it allows a mech to observe enemy machines beyond their radar range and thus remain 

undetected. In heavier mechs, the BAP is used to aid in Long Range Missile strikes against enemy targets.  

http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/127904-heat-scale-the-maths/
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Artemis IV 

The Artemis IV Fire Control System is a specialized missile guidance system fitted to LRM systems, increasing 

their target acquisition speed and venire response times.  The end result allows missile packs to speedily 

identify and detonate their payloads before countermeasures - such as AMS or ECM - can foil their attack.  

Adds 1 ton/rack and 1 slot/rack.  Requires artemis equipped ammo. 

 

 

Radar Deprivation Module 

The Radar Deprivation Module causes enemy mechs to lost radar locks on you as soon as you move out of 

line of sight of all enemy mechs. 

 

 

AMS 

AMS is an Anti Missile System which uses a high velocity, high ROF (rate of fire) point defence weapon to 

destroy incoming missile swarms. The AMS is tied to a mech's or vehicles basic targeting computer, and is 

generally not used for offensive action.  AMS also has Overload (10% increase to rate of fire) and Range (10% 

increase to range) modules. 

 

AMS 
Damage Min. Range Max. Range Heat Critical Slots Weight (Tons) Ammo / Ton 

n/a n/a 180 1 1 ½ (IS) 1000 

 

 

Note:  

During one of our training periods, the Kells took 3 AMS equipped mechs into the training grounds with LRM 

and SRM equipped mechs.  The AMS mechs each had 1, 2 and 3 times AMS per mech.  The LRM mechs had 

LRM5s, 10s and 15s. 

 

This is the result:  % destroyed of LRMs 

 1 x AMS Overload Range 2 x AMS 3 x AMS 

LRM5 80% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

LRM10 40% 50% 50% 80% 100% 

LRM15 20% 25% 25% 60% 85% 
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The AMS mechs were observed from different angles to determine just how many LRMs were making it 

through.  LRMS were also chained fired and group fired.  AMS still did its job in both these modes.  Group fire 

allowed more LRMs to hit the target as they arrived all at once whereas, 2 and 3 times AMS devoured chain 

fired LRM5 and 10s. (Chain fire had same effect as just 1 launcher being fired). 

It helps if you mix a larger rack in with 5s to absorb the AMS and allow the LRM5 with its tighter grouping to 

do damage.  

To carry or not carry AMS.  Well you know how hard your LRMs hit your enemy; well the reverse is true also.  

AMS will fire as long as it has ammo. 

 

CASE 

CASE, or Cellular Ammunition Storage Equipment is a system of storing ammunition in a Battlemech using 

strategically placed vents and weak points in the ammunition bins. These additions work to funnel 

premature detonations of the stored ammunition away from vital points in the mech, such as heat sinks, the 

reactor power plant, or even the cockpit. In some cases, the CASE system can even isolate ammunition 

detonation from other ammunition stores, for example saving an SRM rack from a detonating auto cannon 

store. 

Now, should you add this equipment to your LRM boat.  Everything but the Narc, your lance mate should be 

carrying a Narc if he is a close in brawler.  But the choice is yours to make. 
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Modules 

Importance for the LRM Boat, all advance versions: 

 

LRM Cool Down - For both IS & Clan and all launchers.  The pilot skill portion comes in 5 tiers; each tier cool 

down the recharge rate by 2.4% for a total of 12% at tier 5.   So at tier 5, LRM5 is decreased by .39s to 2.86s 

instead of 3.25s. LRM10 by .45s to 3.3s, LRM15 by .51s to 3.74s and LRM20 by .57s to 4.18s. 

LRM Range – For both IS & Clan and all launchers.  The pilot skill portion comes in 5 tiers; each tier extends 

the range of the LRMS by 20 meters for a max of 100m at tier 5.  This means that if you have tier 5 and equipped 

a LRM Range Module your missiles now have a range of 1100m. 

Seismic Sensor - Detection of enemy mechs out to 180 meters - why prevent enemy mechs from sneaking up 

on your mech. 

 

Sensor Range - boast detection range by 25% - allows you to see enemy mechs farther away and to determine 

order of targets to destroy. 

 

Target Decay - more track time on target before it fads from sensor when enemy moves behind cover. 

 

Info Gathering - quicker info time on enemy mechs to help determine best target such as 6 PPC stalkers. 

For the LRM lance mates; 

UAV – Gives 60 seconds view of a 240 meter area. – All enemy mechs inside this area are seen on your sensors.  

Only drawback is that there is no target info unless enemy mech is still seen by a friendly mech. 

 

BattleMech Quirks 

There are three types of quirks for missiles: 

Missile Range (MR) – extends the range your missiles can reach by a percentage (%). 

Missile Cool-down (MCD) – speeds up the cycle time of your launcher by a %. 

Missile Heat Generation (MHG) – reduces the heat generated by a launcher by a %. 

Note:  Quirks stack; a 10% MR quirk will stack with a LRM15 10% MR quirk.  Therefore, LRM Range 1000 + 

Quirk + LRM15 Quirk = Total range.  1000 + (1000 x .10) + (1000 x .10) = 1000 + 100 + 100 = 1200 meter 

range.  Now if we added a tier 5 range extender module for LRM 15 we would add another 100 m for 1300m. 
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Operating Your LRM Boat 

Now you got your LRM boat fitted out.  You know how to fire your LRMs.  Now, how to fire them and be 

effective. 

Have your lance mates keep you informed on targets that are out in the open.  Not all targets will be visible to 

you. 

Look for targets that are separate from the group and are not carrying AMS, these are prime to be ripped apart 

by your LRMs.  

Look for targets that are being tagged or under NARC.  You never know who on your side is carrying a TAG or 

a NARC, especially in PUGs.  Tagged targets are normally out in the open. 

A slow or fast moving target out in the open, moving towards you is a better target.  Your missiles will be on a 

straight line to the target and more will hit.  If the target is moving away from you or is especially fast your 

missiles will be chasing the target, spreading out behind it, fewer missiles will hit. 

Your target is hiding behind cover at about 700 meters out (any distance that allows your missiles to arc).  Ok, 

big deal, fire your missiles and allow them to arc.  Now, break target lock, your missiles will keep on flying 

straight and go behind the target (reason for having them arc).  Now, regain target lock and watch your missiles 

change course and drop on the target from behind.  This is a tricky skill to learn and achieve but if the timing 

falls into place your missiles should hit. 
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Defending Your LRM Boat 

So, you’re a LRM boat.  How do you defend yourself against enemy mechs. 

You can try and remain within 180m of friendly mechs.   

Keep on the move.  Never stay in one place for long allowing enemy mechs time to move in on your position.  

Here, speed also can come into play, allowing you to move around quickly. 

Should I arm my LRM boat with close in weapons for defense?  This is up to you, what you really want to do is 

have enough defensive fire power to drive or keep a mech at 180m to yourself so that you can missile him.  

When a mech is within 180m of you keep a lock on it.  If he seems to be moving away from you say about 

140m and increasing the distance away from you, fire your LRMs, hopefully he will be beyond 180m by the 

time they hit.  The faster the enemy mech the better this will work. 

Call for help, unless you’re the last, be sure to give the grid where you’re at. 
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Ammo 

How much ammo is enough? 

Make sure you have ammo loaded and it matches your launcher type.  Artemis! 

Calculating number of volleys you boat can shoot. 

(tons of ammo X 180) ÷ rockets/launcher = volleys 

Example: 10 tons ammo, 1 X LRM20 and 2 X LRM15 

(10 X 180) ÷ (20 + 15 + 15) = V 

1800 ÷ 50 = 36 volleys of 50 missiles  

Now, if you’re a smaller mech with less ammo, instead of carrying say 2 X LRM15s you can swap out one for a 

LRM10 saving 5 missiles per volley and increasing the number of volleys with same ammo tonnage plus gaining 

the tonnage difference from a 15 to a 10 rack. 

 

Speed 

Should I be a fast or a slow LRM boat?  There is no true answer.  As mention before the faster you move the 
easier to move locations making you harder to find.  Faster equals bigger engines which equal less ammo. 

 

 

 

The LRM Boats Lance Mates 

Talk! Talk! Talk!  Tell the LRM boat if his missiles are hitting.  Tell him what a good target is and what isn’t.  

Tell him what the priority target is.  If you’re not going to “TALK” then why group up! 

Lots of “Puggers” say LRMs are useless.  One, they don’t know how to use LRMs.  Two, they don’t know what 

info they should be communicating to the LRM boat. 
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Personnel Notes: 

NoBodie 

From playing medium and heavy LRM boats, I found out that I spend a lot of time hiding (out of line of sight 

{LOS}).  This made carrying a TAG useless.  As there is less room for ammo on these mechs I found having 

another medium laser better than having the TAG.  As I try to stay hidden from enemy mechs until all of my 

ammo is expended, at which time I enter the brawl with full armor to the enemies weaken state at which point 

the extra med laser comes into play.  

LoreHunter 

As a long time missile user I can tell you the pros and cons of both Alpha and Chain fire: 

 

Alpha - 

Pro : more easily overwhelms the AMS, gets off more missiles to target before lock is lost. 

Con : ghost heat, game/graphic mechanics cause greater spread in missiles causing more impacts with 

ground instead of target (this can be a bonus if target is in a tight group). 

 

Chain - 

Pro : Greater control of ammo spent, heat management, prolonged cockpit shake of target. 

Con : AMS shoots down more missiles, easier for enemies to track your location. 

 

There are other points to both set but this is the main gist. 

 

p.s. tip : if you cannot target a mech do to ECM/shutdown/whatever, you can target the ground they are 

standing on. If it is more than 180 meters the missiles will arm and impact on the enemy on their way to the 

target. (I LOVE these "blind fire" kills). 

ClownWarlord 

Due to the heat scale is on the biggest lrm if you alpha why not just chain fire? It does two things ... 

1- since you are chain firing it helps with heat efficiency. This is very important due to the heat scale does 

start with the biggest rocket pack you use. Then it does have a penalty (not as bad as ppcs or lasers but still 

there is one). 

2- saves ammo. Since you are possibly having to switch from target to target the lrm chain fire will have a .5 

second delay between packs so when you lift your pudgy digit you only fire that pack you where on and not 

still firing everything in that weapon block. 

Windermere 

I prefer to chain fire anyway (it keeps a constant stream of LRM's going to the target) - as long as no ALPHA 

strike heat isn't an issue. I tried this yesterday with my 4 LRM 15 stalker - when I fired all at once I got heat 

penalties, when I chain fired it was normal heat. 
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APPENDIX I 

Teamspeak 3 configuration 

 

Installing and Setting up TeamSpeak 3  

 
After you have downloaded and installed Team Speak (Link Here)  

1. Open TS and go for the Settings Tab. 

 

 

2. Click on Options and select Capture on the Left Window. On the right side select Echo Reduction and 
Echo Cancelation. In Advanced Options select Remove Background Noise. For last select Voice 
Activation Detection and Begin Test to set your Microphone Volume. 

 

http://www.teamspeak.com/?page=downloads
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3. Use the slider to adjust the volume to a level where you don’t get feedback from exterior sources, 
but also not to low that the start of your communications doesn’t get cut off. 

 

  

4.  Later in game if you experience difficulties in communications specially if others on the channel ear 
to much noise from your mic, then you must select Push to Talk, and assign a Hotkey for your mic. 

 

 

5. To finish settings click the Apply button on the bottom right corner. 
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Connecting to the Skye Rangers TeamSpeak Channels  

1.   Open TS and select the Connections Tab. 

2. Then click CONNECT or ( or Ctrl +S ) 

 

 

 

3. In the opened window enter the server info in the address box ( ts26.gameservers.com:9178). The 

Server Password: cavalry, and for the nickname please use your in-game name and affix your Regiment 

tag and your rank, so your name looks like this: [SR#]MWO Name[Rank]  

 

 

 

4. Hit CONNECT. 

5. Now you are connected to the server and in Star Port. 
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6. You need to have your permissions set by a CCOM or higher! If you see one on the channels select him 
with your left mouse button and then open a drop down list with the right mouse button and select 
Poke Client, write the reason for the poke and then you must wait, because the person may be in game 
and not be able to answer right away. 
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7. If you can’t find anyone on the channels, try the Skye Rangers site. 
8. That’s it, you are now set up, go ahead and enjoy the game 

 

Guidelines for setting up a Whisper list on TeamSpeak:  

 

Whisper lists is a function within TeamSpeak3 that will allow lance mates to communicate solely within their 

respective lance (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie) while leaving the global com line quiet. You will still be able to hear 

and speak via the global com line, however, lance members are expected to keep all verbal communication 

within their respective lances during 12 man drops. The global com is intended for lance leader 

communication during 12 man drops (which again, all lance members will hear). 

 

Configuring Whisper Lists 

 

1. Sign into the Sky Rangers TeamSpeak Server. 

2. Determine what lance mates you are assigned to. 

3. Click the Tools Tab and in the drop down list select "Whisper Lists" 

 

 

 

4. On the opened window Click the "New" button near the bottom left. 

5. Select your hot key for Whispering 

6. Drag and drop your lance mates from the TeamSpeak server into the central box of the Whisper Lists 

window (the box section states, "This Whisper list is empty. Drag and drop whisper targets from the right 

side..." 
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7. Once your lance mantes have all been dropped into your Whisper Lists & your hot key is assigned, click 
"OK" or "APPLY". 
8. Confirm that only your lance mates can hear you. Now you are ready to go. 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
- When pressing your chosen Whisper List Hot Key, red dots will light up next to those names in TS3 that you 
have added to your whisper list. 
 
- Once created, you can select "RENAME" in the lower left section of the Whisper Lists window. 
- You can always reassign a new Hot Key by selecting it near the top of the Whisper Lists window. 
- You can have more than one whisper list, but only one is necessary at a time for our purposes. 
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Teamspeak 3 Information 

 

If you are new to Teamspeak, or have installed TS3 on a new computer/copy of windows, you need to have 

your permissions set again by a CCOM or higher. If you can’t find anyone on the TS Channels try it on the 

Rangers site, you may find someone there. 

 

Current privileges are: 

Mechwarrior: Can join and talk in most channels. 

LCOM: Can move Mechwarriors. 

CCOM: Can move LCOMs, Mechwarriors, and set Guests as Mechwarriors. 

BCOM: Can move CCOM, LCOM, MW, set guests, set Mechwarriors as LCOM/CCOM.  

RCOM: Can move BCOM, CCOM, LCOM, MW, can set BCOM, CCOM, LCOM, MW.  

Command Staff: Can move all ranks below CS, can set all ranks below CS 

Server Admin: All permissions. 
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APPENDIX II 

Capturing screen images 

Often you want to capture a screenshot of your performance in-game or you are required to post a status 

picture of your kills or of your mastered mechs by your SO. Here are 2 different ways of doing it. 

The first one occurs in-game when you want to take a screenshot of your performance in game or when you 

just want to take a screenshot of anything in the game screens. 

 

 

Capture an image using Print Screen 

 

when you are in the screen that you want to capture, just press the key “Prt Scr” to save the screenshot. 

 

 
 

Your screenshot will be saved in your mechwarrior user folder: 

 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Piranha Games\MechWarrior Online\USER\ScreenShots 

 

now you just have to copy it to your desired folder and rename it. If you want to clip the image, open a 

picture image editor like Paint and crop the excess data. 
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Capture an image using Snipping Tool 

 

Where to Find the Snipping Tool in Windows 7 

 

Windows 7 offers numerous ways to get to the Snipping Tool. You can go to the Start Menu, or choose 

Accessories and then click the Snipping Tool. 

 

 
 

A second way is to type the word "snipping" in the Start Menu search box and click Snipping Tool. 
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Where to Find the Snipping Tool in Windows 8 

 

 

In Windows 8, right click on the Start screen and click All apps. This opens the Apps view. 

Then, go to Windows Accessories and you will find the Snipping Tool shortcut. 

 

 
 

You can also type the word snip and the Start screen displays the appropriate results. 

 
 
Snipping Tool's Main Interface 

 

 

The Snipping Tool window has three important buttons: New, Cancel and Options. 

The New button allows you to select the type of screenshot that you want to take and then take a 

screenshot. The Cancel button allows you to cancel the current action. The Options button allows you to 

customize different aspects of the application. 
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How to Take a Custom Screenshot 

 

 

There are four types of captures available when pressing the New button: 

• The Free-form Snip enables you to draw an irregular line around an object or area. 

• The Rectangular Snip allows you to take a screenshot shaped as a rectangle, by dragging the cursor around 

an object. 

• Window Snip allows you to select a window (e.g. your Internet browser) or dialogue box (e.g. error 

message received from an application) and capture it. 

• Full-screen Snip enables you to capture the entire screen, like the old-fashioned Print Screen key. 

 

Let's see how to capture a part of your Desktop. First of all select the Rectangular Snip from the drop down 

menu and then choose the area that you want to cut. 

 

 
 

Select the area that interests you by clicking and dragging your cursor. As you drag, the selected area is 

surrounded by a red border, if you are using the default settings. 

When you release the mouse button, the captured area is automatically copied to the mark-up window, 

where you can annotate, save or share the screenshot. 

To save the screenshot, press the Save Snip button, select the location where you want it stored, type the 

file's name and choose the file type: JPEG then, press Save. 
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How to capture the Stats Page 

 

 

First you must login to https://mwomercs.com/login with your email and password. 

 

 
 

Then you must go for the Base Stats page, and for that first select Profile then Stats and by last Base Stats. 

 

 
 

After you capture the screen you must save it as “dd-mm-yyyy” and upload it to “My Pics” in your SR 

personal page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mwomercs.com/login
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APPENDIX III 

Crits and you a brief guide 
Posted by Selfish on 07 December 2012  

Last edited on 08 January 2014 

 

 

 

 
An Introduction 

 
 
Hello there! I posted the Critical Hits and You - A Brief Guide shortly after the release of Open Beta. I found 
that general knowledge on Critical Hits and how they worked was not only lacking, but often based off 
wrongful, wild assumptions. Well I'm not sure much has changed. I still happen into threads where people 
make common mistakes when talking about Crits. I don't blame them. The system can be extremely obtuse, 
and I hope to once again combat these with easily accessible knowledge. 
 
This guide will be available here on the MWO forums, and here [when released] on the QQmercs guide 
forum. The guide has also been hosted on several other sites, and translated into several languages. Just be 
aware that this major revision (8-26-13) may be markedly different from prior versions. 
 
 

http://www.qqmercs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Mech_war_by_AKIRAwrong.jpg
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1. Confusing Terms and Clarifications: 

 
This is quite probably the most necessary section you need to know to understand this guide. Without an 
even understanding of the terms being used you WILL become confused. I guarantee it. These are often 
terms that get lumped together in one's brain. In this guide, however, these terms are kept separate to 
facilitate description of the critical process. Refer to them if you ever get confused! 
 
"Crits" - This word may be used interchangeably between Critical Hits and Critical Slots. The Critical Hit is 
determined by the first roll of the critical system. The Critical Slot is the amount of slots an item takes up 
within a mech's component. The number of Critical Slots, compared proportionally against the other items in 
the same component, determine the chance of a successful critical strike landing on the item. 
 
Incapacitated - When a mech is incapacitated it is no longer able to be played. You lose control of the mech 
until it is repaired, and are put into spectator mode. In a match, it is easy to describe this as being 
"destroyed" or "dead". 
 
Destroyed - While this can refer to the status of a mech as stated above, I also use it to describe the status of 
a component or even items/equipment when it is struck by a critical hit of sufficient damage. The target of 
the destruction should be referenced when it's used to help keep this clear. 
 
Component - A mech is made up of eight (8) components. These are Head, Center Torso, Left and Right 
Torso, Left and Right Arm, and Left and Right leg. These are what you see on your paper doll (the little mech 
readouts that show damage on your screen). If you lose one of these, you lose whatever is stored inside it 
(weapons, ammo, engines, etc.). Special notes: If a side torso is destroyed, its corresponding arm (if it's still 
attached) will also be lost. If both legs are destroyed, the mech will be incapacitated. If the head component 
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is destroyed, the mech will be incapacitated. If the Center Torso is destroyed, the mech is incapacitated. 
 
Equipment or Item - These are weapons, engines, electronics, heatsinks, ammo, etc. that are stored within 
components. When a component is critically struck, the equipment/items are what take the hits. 
 
 
Engine - Now that the above terms are described, we can discuss the current implementation of the engine. 
If the component your engine is stored in is destroyed, you will be incapacitated. If the engine (an item in all 
mechs) is destroyed by crits: nothing happens to your mech. Currently, the critical hit system cannot 
incapacitate a player by destroying their engine. You must destroy the component that has the engine within 
it! 
 
 
 

2. How Critical Hits Work 

 

 
Critical hits are not like your usual crits in other games where they just deal additional gobs of damage. It is 
initially better to think of them as a separate damage system that attacks the items an opponent has stored 
in their mech. Dealing small bits of extra damage to an opponent with critical hits is a recent addition. We'll 
get to the 'regular' damage dealing properties and other quirks of the crit system later. First, we need to see 
just what a crit is and how it works. 
 
Each component on a mech has two layers of health. Armor is the first layer, and is visible as a line 
surrounding your mech's paper doll components. If armor is struck there is no chance for a critical hit—there 
is no such thing as a “through armor crit”. When armor is depleted the second layer, or Internal Structure 
(IS), becomes exposed. Internal Structure is visible as the solid components of your paper doll mech, and are 
outlined by armor if present. IS health is always a fixed amount of (Total Possible Armor / 2). The only 
component that doesn't follow that scheme is the Head, which has 18 Armor max and 15 Internal Structure 
for a total of 33 HP. Now the important part: Critical Hits can only occur when an attack strikes an 
UNARMORED component. Only Internal Structure has a chance to be critically hit! 
 
Whenever Internal Structure is hit by an attack the system rolls for a critical. The general chances of crits for 
almost all weapons in the game are as follows: 1x Crit = 25%, 2x Crit = 14%, 3x Crit = 3%, No crit = 58%. These 

http://www.qqmercs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/coverart_mappacks7_full.jpg
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numbers are just the general or “stock” chances. Weapons like the Flamer, LB10-X, and Machine Gun use 
individually tailored crit chances and multipliers. Critical hits deal their damage to items stored within the 
component, and then a small percentage of that damage to the component itself. Some items (Ammo + 
Gauss) have a chance of dealing (sometimes extreme) damage to your internals if they are destroyed, 
otherwise termed Ammo Explosions. 
 
I find people get confused at this part, so let's ignore crit damage transfer/ammo explosions for the moment 
and examine the 1x, 2x, 3x crits. Crit rolls use the base damage of the weapon that caused the crit, and are 
not multiplicative despite having an X in their name. Let's say you score a 3x Crit with an AC/10. It's 10-10-10 
damage that will be dealt to the component. As you can see, the damage is not all bunched up in one giant 
piece (30). It is actually three separate rolls of 10 damage each. This is important because crit rolls that 
exceed the health of an item don't apply their remaining damage to another item. 
 
If there is a crit, there is a another roll to determine where it lands inside the unarmored component it 
occurred in. Ever wonder why the sizes of items in components are called critical slots? Every item takes up a 
certain amount of slots, and has a set HP that absorbs crit damage before being destroyed. The chance of a 
crit landing on an item is directly proportional to how large the item is compared to all the other items 
stored with it. If you have a DHS (3 critical slots) and a medium laser (1 critical slot) in a component, your 
odds of a critical strike landing on the medium laser is 1/4—or 25%. When an item is destroyed it is removed 
from the "crit table" of a component. If you lose that DHS, the Mlas now has a 1/1 (100%) chance of being 
hit by a crit. 
 
*Mechanical Note: Thanks to Kaeb Odellas' work, we know that whatever weapon that exposes a mech's 
internals will trigger a crit roll using its base damage. This means that if you fire an AC/10 into an armored 
component that has 5 HP, you will deal 5 damage to the armor, 5 damage to the internals, and trigger a 
critical roll that will strike normally as an AC/10 (10, 10-10, and 10-10-10). If they look weak, hit them with 
the hardest thing you've got! 
 
For those that hate reading, I've devised a flowchart to summarize the general process of how crits happen 
(using general crit values). 

http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/81945-crits-and-you-a-brief-guide/page__view__findpost__p__3053467
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3. Ammo Explosions and Explosive Damage Transfer 

 

 
 
An ammo explosion can occur when a ton of ammo (or the Gauss Rifle) get critically destroyed. This can 
happen in two ways: The explosive item is destroyed by critical strikes, or the component the item is stored 
in is destroyed. 
In the case of component destruction, it is important to note that components that “fall off” are not counted 
as being destroyed. So if you have ammo in your left arm and your left torso is destroyed, your arm will 'fall 
off' but it will not trigger an explosion roll. 
 

http://i.imgur.com/iTMHcKrl.jpg
http://www.qqmercs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/battletech___critical_hit_by_steampoweredmikej-d5ouga2.jpg
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All ammo currently has 10 HP and takes one critical slot. When destroyed, it has a 10% chance of exploding, 
or “cooking”. If ammo cooks it will deal the remainder of its ammo amount multiplied by its explosive 
damage to the Internal Structure of the mech. Keep in mind that the explosive damage of ammo is not 
always equivalent to the damage the ammo itself can deal. Updated explosive damage and stats can be 
found here: http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/#ammo_types 
 
If the component an ammo explosion occurs in is destroyed via explosion damage, the remainder of damage 
will then transfer to the nearest innermost available component. Unlike standard damage transfer this 
damage is not reduced by 50% as it travels from component to component, and it completely ignores armor. 
This makes ammo explosions potentially very deadly, and is the only way besides overheating that a mech 
can be destroyed with armor still on its important components. The transfer path of an explosion is always 
“inwards” and ends up at the CT. Let's say your left leg or arm are destroyed, where is the damage going to 
transfer? Your Left Torso. If that's destroyed, the damage then transfers to the Center Torso. 
 
The Gauss rifle and its ammo are exceptions to the standard rules of ammo explosions.The Gauss Rifle itself 
has 5 HP and a whopping 90% chance to explode when it is destroyed. It deals 20 damage to the 
component's internals and otherwise acts like an ammo explosion. Gauss ammo, on the other hand, cannot 
explode. If it is critically destroyed you simply lose the unspent ammo. This is often why you see Gauss 
ammo stored with the gauss rifle itself, as it can safely reduce the odds of the Gauss being critically hit. 
 
 
C.A.S.E. is a form of explosion damage prevention—not critical hit prevention--but it isn't very good at what 
it does. If your ammo is struck and begins to cook off, C.A.S.E will prevent the damage from moving past the 
component your C.A.S.E is stored in, but you will still lose that component. This means C.A.S.E. does nothing 
if you are using an XL engine. The devs are currently looking at ways of increasing the viability of C.A.S.E, so 
this may change in the future. 
 
For those interested in what an Ammo explosion looks like. 
 
 
While noticeable on the paper doll, it also has a yellow/white graphical spark effect in the component that is 
currently cooking. Look for it! 
 
 
 

4. Critical Damage Transfer 

 
 
Critical Damage Transfer is the newest addition to crits as of (6-8-13), and it's the third form of damage 
transfer to be added to the game. The esoteric difference from the former two is that Standard Damage 
Transfer (50% reduction per component) and Explosion Damage (See above) concerns a transfer of damage 
between components. Critical Damage Transfer is defined by damage transferring from the crit system back 
into standard damage—it all stays in the same component. Confused yet? Relax, it's fairly simple. 
 
15% percent of the damage a crit deals to a component, regardless if it landed on an item, is also dealt to 
the Internal Structure of the component. 
 
See? We got it! If not, let's look back at our example involving the 3x Crit with the AC/10. We are dealing 10-
10-10 critical damage to the component. How much damage are we actually dealing to the component 

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/#ammo_types
http://youtu.be/UkPpEhnr8mg
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instead of the items within it? Well 15% multiplied by 10-10-10 is 1.5-1.5-1.5, or simply 4.5. You have just 
dealt 4.5 additional damage to the component hit with the AC/10 for a total of 14.5 damage. Best part? You 
still dealt 10-10-10 critical damage to items within the component. 
 
 
I've included more in-depth information on this process (and critical damage in general) in Chapter 6 -- 
Critical Offense. 

 
 

5. Adjusted Crit Value Weapons 

 
 
Critical or "Crit-seeking" weapons are weapons that have had their crit chance and/or crit multipliers 
changed by the devs. This means they either crit more often, or crit relatively harder than other weapons. 
Let's start with their crit chance increases, and move on to a weapon by weapon analysis. 

Quote 

Adjusted Crit Chances 
 
LB 10-X & Flamer 
1x Crit = 39% 
2x Crit = 22% 
3x Crit = 7% 
Total Crit Chance = 67% 
 
Machine Gun 
1x Crit = 31% 
2x Crit = 17% 
3x Crit = 4% 
Total Crit Chance = 52% 
 
 
The Flamer 

http://www.qqmercs.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Blue_Flame_hit.jpg
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Quote 

(?? Recycle ??) 
1x Crit = 0.44 Damage 
2x Crit = 0.88 Damage 
3x Crit = 1.32 Damage 
 
The Flamer is undeniably the weakest weapon in the game. It adds small scaling heat, cannot shut an 
opponent down via overheat, is hot itself, and even with its crit buffs cannot manage a simple task like 
critting a single 10 HP item in a component. On top of being generally terrible at everything it was designed 
to do, it is a very short range hitray weapon (like the Machine Gun). It requires 100% uptime on an opponent 
to see its already low "on-paper" damage. I'd advise avoiding it until further tweaks to how the weapon 
performs. 
 
The Machine Gun 
 
Quote 

(0.1 Recycle) (9x Base Bullet Damage) 
1x Crit = .9 Damage 
2x Crit = 1.8 Damage 
3x Crit = 2.7 Damage 
 
Average Critical DPS: 6.93 
 
Look at that recycle of 10 shots per second. Now look back at the total crit chance. Now look at the 9x Base 
damage multiplier. This weapon is now diamonds! The Machine Gun has made some great strides in terms 
of being able to both crit and deal damage. It's counterbalanced by having the hardest aiming mechanic in 
the game in tandem with needing to hit unarmored components at very close range. If you can control them 
then Machine Guns are very effective crit-seeking weapons, and they can deal decent damage to unarmored 
components as well. 
 
It would be helpful to explain just how to control them. Machine Guns are Hitray weapons (like the Flamer) 
and, as far as I know, the only weapon in the game with a randomized cone of fire. Those machine gun 
projectiles you see shooting out of your mech? Yeah. They're fake. You're really shooting a laser that strikes 
your reticule most of the time. It is imperative that you do not lead with the MG. Fire exactly on the 
component you want to hit and keep it on there. 
 
As this weapon is often used for clearing out components of their items, I've included a handy chart to show 
the average time it will take to destroy an item. 
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The LB10-X 

Quote 

LB10-X (2.5s Recycle) (2x Base Pellet Damage) 
1x Crit = 2.0 
2x Crit = 4.0 
3x Crit = 6.0 
 
 
Avg. Crit Damage per salvo (All pellets hit) = 20.2 
 
The LB10-X has long been a less than viable weapon. It had too large a spread to keep damage on target and 
its ability to crit was much less than the AC/10. I'm happy to say that these issues have been mostly rectified. 
It's now an average weapon like the AC/10, and if used en masse (2x, 3x) can be very solid for brawling--the 
old DDC 2x LB10 build only got better. 
 
Thanks to Critical Damage Transfer, its higher crit chances, and increased crit multiplier the LB10 now does, 
on average, about 13 regular damage to unarmored components per salvo. If the stars align, you can deal up 
to 19 damage on a salvo--just don't bank on that. 

 

6. Critical Offense 

 
Critical Burst or "Critical Penetration" 
 
 
The basic rule covered here is a game of One-Hit KO's. I term this critical penetration (or crit pen), and it's 
the most widely used crit strategy simply because it comes in tandem with burst weaponry. If you can match 
the item HP with your weapon, you have a 42% chance (general crit) of destroying it with every shot.  
 
The removal of a critically large item (like a DHS) can significantly improve your odds of striking smaller items 
that remain in the component (like Lasers). For example. Let's take a component of three items. They each 
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have 10 HP and take up one critical slot. There is a 1/3 chance of a roll landing on each item. Now, let's say 
you hit the component with a single crit from an AC/10, what chance do you have of destroying a specific 
one of the items? 1/3 or 33%. Let's say that wasn't the item you were going for. Destroying at least one item 
means the odds are changed in the component. It's now 1/2. You have a 50% chance to destroy the item on 
your next AC/10 crit. 
 
For most low damage burst like the AC/2 and AC/5, they are simply at a disadvantage when it comes to 
scoring crits against small critical size items with 10+HP--provided their opponents buffered/padded well. All 
weapons tend to do well enough if there's a 100% chance every crit lands on a single item. 
 
 
 
 
Target Item HP Values 
 
 
18 HP - AC/20 
 
Effect? The weapon is critically destroyed. Inoperable for match. 
 
The AC/20 has since become a fairly healthy weapon. Given its massive critical size and unwillingness to be 
buffered this is a good thing. The only weapon that can critically destroy the AC/20 in one basic crit is the 
AC/20 itself. 
 
15 HP – Engine 
 
Effect? Nothing. It does absolutely nothing, yet. A critically destroyed engine does NOT destroy you in game. 
The only way to 'kill' an opponent through their engine is to destroy the component it is housed in. For STD 
engines this is the Center Torso. For XL engines this is the left, center, and right torsos. Hopefully this clears 
confusion: Critically destroying an engine does not kill you in game. 
 
Weapons: The Gauss, and also the AC/20, are the most efficient at critting this item, but until it has an effect 
it's a wasted notion. 
 
10 HP – All items sans Engine, Gauss, AC/20, and ECM 
 
Effect? Ammo can explode, and that seriously hurts. Destroying heatsinks reduces heat efficiency. Destroying 
weapons puts them out of commission. 
 
Weapons: 10 Damage burst weapons are the most efficient here, but anything that can deal more than that 
are great too. The AC/10 and PPC are the most efficient weapons for seeking critical hits at this item level. 
The AC/10 has the fastest refire (2.5s), so it gets the fastest attempts at one-shotting items in a component. 
The PPC has more range, is ammoless, and has an incredibly fast travel speed. The Gauss and AC/20 are also 
very solid at critting components, but fire slower with more damage. 
 
Electronics: Both the Command Console and Beagle Active Probe (BAP) have 10 HP, and can be critically 
destroyed. 
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5 HP - Gauss 
 
Effect? 90% chance of guass rifle explosion when critted. Deals 20 internal damage to the component. 
Damage mechanic is identical to an Ammo explosion (ignores armor). 
 
Weapons: The UAC/5, closely followed by the AC/5, are now the most efficient crit seekers of the Gauss rifle. 
Which, as of 9-3-13 received an HP buff. Still, the large size of the weapon can still mean that most builds will 
have a good chance of critting out the Gauss before its component is destroyed. 
 
3 HP – ECM 
 
Effect? ECM ceases to function. 
 
Weapons: I wouldn't recommend picking weapons to seek out crits on the ECM. The smaller calibre of 
weapon needed means almost all weapons have a serious chance at messing up this module, and most 
mechs that carry it are either difficult/inefficient to focus shots onto a side torso (Every Light) or way too 
easy to disarm via destruction (LT of a D-DC). 
 
 
Critical Damage Per Second 
 
 
What if you don't have burst, but have a weapon that fires fast, or has the adjusted crit rates to knock items 
out of a component? At that point you'd judge a weapon not on its ability to flip a coin and hope you knock 
out what's in the component, but instead apply enough average critical damage to the component to ensure 
you rip everything out of it in a timely fashion. 

 

 
 
As you can see, there's not many weapons that are specialized in this area. The MG is very effective at this, 
and the LB10X remains a hybrid freak that straddles both worlds. When both are massed they are fantastic 
at destroying items in components. 
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Critical Damage Transfer  
 
 
Critical Damage Transfer doesn't just affect the “Crit seeking” weapons like the Machine Gun or LB10-X. It 
helps boost all the potential damage you can deal with every weapon—provided the component you hit is 
unarmored. Let's begin our examination by looking at how much potential critical DPS relates to CDTPS (or 
real damage dealt to a component via crits over time). Keep in mind that damage per second is just one 
piece of the puzzle. The current "cheese" builds in the game have fairly low DPS but high burst. CDTPS charts 
will mean little to assessing those kinds of weapons. 

 

 
 
The MG and LB10X, both the Critical seeking adjusted weapons have some hefty increases in this 
department. This is generally where players will stop and say, "OP! Nerf!" Don't forget that CDTPS is a small 
chunk of actual damage. Let's look at CDTPS and DPS combined to get a full picture of a weapon's potential 
DPS range. 
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See, isn't that better? This chart more accurately shows how much damage weapons deal over time to 
unarmored components. LB10x's and MGs have become fairly useful provided their targets are unarmored, 
and this gives a boost to several previously useless mech variants. 
 
Weapons that 'kill via DPS' like the UAC/5 or AC/2s are still on par or better than the 10X--and are usually 
massed as much as MGs. This means the LB10X and MGs are simply not competitive with these ballistics 
until they manage to find unarmored components up close and personal. A fair trade for losing the insane 
range and accuracy of the AC/2 or UAC/5. 
To further highlight the LB10, let's take a look at burst weaponry's average salvo damage versus internal 
structure. 

 

 
 
This chart is an approximation of how much AVERAGE critical damage you will see every time you fire the 
weapon. All of the non-LB10 burst weapons are "All or nothing", so this chart has little impact on their actual 
performance on a shot-by-shot basis. What it does do is highlight the strength of the LB10x. It is the 
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exception to "burst" because of its ability to get 10 crit rolls into a component per salvo. As you can see, it 
fairly reliably scores 13 damage per salvo. 
 
While the LB10X will see slight increases in damage versus IS more reliably, giving it a larger overall increase 
to average critical damage dealt per salvo, the cost is that this reduces its chances at seeing its low/high end 
in potential damage. The AC/20, for example, has a 3% chance to see a 3x crit, or 29 damage, versus 
internals. The LB10 has the same possible crit range of the AC/20, 9 potential damage, but needs to land ten 
simultaneous 3x crits (each with a 6% chance to occur) to see that result. The LB10 crits reliably. The AC/20 
crits HARD. 
 
Since Average Crit damage is often misleading to how burst weaponry really performs, I've created this next 
chart to show the range of possible damage a weapon can deal on crits. 

 

Unsurprisingly every weapon got better. Weapons that deal more damage, or have adjusted crit rates, 
received larger increases than lower damage weapons. The blue line is your standard non-crit shot against an 
unarmored component. To figure out the rest, you need to find the weapon you are interested in and compare 
its 1x, 2x, and 3x crit chance with the weapon's crit range. For all weapons except for the LB10x, MG, and 
Flamer, that chance is [1x = 25% ; 2x = 14% ; 3x = 3%]. That's the percent chance you have of seeing the listed 
damage. 
 
 

7. Critical Defense 

 

Critical hits are going to happen. You can't prevent them from happening once your internal armor is 

exposed. You can, however, change the percentage they have of striking items you don't want to lose. I call 

this item or crit buffering, since it involves filling a space with mostly neutral or beneficial items that take up 

critical slots. The proper defense against crits involves identifying what is dangerous or important to you, like 

ammo or an AC, and stuffing its component with other things that will help take hits for it. The following 

three systems are widely employed by pilots depending on what kind of mech they are building. Check them 

out. 
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7.1. Buffering/Padding 
 
The percentage of an item being hit is based off the number of critical slots an item occupies 
compared to the other items within that same component. This means items that take up more 
critical slots, like the AC/20's whopping 10 crits, are more difficult to buffer. Buffering is a game of 
proportions, which means adding too much results in less benefit. It also makes it riskier to lose the 
component you've buffered, as it's now full of often beneficial items you've used to take up space. 
Buffering is often used to protect weapons. Your opponent either knows, or can deduce, the exact 
location of where you have placed weapons, and may attempt to destroy them. This makes 
buffering (and damage mitigation techniques like twisting) your best recourse for dealing with these 
attacks. 
 
e.g. A double heatsink occupies three critical slots. If you placed one in a component with a medium 
laser that occupies one slot, you would have a higher chance of a successful crit striking the DHS 
(75%, or 3/4 used critical slots occupied), and a lesser chance of the crit striking the Mlas (25%, or 
1/4 used critical slots occupied). 
 
 

7.2.  Ammo Location System 
 
This concept of ammo storage, generally exercised by LRM "boats" or mechs heavily dependent on 
ballistics, is to use the principles from the ALS (Ammo Location System) to keep ammo stored within 
a mech in rather commonly struck hardpoints. The key to this system is knowing how much ammo 
is in a ton, where it is stored in your mech, and in what order your mech will be using its ammo 
stores. This gives you a clear picture of what components are vulnerable to an ammo explosion at 
any given time. It also means you can use previously ammo filled components to absorb incoming 
damage, since empty ammo doesn't explode. 
If you're going to be using an ammo dependent mech, you should read the guide on ALS. If you ever 
forget where ammo is stored in your mech, you can check the readout in your cockpit--yes, that 
little flashing mech panel accurately tells you where your ammo is stored and in what amount. The 
order ammo is used in is as follows: Head->Center Torso->Right Torso->Left Torso->Left Arm->Right 
Arm->Left Leg->Right Leg. 
 
 

7.3.  Hiding 
 
This method is widely used in mechs that use Ballistic or Missile weapons but don't carry much 
ammo. The goal is to “hide” vulnerable items like some sort of apocalyptic chipmunk and just hope 
for a short nuclear winter. Small critical items like Ammo invariably end up hidden in the legs or 
head because they aren't often/easily targeted, and if you lose them the game is most likely over 
for you anyways. Just keep in mind some people actively search for players who stuff ammo in their 
socks, and if they see an unarmored leg they'll pot shot it with crit-seeking weapons just to see 
what you might have. An ammo explosion in a leg can be pretty nasty due to how damage transfer 
works. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/65553-guide-ammo-depleting-priorities-or-in-what-order-is-your-ammo-being-used/
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Defensive items and upgrades explained: 
 
 
Heatsinks 
 
Heatsinks are the most common buffering equipment. This is simply because you usually need them to 
function, and you need to stick them somewhere. 
 
Single Heat Sinks take up one critical slot and cost one ton. Double Heat sinks take up 3 critical slots and cost 
one ton. Both have 10 HP. DHS make better buffers, but they hurt your heat efficiency more when you lose 
them. They are also harder to fit, and cannot be placed in the legs, head, or CT (but can fit in engine slots). 
 
 
Gauss Ammo 
 
Gauss ammo is comprised of metal slugs. They can not explode if critically struck, and are effectively inert 
tonnage. That's perfect for critical buffering. Gauss have 7 critical slots and are easily struck. It makes sense 
to store your Gauss ammo in the same component as your Rifle to reduce those odds of it being critted. This 
won't reduce the odds of the GR from exploding. That is a 90% chance when the Rifle is critically destroyed. 
Do note that if the ammo is struck and critically destroyed, you'll lose that particular stack of ammo. A fair 
trade, if you ask me. 
 
 
 
C.A.S.E 
 
This item does NOT prevent critical hits, it prevents damage transfer from ammo explosions. If your ammo is 
struck and begins to cook off, C.A.S.E will prevent the damage from moving past the component your C.A.S.E 
is stored in, but you will still lose that component. The devs are currently looking at ways of increasing the 
viability of C.A.S.E, so this may change in the future. 
 
C.A.S.E is considered a "Floating Point" module and has no health. It cannot be struck by critical hits. 
 
 
 
XL & CT (STD) Engines 
 
XL engines take up critical slots in your side torsos, but they still count as an engine. Currently, critically 
destroying an engine has no ill effect. This creates a shared 15 HP buffer in Side and Center Torsos for XL, 
and just in the center torso for STD engine users. 
 
The Center Torso is also very high up on the ALS feed, so if you're going to be using a lot of ammo it's a 
decent place to store it. Just don't take a lot of CT damage before using your ammo! 
 
Another interesting tidbit is that HS stored in engine slots also add their HP to the buffer. It is currently 
unknown how they specifically/mechanically interact with the engine, but it is safe to assume they will help 
protect whatever is stored in the CT with them. 
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Item Equipment (Gyros, actuators, etc.) 
 
For all intents and purposes these are not "in the game" as of yet, but they will form natural crit buffers 
once/if they are. I believe it's intended that they become crittable, so if you destroy an actuator in an arm 
you could limit the amount of arm movement of the player. However, consider these items uncrittable until 
further notice/official response. 
 
 
 
"Floating Point" Upgrades (Endo-Steel, Ferro-Fibrous, etc.) 
 
These are upgrades that occupy critical slots, but cannot be targeted by critical hits and do not factor into 
critical slot calculations. They cannot be critically destroyed. If every component containing an upgrade is 
destroyed: nothing happens! 
 
 

Fitting Considerations 

 

Before you start stuffing every component you have with heat sinks, you need to consider how valuable the 

item is that you're buffering. If it's at the point where others will actively seek it out, placing the majority of 

your heat sinks in that component may not be such a good idea. You're essentially trying to reduce the 

chances that you lose an important weapon before you lose the component it's stored in. Even a small 

amount of buffer can reduce the critical chance on items by 20-40%. Against most weapons in the game, 

that's enough protection that you'll ever need. 

 

Choosing a weapon with high critical slots makes it easier for crits to strike that weapon, and it becomes 

harder to buffer it because of limited critical space. If you're having trouble fitting a build around a high 

critical, high tonnage weapon. A downgrade could also result in an upgrade in crit protection. Do NOT go out 

of your way to prevent crits in this way. Don't just downgrade your AC/20 because you're afraid it's going to 

be critted. Critical hits happen! Fit your mech for the best damage/range of your build, and then find ways to 

deal with the vulnerability after. 

 

Playstyle is often a great substitute for having 'risky' weapons like a Gauss Rifle. If you don't reach internal 

armor, you cannot be critted, so good damage mitigation is key. Those risky weapons often have better 

damage, or more range. You can keep yourself from being in bad situations just through virtue of playing 

smart. What I'm trying to say is that fitting against critical hits isn't everything, but there are times you 

should pay attention to it--especially when storing ammo or placing heatsinks. 
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8. Conclusion 
 
 
That's it, you're done! Or are you? This primer includes a lot of information, but not all of it. If you can't find 
an answer to a question, are curious, or have feedback: feel free to post! 
 
If you're interested in number soup, have a gander at my personal spreadsheet on crits. It's where I go to 
relax among the splendor of crits. Also, the charts you see on this page are auto-generated based on its 
information. It should make keeping information up to date much easier. 
 
Thanks for giving the guide a read! 
-Selfish 
 

 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Aoyv4-oH51kEdDNhSjY0WEU1WUljSnNmR3hneUplUmc#gid=0
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APPENDIX IV 

Earning CBills in MWO 
 

Rewards 2.0 - What's New?  

The new rewards system comes with a number of new rewards specially designed for role warfare. With 

Rewards 2.0 all rewards were re-balanced in order to be economical. Many rewards are based on a system 

measuring engagement/disengagement with enemy players.  

 

Engagement/Disengagement Rules:  

Dealing or receiving damage makes you engaged.  

Depending on sight, distance and time since the last damage was dealt, timers work to see if you are still 

actively in combat or disengaged.  

 

The following rewards are new or follow a different system now:  

 

Scouting:   

Be the first to spot a target.  

Do not engage.  

 

Flanking:  

Move behind an enemy Mech without being targeted by it and without being engaged.  

Deal damage to the enemy Mech from behind (out of sight).  

Reward has a cool-down of 20 seconds.  

 

Kill Most Damage:  

Compared to all other players, deal the most damage to a target.  

The target dies.  
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Killing Blow:  

Deal the killing shot to a target.  

 

Solo Kill:  

Achieve both "Kill Most Damage" and "Killing Blow" for the same target.  

 

Capture:  

Being inside of a base while the base re-aligns.  

 

Brawler:  

Get a "Solo Kill" in between 0 and 450 meters distance to the target.  

Be in a medium or heavy 'Mech.  

 

Lance Formation:  

All players of one lance are in a distance of 140 meters to each other.  

The whole lance is engaged.  

Reward occurs every 15 seconds if not interrupted.  

 

Protected Light:  

Be in a light 'Mech.  

Stay close to a 'Mech that is at least 2 weight classes higher.  

Both are engaged.  

Reward occurs every 8 seconds.  

 

Protected Medium:  

Be in a medium 'Mech.  

Stay close to a 'Mech that is at least 2 weight classes higher.  

Both are engaged.  

Reward occurs every 8 seconds.  
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Protect Proximity:  

Staying in a radius of 150 meters to a damaged friendly 'Mech (critical damage).  

Be engaged.  

Reward occurs every 10 seconds if not interrupted.  

 

TAG Damage:  

TAG a target.  

Damage is dealt to that target while target is still TAGed.  

Reward is multiplied by the damage dealt in points.  

Reward is only shown on HUD once finished or interrupted (total number rewarded).  

Reward is only given if the target is tagged for at least 2 seconds.  

Reward is only given if the target takes at least 5 damage.  

The reward has a cooldown of 2 seconds.  

This timer resets to 2 seconds with every point of damage dealt.  

Once the timer reaches 0 all the accumulated reward is given to the player/shown on HUD.  

The reward is finished when:  

Tag is removed from the target.  

The target dies.  

 

TAG Kill:  

The user is tagging the target.  

The target gets destroyed WHILE being TAGed.  

 

Hit and Run:  

A hit and run “Score” is generated based off an engagement.  

Every point of damage dealt counts for 1 point of score.  

Every point of damage taken counts for -2 points of score.  

If score is greater than 10, you are awarded with a hit and run award.  

If the total damage taken during the engagement is greater than 15 the score is zeroed and no award is 

given.  
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First Capture:  

Player gets the capture collector reward for a previously uncaptured collector.  

Can only occur once per collector per match.  

Does not apply to starting bases that are already captured.  

 

Stealth TAG: 

Player TAGs a target.  

Player stays out of the line of sight of any enemy.  

Player is rewarded every 6 seconds.  

 

Rewards 2.0 - What is the New Balance?  

Reward XP CB 

Component Destroyed 15 2300 

Kill 30 4000 

Death 0 0 

Win 250 25000 

Loss 40 20000 

Assist 40 3500 

Team Kill -150 -10000 

Damage Done 0 21 

Tie 75 15000 

Capture Win 75 0 

Capture Assist 50 0 

Spotting Assist 20 2000 

Salvage Bonus 1 0 

Kill Most Damage 80 5000 

Solo Kill 280 10000 

Scouting 20 2000 

Flanking 20 1500 
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Capture 50 2500 

Capture Pulse 0 100 

First Capture 60 4500 

Brawling 130 4500 

Tag Damage 0 35 

Tag Kill 60 6000 

Narc Kill 60 6000 

Hit And Run 15 2000 

Tag Stealth 5 150 

Lance Formation 0 120 

Protected Medium 0 100 

Protected Light 0 100 

Protect Proximity 0 90 

Savior Kill 60 4500 

Defensive Kill 60 4500 

UAV Kill 50 0 

UAV Locked Damage 25 1800 

UAV Detection 20 250 

Counter ECM 70 2500 

Counter ECM Locked Dmg 25 500 

Turret Kill 50 1000 

Tag Narc 25 1500 
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APPENDIX V 

Smurfys mechlab 
 

We all want to buy new mechs or make a new build, but PGI is yet to implement a really outstanding Mechlab 

were you can see all the info on the mechs and builds. As an alternative you can go to an outside site with lots 

of neat features that will help you decide which mech to buy or on an efficient build. That site is Smurfys 

mechlab. (Link).  

 

The intro screen 

If you desire a site with beautiful graphics Smurfy is not what you want, but in terms of presenting all the 

info you desire in a very efficient way, it excels in that department. 

  1  2  3  4  5 

 

 

 

1. The list of all available mechs and their main characteristics. 

 

   
   

  A
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**
* 

 
  

 

 
 

         Hardpoint type and location         

Module slots 

         Equipped engine  
                        and available engines * 
 
 

         Torso and arms twist and tilt ** 

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/
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* If you click on the available engines you will go to a screen with the perks of all possible engines. 
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** If you click on the torso and arms twist and Tilt you will go to a screen with the quirks for that specific 
mech depended on being elited or not, and the engine equipped. 
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*** If you select one of the available chassis you will go to that chassis stock layout. 
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2. The equipment list will give you all the information related to weapon systems, heat penalties per 
weapon, ammo types, modules and equipment, weapon mods range and cool down. 
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3. Statistics will give you a list of other people most common builds. There you can see what others are 
testing and their effectiveness on heat, firepower and DPS. 

 
 

 
 
 

4. The Mechlab will let you choose a specific mech from a drop down list of all available mechs separated 
by weight class. 
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5. The Maps tab will let you take look on all MWO maps for the different game modes, complete with 
lances starting coordinates, turret positions, conquest nodes, and maps statistics (Heatmap overlay). 
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The Mechlab 

This is where all the action occurs when you are testing all the different weapon and equipment combinations, 

here you have all the info at your disposal to put up a build with the most efficient design according to your 

play style.  

- If you go to the battlemech list and choose your chassis, the battlemech stock loadout will be 

shown. 

 

 

- but if you get into the mechlab from the drop down tab selection, you will be presented with a 

striped version of that chassis.  
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In either case you can load or strip any equipment or armor from the tools tab. 
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Navigating in the mechlab  

 

The layout is divided in 3 areas, the mech information area (1), the mech load out area (2) and the equipment 

area (3). 

 

 

 

1- The mech information area, is where you can see all the information related to your current loadout 

(speed, alpha, damage per second and cooling), select upgrades, and see the amount of ammo 

loaded.  

 

2- The mech load out area is where you test your builds just by drag and drop from the equipment on 

the right.  

 

3- In the equipment area, you have the weapon, ammo, equipment, and the armor tabs. On top of 

those you have can see the amount of Cbills that you need to spend on the mech, unfortunately 

there is not an option to remove the cost of the chassis itself. 
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The Weaponlab 

 

On top of the mechlab you have a button “Weaponlab” that will open a screen were you can adjust your 

build to top efficiency. Remember that you can have a huge alpha but if you shut down after each press 

of a button it will not help you and the others in game. 

 

 

The sliders will help you adjust you weapon groups or even the number of weapons you can carry, so that 

you have the maximum sustained dps.  

Another important feature of the weaponlab is the amount of damage a weapon does beyond the range, 

so that you don’t get a surprise on the damage screen after a game were you were always firing your 

weapons at the max range. A compromise of not more of 50% between ideal and max range is advisable. 

 

 

Advantages of creating an account 

If you create an account you will have the added possibility of storing your builds in a mechbay and getting 

links to your builds to share with others.  

After you log in to your account the mechlab top bar will look like this: 
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After you have finished with your build you can save it or get a link to share with others in this screen. Just 

copy and paste the plain link when you want to share it with the community. 

 

 

After the build is saved you can add it to the mechbay with the rest of your builds for later reference. 
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References 

The information on this handbook has been compiled from the following sources: 

 

Sarna.net  – a comprehensive site related to the Battletech universe. 

 

Wikipedia – another site with lots of information regarding Battletech. 

 

Skye-Rangers.net – Our forums have a lot of valuable information stored, that has been compiled by a lot of 

present and past rangers, take a few hours of your time to browse the forums, you will certainly learn 

something. 

 

Mwowiki.org – A site dedicated to MWO (The source for my crit’s appendix). 

 

Smurfys mechlab – The best site to build up your mechs  

 

Mercenary Star – a website for players with that competitive nature. 

 

 

 

I wish to thank Leif777 for the idea and support on creating this handbook, I hope that it will be a source for 

some info to the new and not so new members of the Skye Rangers. 

 

Alexander Carlile 
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